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"THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TEXTURE AND FORMABILITY IN SHEET METALS" - . - -
Author: Carlos Sergio Dacosta Viana 

The study of the relationship between texture and the anisotropy 
of mechanical properties can lead to a better understanding of materials 
behaviour and, from this, to the development of conveniently textured 
materials so that their anisotropy can be utilized in an advantageous 
manner. 

In the present work mechanical properties, yield loci,formability 
parameters, earing and the stretching behaviour of a range of differently 
textured FCC and BCC materials were investigated both theoretically and 
expereimentally. The Crystallite Orientation Distribution. Function (CODF), 
expressed in terms of a series of spherical harmonics, waa used to provide 
a quantitative description of the textures. The crystallographic yield 
strength anisotropy was assessed via predicted lower bound and upper bound 
yield loci using both restricted and pencil glide deformation modes. 
Predicted formability parameters were obtained from the crystallographic 
upper bound loci. The contribution of individual orientation to the final 
yield behaviour was also analysed using single crystal yield loci. An 
experimental assessment of the anisotropy of plastic flow was made by 
means of both Knoop hardness measurements and tensile and plane-strain 
compression tests. From the latter, formability and hardening parameters 

·Were obtained and compared wi• l\ the predicted behaviour. 
The earing behaviour of some FCC and BCC sheet materials was 

predicted using a crystallo~aphic model based on yield locus data. 
Theoretical and experimental cup profiles of copper, aluminiwn and steel 
in different textural condi t 'ions were compared and analysed with respect 
to the influence of specific texture components .. 

The s t rains reached by a metal sheet undar biaxial stretching 
before failure by localised necking may ~~end on the anisotropy of plastic 
flow. This is in turn a function of the s'ti'let's texture. A quatitative 
model for the prediction of such limit.strains, based on the crystallographic 
upper bound yield loci, was developed. This was then used for the calculation 
~f forming limit diagram~ (FLD) of copper and steels in different textural 
conditions. These results were compared with experimental limit strains 
obtained from a testing technique designed to reproduce closely the 
theoretical conditions. 

The work also contains a review of the relevant contributions 
in the areas of texture, yield loci, deep drawing, earing and stretching 
behaviour of sheet metals . 
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CHAPTER 1 

. INTRODUCTION 

The arrangement of grains in sheet metals is usually non-random . 

The rolling and annealing treatments used in industry induce preferred 

orientations or textures in metal sheets which greatly influence their 

performance _during forming operations. 

The study of the relationship between texture and the anisotropy 

of mechanical properties can ·1ead to a better understanding of 

materials behaviour and, fr4ifii this, to the development of adequately 

textured materials in orde that their anisotropy can be utilized in an 

advantageous manner. Thii requires a detailed analysis of the influence 

of texture components on specific properties by means of models of the 
... 

deformation modes and assumptions abou~ the different forming operations . 

In the present work mechanical properties, yield loci, formability 

parameters, earing and the st~etching behaviour of a range of differently 

textured FCC and BCC materials are investigated both theoretically and 

experi me ntally. The crystallite orientation distribution function 

(CO DF) , expressed in terms of a series of spherical harmonics, is used 

to provide a quantit~tive description of the textures. The 

crystallographic yield strength anisotropy is assessed via predicted 

lower bound and upper bound yield loci using both restricted and pencil 

glide deformation modes. Predicted formabi 1 i ty parameters are obta ined 

from the crystallographic upper bound loci. The contribution of 

individual orientations to the final yield behaviour is also analysed 

using single crystal yield loci. An experimental assessment of the 

anisotropy of plastic flo1t1 is made by means of both Knoop hardness 
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measurements and tensile and plane-strain compression tests. From the 

latter, formability and hardening parameters are obtained and compared 

with the predicted behaviour . 

The earing behaviour of some FCC and BCC. sheet materials is 

predicted using a crystallographic model based on yield locus data. 

Theoretical and experimental cup profiles of copper , aluminium and steel 

in different textural conditions are compared and analysed with respect 

to the influence of specific texture components. 

The strains reached by a metal sheet under biaxial stretching 

before failure by localized necking may depend on the anisotropy of 

plastic flow . This is in turn a function of the sheet's texture. A 

~uantitative model for the prediction of such limit strains, based on 

the crystallographic uppe bound yield loci, is developed. This is 

then used for the calculation of forming limit diagrams (FLO) of 

copper and steels in di fferent textural conditions . These results 
... 

are compared with experimentai ii mit ~ ains obtained from a testing 

technique designed to rep roduce close ly the theoretical conditions. 

Chapter 2 contains a revi ew of the relevan t contributions in the 

areas of texture, yi eld loci, deep drawing, earing and stretching 

behaviour of sheet metals. Chapter 3 includes texture analysis and the 

description of the theoretical models used for the prediction of crystal

lographic yield loci, formability parameters, earing and stretching 

behaviour. The materials and their thermomechanical treatments and the 

experimental techniques, are described in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 the 

results are presented and discussed. A summary of the work undertaken, 

general remarks and suggestions for further research can be found in 

Chapter 6. Aprendix I and Appendix II contain the mathematical 

modification of the Marciniak and Kuczynski theory and the Considere 

construction, respectively . Appendix III contains some of the computer 

programs used in the present work. 



CHAPTER .2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. Preferred Orientation 

2.1.1. General Aspects 

It is commonly observed that the distribution of lattice 

orientations of the grains of most polycrystalline materials is non

random. Instead, the orientations tend to cluster about a particular 

crystallographic orientation or set of orientations characterizing 

what is known as preferre~ orientation or texture. 

In generai, the the~al and mechanical histories of a material 

determine the nature o~ its texture. In castings, columnar grains 

can form along a specific crystallographic direction during 

solidification. During subsequent p~ stic deformation the crystals 

rotate towards certain stable orientations, gradually leading to a 

preferred orientation even if the initial distribution was 

random. Upon recrystallization, new crystals form and grm<1 at the 

expense of the deformed matrix . More reorientations may then occur, 

generating a new texture which is generally different from that 

produced by deformation. 

The texture exhibited by a material may however depend on a 

number of variables, normally divided into material variables, such 

as composition, crystal structure, type and distribution of second 

phase particles; and process variables, such as heat treatment, 

heating rate, strain rate; stress state, type and amount of 

deformation, annealing cycle and atmrispheres, etc. Dillamore and 



Roberts, 1 Barrett and Massalski 2 and more recently Hu3 have reviewed 

the effect of these variables on texture development. 

The study of preferred orientation has received much attention 

because of the important effect it has on the properties of commercial 

products. It is well known that physical and mechanical properties 

which are orientation dependant in single crystals will show 

anisotropic behaviour in polycrystals if the latter has a texture. 

Ease of magnetisation4 and yield strength5 are among those properties 

known to be influenced by texture. 

The representation and ~escription of textures is thus an 

important step in their Sf~dy and practical utilization. 

The simplest way of escribing a texture is by expressing it in 

tenns of one or more single crystal orientations. Wire and rod 

textures are usually described as a fibre texture <uvw>, meaning 
... 

that the crystallographic directions;,tvw> lie parallel to the wire 

or rod axis. Sheet textures are described as {hkt}<UVW>, where 

· {hkt} are the crystallographic planes parallel to the sheet plane 

and <uvw> are directions parallel to the rolling direction of the 

sheet. Th i s method becomes compl icated when the texture is more 

complex. - In this case the usual procedure is to use direct pole 

figu res6' 7 which are stereographic project ions of the distri bution 

of {hkt} pol es. However , by being two-dimensional distributions, 

po l e fi gures are unable to represent crysta l orientati ons rela t ed 

to each other by rotations about the <h kt> di recti ons . In ver se pole 

figure s , which are ste reog raphic proj ection s of an i mportant 

specimen direction (e.g. the wire or rod axi s ) on a standard 

projection of the crystal structure, are subject to the same 

limitations . A complete description of crystallite orientation 



distributi ons. must use at least three parameters. Two of them are 

needed to specify the orientation of a particular <hkt> direction 

with respect to specimen axes and the third to quantify the rotation 

of the crystal structure about this direction. This has been 

accomplished by the use of crystallite orientation distribution 

functions (C.O.D .F. ) as devel~ped by Roe8 and Bunge9. The C.O.D.F., 

w(i/J,8,f1), gives the probability of a crystallite having an 

orientati~n described by the Euler angles· i/1,8,~ with respect to 

the specimen axes and it allows the calculation of polycrystalline 

properties from single crystal behaviour. 

, 
2.1.2. Preferred Orientaf ion in FCC and BCC Metals 

As most commercial products are either produced by rolling or 
' 

by some sort of constrained uniaxial fabrication process (wire 

drawing, swagi ng, extrusion), both f}~ e textures ai1d the co 1 d 

rolling and annealing textures of sheet metals must be examined 

when reviewing preferred orientation in cubic materials. 

Most of the work on texture characterization has been carried 

out by fitting discrete single crystal orientations to direct pole 

figures. Detailed reviews have been given by Dillamore and Roberts1 

3 and Hu. More recently, quantitative texture representation using 

the crystallite orientation distribution function as described by 

Roe8 was used by Goodwill lO and Ruberg 11 in the study of some 

BCC and FCC metals and alloys. In the next sections, textures will 

be described using CODFs whenever possible. 

2.1.2.l. Slip and Twinning in FCC and sec Metals 

The plastic deformation of FCC and BCC metals can occur by 

5. 



slip and/or .twinning. Both these mechanisms are regarded as taking 

place on particular atomic planes and in specific crystallographic 

6. 

d . -1-. 2 1rec ... 1ons . In FCC metals the slip systems are {lll}<lTO> while the 

mechanical twinning systems are {111}<112> . In BCC metals the slip 

directions are well known to be <111> but the slip plane is not so 

well defined , being regarded as any plane in the <111> zone on which 

the resolved shear stress reaches a critical value12 ,13 , 14 . This 

deformation mode was formerly called 11 pencil glide 11 by Taylor 

and Elam15 . BCC slip systems have also been regarded16 , 17 as 

· {lfO}<lll> , {112}<111> , {12~}<111> and as a combination of these, 
I 

all of which impose a restricted glide deformation mode. The BCC 

twinning systems are {112}<111> . 
( 

Although twinning is responsi ble for sharp change? in 

orientations in t~e material' the 11ae plastic deformation that 

occurs during processing is mostiy .enforced by siip. Mechanicai 

twinning i s favoured by low tempe rature , l ow stacking fault energy 

d h . h t . t 18 an 19 s rain ra e . The manipulation of these variables has 

been used to alter significantly the final rolling texture of some 

metals and alloys 1' 3. Recently, recognizing the importance of 

mechanical twinning, Chin et ai. 19 , 20 modified the least shear 

analysis proposed by Taylor21 for FCC metals to include twinning 

and applied it to the problem of axisymmetric deformation. 

Kallend and Davies 22 have incorporated mixed slip and twinning 

in a analysis· for the simulation of texture development in FCC 

materials. Their predictions showed good agreement with 

experimentaiiy determined textures of cold rolled copper (pure slip) 

and cold rolled copper-10% zinc (slip+ twinning). 



2.1 .2.2. Fibre Textures in FCC and BCC Metals 

Fibre textures are formed in the material during deformation 

processes wHich involve uniaxial tensile or compressive loading, 

either constrained or not. Uniaxial tension and compression are 

the simplest of these. However, because it lacks mechanical 

constraints, tensile deformation cannot yield strains high enough 

for pronounced fibre texture development1. Uniaxial compressi on 

* and compression ro 11 i ng produce fibre textures that ar:e d"ifferent 

from the tensile textures because the crystalline.rotations are 

opposite to those in tension 3. For most FCC pure metals the 
, 

compression texture show a strong <110> component, a spread from 

<110> to <113> with a Jeak <100> component. For FCC alloys: such 
' as a-brass, the texture is similar .but the weak component is now 

<lll>. For BCC metals and alloys the compression texture is a 
. '<-

i. • , ') 

duplex <lll> + <100>, where <lll> is the strongest component 1
'~. 

Wire and rod drawing, swaging and extrusion usually produce 

textures with one or two crystallographic directions parallel to 

the wire or rod axis. In FCC pure metals the texture is usually 

composed of the duplex <111> + <100>. The relative amount of each 

component varies for different metals e.g. for aluminium the texture 

is mafoly <lll> whereas for silver the texture is predominantly 

<100>1' 3. Cu, Ni and Au develop <111> + <100> duplex textures with 

relative intensities between those of Al and Ag. These metals can 

be arranged in the order Al, Au, Ni, Cu, Ag with increasing relative 

amounts of <100>. 

* Rolling in a slightly different direction, in successive passes . 



In BCC metals the fibre texture is a simple <110>. No minor 

components have been detected in V, Nb, Ta, Mo, W or Fe. BCC 

alloys, such as plain carbon steels , silicon steels and B-brass, also 

develop a simple <ll O> texture 3. 

2.1.2.3. Cold Rolling Textures in FCC and BCC Metals 

FCC metals have been stud ied using both pole figures and CODFs 

and have shown two distinct types of rolling texture. These were 

called 11 pure metal 11 or 11 copper 11 type and "alloy11 or 11 brass" type1 , 3 

At room temperature, FCC ~ure metals, with the exception of Ag, when 

heavily cold reduced, sh w the pure metal texture, described as a tube 

of orientations running from {110}<1T2> to {4 4 11}<11 11 S> in 

Euler space11 , 23 . \~ith' alloying, a trans iti on from pure-metal to 

alloy type texture, described as {110}<112> and typified by the 

rolling text~ re of brass, takes pia~ during roiiing1 ;3;~ 3. At present, 

a considerable amoun t of evidence indicates that the all oy texture 

develops from the copper texture by mechanica l twinning24 , 25 . 

Kallend and Davies 25 used CODF analysis to show that the brass texture 

develops by mechanical twinning of orientations mean {4 4 11}<11 11 8> 

after re~uctions of ~40%. Some pure metals have been shown to 

display the alloy type texture when rolled at low temperatures 1. 

The opposite happens if FCC alloys are rolled at higher temperatures, 

when pure metal type ~extures are developed. Texture transition 

through alloying has been extensively studied in .Cu-Zn alloys 1, 3, 23 . 

In all BCC metals the rolling textures are very similarl, 3,lo 

and their nature is not appreciably altered by solute additions1~3, 10 

The temperature of deformation also seems to have little effect on 

the final texture1. · At low temperatures and in some specific alloys,-



mechanical twinning may occur but its frequency decreases as 

deformation progresses, slip occurring in the twinned crystals being 

essentially similar to that in grains with equivalent 

. t t" 3 orien a ,ons . CODF studies of textures in low carbon steels have 
21 5 27 j 28 been conducted by Bunge ' ' , Heckler ang' Granzow , Morris and 

Heckler29 and Goodwin 1°. Their results confirm that the texture 

is mainly composed of two partial fibre textures · {hkt}< llO> and 

· {lll}<uvw;:,. Orientations of the type {hk.Q.}<110> have planes between 

{001} and {332}, with ~ peak near {112}, while the orientations of 

{lll}<uvw> show all <uvw> directions in the <lll> zone10 . For 

Nb-treated interstitial-free steels slight modifications of this , 
texture have been reportf d30 

s the differences b_eing attributed to 

9~ 

differences in the as hot-ro 11 ed textures 30 , whi 1 e no major difference , 

has been noticed in Ti-steels10 , 31 . 

.... 
;~j 

2.1.2.4. Annealing Textures in FCC. and BCC Metals 

During annealing, the microstructure of a deformed metal undergoes 

a sequence of changes commonly described by three consecutive and 

overlapping stages , namely: recovery, recrystallization and grain 

growth. Recovery involves the change in concentration and 

distribution of point defects and dislocations. The rearrangement of 

the latter into lower energy configurati ons leads to the formation 

of polygonized subgrains. During this stage there is essentially 

no qualitative change in texture3. On recrystallization new grains 

are formed which grow at the expense of the matrix by migration of 

high angle grain boundaries. Grain growth usually refers to the 

subsequent increase in the size of the grains after recrystallization 

is complete. 



l 0 . . 

In general, the deformation texture determines the recrystallization 

texture. This was demonstrated for Cu, whose rolling texture was 

changed to the a 11 oy type by Ztl addi tiot),6 and by ro 11 i ng at 1 ow 

temperatures. The annealing textures obtained from similar rolling 

textures were qualitatively the same1. However, annealing textures 

are sensitive to many variables. For a given material, the thermal 

and mechanical history , the conditions of the final anneal 

(tempera ture, heating rate, atmosphere) and the presence of 

impurities may influence the annealing texture1, 3,lO,ll. 

In FCC metals the most remarkable feature is perhaps the 

forrnat'ion of cube texture on annealing. For most FCC metals~ after , 
large rolling reductions and if the rolling texture is of the pure 

metal type, recrystallization produces cube texture, {001}<100>, 
r 

accompanied by a minor amount of {122} <21~> component corresponding 

to the annealing twins of t he cube gJ~f ns. In copper, the cube 

texture may approach the perfection -of a pseudo-single crystal. 

High total cold reduction prior to annealing (>80%), high annealing 

temperature and high heating rate are favourable conditions for sharp 

cube texture development1' 3 In annealed Al and Ni of low purity,. 

the pure metal rolling texture is retained together with a 

cube texture component3. In high purity aluminium, the annealing 

texture depends on both rolling reduction and annealing temperature. 

Cube texture with its twin components is normally formed after large 

cold reductions and high _annealing temperatures. At high deformations 

and lower annealing temperatures the cube texture is accompanied 

by the retained pure-metal rolling component1. 

Among the BCC metals and alloys the recrystallization textures 

are largely similar. Relative changes in the various components may 
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.. 

occur because of material or process ing variations. This can be 
10 observed in the textures of rimming, Al-killed and Ti-bearing steels . 

At intermediate reductions ("\.,60%) the severity of the texture 

developed in rimming steels is less than that due to cold-rolling10 

The texture is rather diffuse and consists of orientations near the 

fibre texture {lll}<uvw> , with peaks near {l ll }<lTO>. 

For the same cold reductions, the textures of Al - killed steels 

show a severity greater than that of the cold rolled state and the 

orientations {lll}<uvw> markedly predominate, with a peak near 

. {111 } < 11 O> l O. 

The predominance of {1 1) } orientations is also present in Ti, 
steels but the peaks do ,1!:it occur near {111}<110> as is the case for 

rimming and killed steels. Instead a new partial fibre texture 

· {hkl}<uvw> appears as a result of a continuous development of the 
, () 

texture, up to higher reductions'v. lhkll includes a range from 
;~~ 

· {113} to {332} and the <uvw> are re_lated to {110} by· 30° rotation 

about a direction close to <223>. Nb-treated steels have been 
30 shown to have a similar texture . 

The differing behaviour in these steels seems to depend on the 

constraints imposed by the precipitate particles, from the alloying 

element additions, and on the stage where they have their greatest 

influence on recrystallization. Rimming steels recover and 

recrystallize free of Jnhibiting influences10 . Recovery and early 

subgrain growth are inhibited by the precipitation of aluminium 

nitride particles in Al-killed steels10 . In Ti-bearing steels, TiC 

particles are considered to be responsible for the constraint of 

subgrain and recrystallized grain growth 31 . 
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occur because of material or processing variations. This can be 
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2.2. Texture·and the Ariisotropy of Mechanical Properties in Metal Sheets 

2.2.l. General Aspects 

The anisotropy of mechanical properties in metal sheets has long 

been known and studied. Its principal sources may be twofol~: 

(i) Microstructural . anisotropy, caused in general by variation in 

grain size and shape, microstructural banding of phases, inclusion 

stri ngers , etc. Transverse ductility and fracture toughness are the 

properties·most affected by this type of anisotropy. 

ii) Crystallographic anisotropy , caused by the material possessing 

a preferred orientation or texture. This is nowadays recognised as 

the primary source of elu~ ti c ar:d p1astic anisotrory in sheet metal . 

In the past, engine r s used to con~ider isotropy as desirable 

in metal sheets. Howeve'r, important contributions have made clear 

that controlled anisotropy can be used in many advantageous · ways 

such as: 
.... 

i.. :.Ii ' 

(a) For producing specific in-service properties such ~s with 

silicon-steels for transformer cores4. 

(b) For increasing deep-drawability5, 16 , 32 ,33. 

A textured single phase metal is anisotropic with respect to 

plastic properties because of the geometrically restricted nature of 

slip, which is the major deformation mechanism, in its crystals, 

and because of the preferred alignment of slip systems dictated by 

its texture. Whiteley 32 was the first to draw attention to the fact 

that directionality in sheet metal is a three dimensional property 

and that it could occur in the plane of the sheet as well as in the 

direction normal to it. 

He tested twenty-two materials , detennining their limit drawing 
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* - ** ratio (L.D.R.) and their average plastic strain ratio (R-value) ., 

and showed that the drawability, as measured by the L.D.R., could 

be correlated with plastic anisotropy, as measured by the R-value. 

He also indicated that a variation in this property about the sheet

plane normal could be be correlated with the earing behaviour of 

the materials. 

The theoretical attempts at describing and quantifying the 

anjsotropic mechanical behaviour of metals may be classified into two 

main categories: the macroscopic approach due to Hill 34 and the 

crystallographic approach21, 35 - 37 . 

H.;.,,34 '"'"'"+u1.,.+0d ;\ """'1,-1 ,..,....;+o ... .;"n .f°r'IV' rlnic"+v,nnir mo+::ilc: I I t,JV.:)\, U\,1,,.;.. \,,A f 'C.:IU V1 IV'-1 IV 1 ,v, "'"'ti1..; ·...,;...,..1 -t~,._ ii i .._...,..,..._ 

based on the assumption hat the material has three mutually 

perpendicular axes of anisotropy, which are also the coordinate 

directions. His model is capable of dealing with the variation of 
... 

yield strength with orientation in ~~ ~plane of the sheet but does 

not account for the Bauschinger effect. It reduces to van Mises 

criterion for isotropic materials. In being a macroscopic approach, 

based on continuum mechanics, the microscopic mechanism of 

defo rma t ion of t he material i s not taken into account in the theory . 

The ~rystallographic approach to yi eld st ress anisotropy i s based 

on the well known fact that the main mechanism of plastic deformation 

of single crystals, slip, is a simple shear parallel to certai n planes 

* L.D.R. = 0/ d, wher e D .is t he di ame t er of the l~ rges t bl an k tha t 
can be drawn into a cup by a punch of di ameter d, without fracture. 

** Th 1 t . t · ... · · r1 + · d R c.W h d e pas 1c s rain ra .. 10 1s ue,1ne as, =-p v1.ere r:.w an 
£tare the true width and thickness strains tn a t ens ion test, 
at a specified value of the longitudinal strain. 
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and directions and that it will occur on the slip system on which the 

resolved shear stress reaches a critical value18 . For a poly

crystalline material, assumptions about the way in which the 

aggregate behaves must be mad~, so that an average value of the yield 

strength can be calculated . 

The model due to Sachs 35 assumed that all the crystals in the 

aggregate deform independently and that the stress state in each 

crystal is identical with the stress state of the aggregate. The 

operating slip system in each crystal is determined by calculating 

the maximum generalized Schmid factor18 of the crystal, and the 

the .Yield 

stress of the aggregate. in this model no account is taken of the 

shape change of each crrstal, strain continuity is, therefore, not 

maintained from grain to grain, and the yield resi stance of the 

aggregate so obtained is a '1ower bo4a .. 11 * solution for this property18 . 

Tayl or21 assumed that each crys ta 11 ite undergoes the same total 

strain as the polycrystaliine aggrega te . This ensures strain 

continuity across the grain boundaries (ignoring stress continuity) , 

but requires the operation of at l east five independen t slip systems 

to cope with the five independent components of the imposed strain 

state: As many choices are available, Taylor postulated that the 

operative combination would be that with the minimum sum of shears 21 . 

A subsequent ana lys is by Bishop and Hi11 36 , 37 showed that 

Taylor's problem could also be solved by applying a condition of 

* Lower bound solution is defined as· a loading system associated 
with a statically admissible stress field whose stresses are 
everywhere just belo~,, those necessary to cause yielding, in a body. 
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maximum work: they also showed that the yield cri terion is satisfied 

on the se lected slip systems without exceeding it on the inactive 

systems. 

As yielding develops to accommodate a prescribed strain state, 

there is more slip than expected from Schmid's law. Therefore, the 

material grows harder and the yield resistance obtained is now an 
* 18 "upper bound" solution for the aggregate. 

Text~re and mechanica l anisotropy and their relationship with 

the behaviour of materials during forming operations have been 

extensively studied. However, most of the works have used either 

empirical or continuum meciianics approaches. 

2.2.2. Elastic Modulus , 

In sheet metal forming, the success of several operations may 

depend upon the knowledge of the e,a·· ""·c n,odu1us of t he matei"ia1 iii 

a certain direction. The achievemeht of a prescribed ~ngle in s imple 

bending may be affected by elastic spring-back. The ability of a 

formed artefact to retain its shape and have rigidity may also depend 

on the anisotropy of Young's modulus. Therefore, the calculation of 

the angular variation of the elastic modulus in the plane of a metal 

sheet can be important for cold forming operations. 

The Young's modulus of a cubic crystal in the direction defined 

by the direction cosines yl, y2, y3, relative to the cubic axes of 
38 the crystal is given by 

* An upper bound solution is defined as a loading system required to 
be applied so that a Kinematically admi ssible st rain field may be 
caused to operate , i n a body . · 



where 

E = 
y 

1 ( 2 . l ) 

single crystal elastic compliances of the grain. y is zero for the 

<100> directions and reaches a maximum value of 1;3 for the <lll> 

directions. Hence , if (s 11 -s12- is44 ) is positive, as it is for 

most cubic metals , except some BCC refractory metals, the Young 1 s 

modulus is a maximum in <lJl> directions and a minimum in the <100> 

directions. 

For a polycrysta·11 vie aggregate an averaging procedure must be 

used. Voigt 39 assumed, that the strain \'Jas uniform throughout the 

material and used elastic stiffnesses t o obtain an average value. 

Reuss 40 used elastic compliances and~ sumed that all grains are 

subjected to the same stresses . Hi11 41 suggested that t he mean of 

the Voigt and Reuss averages should be taken, after showing that they 

were the upper and lower bound solutions , respectively. 

Alers and Liu42 used measurement of elastic modulus to study 

deformation textures in FCC metals. Hoddimott and Davies43 used. 

modulus measurements to supplement the X-ray pole figure 

description of rolling textures in BCC metals. Stickels and Mou1ct44, 

working with l ow carbon steels, showed that a statistical correlation 

exists between the ang~lar variations of elastic modulus and plastic 

strain ratfo, in the plane of steel sheets. They also showed that the 

angular variation of the elastic modulus could be used empirically 

to characterize the anisotropic plastic behaviour of this materia l . 

Pur.s:ey and Cox45 shq1\led that only the zeroth and fourth order 

coefficients of the texture orientation distribution function were 



tlt:; 
important. Gased on this, Bunge·v used only the zeroth and fourth 

order CODF coefficients for the calculation of elastic modulus 

from texture data . Davies et al. 47 not only obtained the angular 

variation of elastic modulus for other materials but also showed 

that the angular variation of the plastic strain ratio, R, in the 

plane of the sheet could be p·redicted for steel from modulus 

measurements48 . The results of all these workers indicate that the 

averaging procedures mentioned above describe accurately the form of 

the angular variation of t~e Young's modulus but that absolute 

values are not obtained. 
I • 

2.2.3. Yield Strength Anisotropy; Yield Loci 

The importance of plastic anisotropy in metals is mainly in 

relation to their response to formi~~l'perations, especially in the 

case of sheet meta l. The role of anisotropy in deep drawing has been 

recognized for some time5, 32 , there being obvious manifestations 

33 of planar anisotropy in the development of ears on deep drawn cups 

and of through-thickness anisotropy on the limiting drawing ratio 

(L.D.R.) of many materials 32 . 

The prediction of the yielding and flow behaviour of materials 

under .complex stress states has been the aim of reasearchers and 

engineers for a long time as it is an important consideration in 

design and in formability. In the simple case of uniaxial tension 

the yield stress is defined as the stress at which plastic flow 

commences. In the most general case, however, the criterion for 

yielding will depend on the complete state of stress at the point 

under consideration and will, therefore, be a function of the nine 

components of stress at the point (3 normal and 6 shear stresses 
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in the stress tensor). As the stress tensor is symmetric, this 

reduces to a function of the six independent components of the stress 

tensor. This criterion for yielding is essentially an extension 

of the uniaxial t~nsion case to the case of six component stress 

state. Thus, for a material ·1oaded to initial yield, the criterion 

can be expressed by, 

f(o .. ) = C 
. lJ 

where C is a constant. 

i = l, 2; 3 

j"= 1,2,3 

(2.2) 

The function appearirg in Equation (2.2) is called the yield 

function, and the surface it describes in stress space is known as 

the yield surface. 

Simplifications can be made in Equation (2.2) for sheet and 

tube applications where real situatt~ _do not usually involve the 

terms 0 23 and 0 31 . If, in addition~ the yield function is 

expressed in terms of the three orthogonal principal stresses o1, o2 · 

and o3 (o12=0) , only two parameters are independent and Equation 

(2.2) may be represented as a cylindrical surface whose axis is 

equally inclined to the principal o1, o2 and o3 axes. 

(2.3) 

yielding occurring when the value of f(o,, o?, o~) reaches the 
I '- .J 

constant C. 

The intersecrtion of this surface with the plane o3=0 gives 

what is known as the plane stress yield locus. 
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Bishop and Hill..)0 showed, by stating that the yield criterion 

and the plastic potential coincide, that for a given state of 

hardening and anisotropy and strain-increment tensor components 

are given by, 

dE: ... 
lJ 

= h ~ df 
clo .• 

lJ 
(2.4) 
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where his a function of the stress and strain histories, controlling 

the magnitude of the strain increment produced by an increment of 

stress. 
1 

Equation (2.4) is kr,tVwn as the flow rule and may be interpreted 

as the strain increment ~eing normal to the yield surface (strain 

nonnality condition). 

... 
Macroscopic Approach 

The isotropic yield criteria of Tresca and von Mises have long 

been shown to be an oversimplification because plastic anisotropy 

seems to be the r ule rather than the exception in polycrystalline 

materials. Hil1 34 proposed an anisotropic yield criterion whose 

genera 1 form is, 

2 2 + 2Lo23 + 2Mo 31 

2 + 2No12 = 1 (2.5) 

in which F, G, H, L. Mand N are parameters that characterize the 

current state of anisotropy. The conditions attached to Equation 
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(2.5) are that three mutually perpendicular axes of anisotropy exist 

which are also the coordinate axes. 1 If F=G=H=L=M=N=--::----2" 
2oy 

Equation (2.5) reduces to van Mises yield criterion. 

If loading is restricted to principal stresses only, 
. 18 Equation (2.5) can be transformed into , 

2 
= (Jy(l) (2.6) 

where oy(l) is the uniaxial yield stress along the anisotropy axis 

Xi and Rand Pare the plastic strain ratios along the anisotropy 
I 

axes x1 and x2, respecti~ly. A similar form of Equation (2.6) 

was used by Backofen et al. 48 in their studies on texture 

hardening . 

In spite of its known 1 i!T!i tatioQs.. nP~r1u ~11 thPnrPtir~l ~n~lvcic 
··--· ·J ..... ;. -··--· --·--· -·· -· ·..J- ·-

of the forming behaviour of anisotropic sheet metal have been based 

on Hill's yield criterion, and there have been more such analys i s 

than experimental verification of the validity of the theory. 

Bourne and Hi11 50 , Bramley and Mellor51 , 52 and more recently 

Dillamore et al . 53 have attempted to define the useful scope of the 

theory by applying it to metals with different crystal structures. 

Their results seem to indicate that Hill's theory does not account 

satisfactorily for the ani sotropic behaviour of any of the metals 

they tested. Pearce54 and Woodthorpe and Pearce55 also attempted 

to predict biaxial stress~strain behaviour from t~nsile and R-value 

data for several metals without any greater success. Therefore~ as 

indicated by Bramley and Mellor51 , the macroscopic theory of 

anisotropic plastic flow due to ~ill gives only qualitative 



agreement with experimental results and some caution must be 

exercised in its application to more general situations. 

Crystallographic Approach 

21'. 

The problem of how plastic anisotropy is related to 

crystallographic orientation can be treated quantitatively, as 

mentioned in Section 2.2.l, by extensions of the theories of Sachs 35 

and of Taylor-Bishop and Hill 21 , 36 , 37 . The former gives a lower 

bound and the latter an upper bound to plastic properties. The 

Sachs 35 average involves the calculation of the average generalized 

Schmid factor of a number of crystal orientations. For a crystal , 
pulled in tension by a stl-ess er, Figure 2.1, the resolved shear 

stress in the direction 11 s 11 on a crystallographic plane of normal 11 n 11 

is given by 

~ i.- -;, 
er = acos ~ cos A = ~er ns 'I-' 

(2.7) 

where 11 m11 is the Schmid factor and~ and A are the angles between 

the tensile direction and the slip plane normal and the slip · 

direction, respectively. By assuming that the operating slip 

system is the one for which crns reaches a critical value, Tc' finding 

the maximum m determines the operative slip system. Table 2.1, 

taken from reference ()8), gives the resolved shear stresses on the 

twelve {111}<110> FCC slip systems expressed in terms of the stress 

tensor components referred to the crystal cubic a:xes. The Sachs 

average assumes, therefore, that the deformation in each crystal 

of the polycrystalline aggregate is accomplished by single slip. Also, 

each crystal is free to assume different shape changes, which wou l d 

lead to strain discontinuity at the grain boundaries. 
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The Taylor-Bishop and Hi11 21 , 36 , 37 method involves calculating 

the average Taylor factor, M, defined in Equation (2.8), of several 

crystal orientations, according to Bishop-Hill's maximum work 

principle. 

M = 
(J 

X = dy. = 
de::x 

dW 
't de:: 
C X 

(2.8) 

In Equation (2.8), crx and d$x are the str~ss and strain in the 

pulling direction, dy is the shear strain increment on the slip 

system and dW is the increment of work. In this method, each 

crystal is assumed to undergo the same shape change as the 
, 

aggregate, and, so, the s• rain continuity condition is satisfied 

although stress continui y is violated. Kocks 56 points out that an 
f 

internal elastic stress field, set up by the deforming crystals, 

would fulfil the stress continuity condition without influencing 
.... 

strain compatibility appreciably. 
;; ~ 

In both averaging procedures the crysta1 strength is obtained 

relative to the critical shear stress for slip, Tc' assumed to be 

the same on all slip systems. Hosford and Backofen16 , using 

Bishop and Hill •s 36 , 37 procedure, calculated Taylor factors, M(q) , 

for crystals of known orientations, for different assumed values of 

the contraction ratio, q, defined as 

q (2.9) 

where de:: 22 and de:: 33 are the incremental strains in the width and 

thickness directions of a tensile specimen and R is the conventional 

plastic strain ratio . The minimum M(q) corresponds to the relative 



flow stress and the value of q at this minimum identifies the 

predi cted plastic strain rat i o, R. Their calculations are valid 

for FCC crys·tals with {lll}<llO> slip and BCC crystals with 

· {110}<111> slip systems. They also indicated how the analysis 
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could be applied to sheets with complex textures. Since then, 

several workerslo, 47 ,49 have predicted the angular variation of yield 

stress and the plastic strain ratio for FCC and BCC metals using 

CODF texture analysis together with Hosford and Backofen's criterion16 . 

Extensions of the Taylor analysis to include other slip and twinning 

systems have been given by .Chin and co-workers17 , 20 , who have also 

calculated M-values for a~isymmetric tension of crystals with 
• orientations in the ster1 ographic triangle. 

Piehler58 and Piehler and Backofen59 obtained complete yield 

loci for selected crystal orientations deforming by' {111}<110> sl"ip. 
60 ~ Taylor extended his minimum-shear .a.f.in lysis to describe the 

axisymmetric fl0\'1 of BCC crystals deforming by pencil glide (slip 

with equal ease on any plane containing a <111> slip direction), 

but he made no calculations. Hutchinson61 developed an approximate 

Bishop-Hill type procedure for pencil glide , allowing slip to occur 

on twenty equally spaced sli p planes for each <111> sli p direction. 

He obtained an approximate pencil glide yiel d locus for a random 

array of crystal s . Figure 2.2 shov1s Hutchinson ' s random yield locus 

as replotted by Piehler58 . Piehler58 and Piehler and Backofen12 

have presented solutions for the lower and upper bound loci 

assuming pencil glide deformation. The former also obtained complete 

yield loci for selected crystal orientations, using both Sachs 

average and an approximate Bishop and Hill-type procedure. Figures 

2 .. 3 and ·2.4 show some of Piehler's results for restricted glide 



· pencil glid~ approaches, respectively . Rosenberg and Piehler62 

obtained Taylor facto rs fo r BCC crystal or ientat ions in t he 

stereograph i c tri angle assuming penci l gl i de ax i symmetri c flow. 

Recently , Penning13 gave a more straightforward solution for 

Taylor's minimum shea r analys i s of pencil glide deformation and 

appli ed it to some simple crystal orientations. Parniere and 
· 14 Sauzay not only presented single crystal yield loci assuming 
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pencil gl ide but also were able to calculate upper bound yield loci 

fo r low ca r bon steels f rom texture measu rements and using Taylo r 's 

minimum shear analysis. 

Experimental Yie l d Loci 

Many worke rs ha ve ai tempted to obtain experimental anisotropic 
' yi el d l oci from mechani ca l test data. One of the methods involves 

the i oading or ~uoes i n tension or com_press i on ai ong their axes 

t oge ther with i nt ernal press ure53,63
j~- ~ Althoff and Winci erz64 

t ested electron-beam welded tubes made from cube-text ured sheet 

and extruded al umi nium tubes . Their results ag reed wel l with 

crystallographic predicted yield loci for the points they measured. 

For sheets, Lee and Backofen65 ,66 obtained experimental yi eld loci 

for titanium and Ti - alloys using plane-strain tension and compression 

tests, together with uniaxial compression and tension data. 

Figures 2. 5(a) and 2. 5(b) show the loading paths followed in their 

experiments. -Sy assuming that yielding is in sensitive to hydrostatic 

stress, they could measure plane strain and biaxial stretching using 

compression loading. They also used the ratio of the strains to 

locate the tangents to the yield locus. Lowden and Hutchinson67 , 

using the same techniques and another Ti-alloy, concluded that the 



hydrostati c stress significantly influences the mechanism of 

deformation. Wheeler and Irelanci68 suggested that an octahedral 

yiel d locus ceuld be constructed on the basis of six Knoop hardness 

indentations. They considered the Knoop hardness measurement (Khn) 

as a vector quantity in the octahedral plane, given as deviatoric 

stress components along the principal axes in the ratio w/i = 7/1, 

where wand t stand for the width and length of the hardness 

indentation. Lee, Jabara and Backofen69 showed that the locations 

on the yield locus were fairly insensitive to the stress ratio in 

the range 4<w/t<oo. They compared Khn yield loci with loci obtained 

from mechanical tests and ~~ciuded that the best agreement is 

obtained vlith the 1% strai4l yield locus. Wincierz and ~J-i1kening 70 , 

working with magnesium and magnesium alloys found a poor agreement 

of.the Khn loci with conventionally determined ones . Grzesik 71 
~ .... 

measured complete yield loci of singli~ rystals of copper and 

alu~inium using the Knoop hardness method. The measu red values were 

consistent with the crystallographic predicted yield loci, although 

their final shape could not be determined from the hardness 

measurements. Grzesik 71 also observed that the Khn loci agreed best 

with the upper bound crystallographic loci and that the agreement 

was eve~ better if the Khn indentation was assumed to have no strain 

along the larger diagonal. Other researchers 72 have also measured 

Khn loci. However, in none of the above cases were the relative sizes 

of the indentations and average grain diameter compared. This seems 

to be an important detail since the Knoop indentation is generally 

of small size and individual ·grain orientations may influence the 

measurements, principally if the material happens to have a 

lar~e grain size. Another assumption rarely discussed 



is the use of von Mises isotropic yi eld cri terion for the 

calcula t ion of the stresses from the Khn measurements . Th i s 

practice i s inconsistent wi t h the fact that the Khn is the quantity 

supposed to reflect the anisotropic behaviour of the materia l. 

Lee73 modified this assumption by using Hill's anisotropic yield 

criter ion . He ind i cated that to represent Khn consistently it is 

necessa ry t o determi ne the deg ree of ani sotropy by a sepa rate 

t esting method . 

The yi el d locus i s a more compl ete way of desc ri bi ng the plastic 

ani sotropy of metals . Crystallographic yiel d loci should be 

preferred for cubic metals' because their prediction does not invol ve 

the uncer ta i nties of eX4> er imerita l testing and because many metals 

do not have a well defin ed yi el d po i nt . Nevertheless , t he 

measurement of experi mental yi eld l oc i i s impo r tant i n at leas t 

two cases : 
"" .... 

i . . ·i'--

(a) for alloys with more than one phase, an d 

(b) whenever mechanical twinning is an important deforma tion 

mechanism. 

At present, the most common method of measuring yield loci is that 

put forward by Lee and BackofeR5. Although satisfactory for plate 

material, this method is more difficult to use with thin sheets, where 

the plane strain and through-thickness compression tests can give 

misleading results. A_better approach in this case would be the 

procedure developed by Althoff and Hincierz64 of loading welded tubes 

made from the thin sheets. 



2.2.4 . Earing 

Although it is a rather spec ialized topic, earing i s a 

phenomenon thqt concerns metallurgists and engineers interested in the 

manipulation of sheet metals . It is the most evident manifestation 

of plastic anisotropy in the plane of sheet metals and it is 

nowadays generally accepted that earing has its origins in 

crys tallog raphic texture. 

Again, the existing approaches to the problem can be divided 

in to macroscopic and crystallographic ones. In the . macroscopic field 

many attempts have been made .. Bourne and Hi 11 50 have used Hi 11 's 

anisotropic yield criterion ,and assumed that ears form on the rim 

of the blank, at position where the radial direction is a principal 

axis of strain. A maximum of four ea rs, aiong the roll ing and 

transverse directions or at 45° to these, could be predicted. They 
... 

.i. I........ -. "• - .......... ..J ...... .: - , .... _,_ .... ... .... L. .... ,_ ....... .! -, •. · -
l,11 C: :::i a 11u t:1~111, ear ut:11av1vu1 · 

observed in some materials, case for 0hich they proposed the 

generalization of the yield criterion to a polynomial of higher degree. 

Whiteley32 , working with a range of materials, found a good 

correspondence between the position of the ears and the angular 

variation of R i n the sheet plane . In this work, ears were found to 

form in the direction of maximum R. Whiteley and t,Jise 33 , working on 

steels, i ndicated that not only the position but also the degree of 

eari ng could be predi cted from the planar va ri at i on of R. Wilson and 

Butl er 74 , working on .a l uminium and steel, i nd i cated that an al mos t 

linear relationship existed between the percentage ear height and the 

proportionate variation in the R-value. 
75 More recently, Sowerby and Johnson· used Hi 11 1 s anisotropic 

theory of plasticity to obtain anisotropic slip-line fields in the 
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in the flanges of drawn cups. Only incipient plastic deformation was 

considered and the analysis was capable of predicting the 

formation of fourfold symmetrical earing commonly observed in cups 

drawn from commercial sheet metal. 

In the crystallographic field some attempts have also been made. 

Tucker76 made a more basic crystallographi c analys is by supposing 

that the stress state was one of pure shear about the blank normal , 

and used Schmid 1 s law to determine the operative slip system of a 

FCC crystal. Knowing the crystal orientati ons and assuming parabolic 

work hardening, the angular distributions of radial strains were 

found. Tucker indicated that his method would give di scontinuities in , 
the radial strain whenev~ there was a change in the operci.ting slip 

system. Tucker's method is unlikely to give good predictions for 

polycrystals because it assumes single slip mechenisms, and , as 
36 

has been widely shown, t he accommod~Sion of large strains, such as 

the ones involved in cup drawings m_ust be accomplished by a polyslip 

mechanism ~equi ring the use of the Taylor-Bi shop and Hi 11 theory56 . 

Piehler58 , also working with single crystals, proposed the use of a 

stress-based earing theory. This avoids strain discontinuities. 

Loading was postulated to occur along pure shear paths , on single 

crystal yield loci with different axis orientations in the plane of 

the sheet. His results are similar to Tucker 1 s predicti ons for 

simple crystal orientations. Goodwill lO and Davies et al. 77 have 

demonstrated the relationship between textural components and the 

earing behaviour of rimming and aluminium-killed steels . They have 

shown that the magnitudes of the fourth order coefficients of the 

crystallite distribution function, w420 and w440 , are largely 

decided by the proportion of {hkt}<llO> components present in the 

I 



t exture, and. that these coefficients controi the planar anisotropy 

and earing behaviour in steels. 

2.2.5. Deep Drawing 

Sheet forming operations, which are extensively used in 

manufacturing processes, are generally regarded as a combination 
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of bending, drawing and stretching operations . Drawabil ity has 1 ong 

been recognized as being governed by plastic anisotropy5 Whiteley32 

showed that the limiting drawing ratio, (D/d)max' where D and dare 

the blank and punch diameters, respectively, could be related to the 

average plastic strain ratio, R, by 
I 

- 1 
[ ( 1 + R) / 2] 2 

/ ( 1 +n ) (2.10)' 

where n is an empiricai friction factor, with .values between 0. 2 and 

0.3. 
""' "

i. 

The first attempt to relate R values to preferred orientation 

was made by Whiteley and l~ise33 Working on steel s, they showed 

that the average R-value, R, was related to the densities of {111} , 

· {110} and {100} planes in the plane 6f the sheets. High values of~ 

corresponded to high densities of {111 } and {110} and low densities 

of {100} . Hosford and Backofen 16 pointed out that drav1abi1ity, as 

measured by cup drawing, is sensitive to changes which affect the 

drawing load and the failure load differently. They showed that 

plastic anisotropy, as measured by the R-value, can be correlated 

with the shape of the yield locus, as given by Hill's criterion. 

Thus, increasing R the yield locus is stretched into the first and 

third quadrants, increasing the yield strength for failure around the 



punch head and decreasing the yield resistance to drawing (loading 

paths l and 2, respectively, in Figure 2.6). These same authors 

also suggested the use of the parameter S, defined as, 

(2.11) 

where owa 11 and o flange a re the yi e 1 d strengths in the wa 11 of 

the cup and in the fiange, respectively (Figure 2.6), as the best 

' measure of drawability . They concluded that the drawing limit must 

be governed by and increase with the ratios. Reference to 
I 

Figure 2.6 indicates tha · the wal l strength increases and flange 

strength decreases with increa sing R, which explains why 

drawa bi lity and s increase with R. Hosford and Backofen16 also 

showed (using Hill's anisotropic yield criterion and requiring 
,~; 

planar isotropy) that s could be obtained thro ugh the expression , 

-2 R+l 
B = 7"" (2. 12) 

and, therefore, Whiteley's relation (Equation (2.10)) could be 

written -as, 

l 
l+n 13 (2.13) 

They indicated that B could be predicted for cubic metals from 

crystallographic measurements as the ratio between the Taylor factors 

for contraction ratios of zero and one, respectively, according to 

the following relation: 



s = M(q=O) 
M(q= 1) 

(2.14) 
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They also showed that an upper limit on S for the FCC structure was 

1.24, for a pure <111> alignment in the rolling plane with rotational 

symmetry about the normal to the plane. Holcomb and Backofen78 

measured S experimentally. They concluded that for BCC and FCC alloys, 

in general , with diffuse textures and limited plastic anisotropy, 

Rand S were equivalent measures of drawability. · 

Despite the numerous shortcomings of the experimental procedure 

involved in obtaining a reprorlucible v;il11e; t.he plastic strain ratio, 

R, remains as the most wiclely adopted parameter describing normal 

anisotropy. Davies et ai. 57 , taking advantage of the fact that 
. I 

8 is proportional to the coefficient W of the crystallite 400 . 

orientation distributi on functions 0;~1ubic metals, compared values 

of this coefficient with the limiti ~g drawing ratio and the loads 

ratio as defined by Atk i nson 79 - for steels and alumiri-lum all oys . 

Their results show good agreement fo r the steels but poor 

correlation for the aluminium alloys . Recently, Hosford and Kim80 

recalculated Rand S values · for several crys tal orientations and 

compared the R-S relation so obtained with that predicted by 

Hosford and Backofen's relation (Equation (2 .1 2)) . Their results 

show no unique relationship, but there is a definite trend with a 

much lower variation than that predicted by Equation (2 . 12). By 

substituting the new relation into Whiteiey's relation (Equation 

(2.10)), a new theoretical LDR-R correlation was obtained which when 

applied to data from other authors still did not show good agreement. 



The R-value, is bound to remain in use as a representative of 

plastic anisotropy because of its ease of measurement and 
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i nterpreta ti·on. 81 Nevertheless, as pointed out by Di llamore et al. , 

the R-value is an unsuitable pa rameter for measuring the behaviour 

of materials in biaxial loading, whenever the yield locus departs 

from the elli ptical shape indicated by Hill's anisotropic yield 

theory. 

2.2.6. Stretch Forming 

Among various processes of sheet metal forming, there are those 

in which the required shape of a dra.wpiece is obtained by means of 
I 

biaxial-stretching the shf et metal . in fact, apart from cup 

drawing and bending, the vast majority of industrial sheet metal 

formin g operations has a signifi cant stretching component. The 

stretching process leads to an incre~:f in the area of the sheet 

surface at the cost of a reduction in its thickness. In this 

class belong stretch drawing) bulging and the like. In stretch 

forming both strains in the plane of the sheet are positive . 

Reference to Figure 2.7 shows that on the yield locus such strain 

states can be imposed by any stress state in the first quadrant, 

from plane strain in the rolling direction to plane strain in 

the transverse direction, passing through balanced biaxial tension. 
82 Gensamer suggested that formability limits, as indicated by the 

maximum strains attained in a forming operation, could be assessed 

from plots of the strains in the sheet plane, £ 1 and £ 2, against 

each other . This idea was·later put forward in detailed form by 

Keeler83 and extended by Goodwin84 as· the Forming Limit Diagram 

(f.L . o. )·. This di agram , produced empirically, separates strain 



combinations whi ch gi ve successful press ings f rom those whi ch gi ve 

weakness or frac t ure . It i s best appl ied as a diagmos ti c tool,_ 

when i t has been constructed from measurements taken on actua l 

pressings . The deformation history of. the component is then 

embodied i n the FLO . Th i s is in contrast with the determination of 

t he FLO for a given material on the basis of controlled laboratory 

tests , s i nce t hese may not simulate co rrect ly the defo rmation 

hi st ory (?trai n path) of the critically strained regions of the 

pressing . On the other hand , laboratory FLOs may be determined 

unde r widely different experimental conditions and material 

characteristics, e .g. fo ~ various orientations of the blank, • diffe rent lubr icat i on an.i different textures . The results , then , 
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lead to a better un derst andin g of the i nfl uences of t hese par ame t er s 

on the limit strains. 
. . - . . .,.'"\.,. . One approach t o 1mprovea t ormao; - -~ ty is to t ry to i mp rove 

the forming li mit by changing material properti es. Another approach, 

possibly a more fruitful one, would be to attempt to achieve a better 

understanding of the ability of the material to distribute the strains 

in different forming situations. 

Two parameters, the work-hardening behaviour and the anisotropy 

of flow stress, determine the strain distribution that develops in 

forming operations involving free stretching. They are unlikely to be 

entirely independent, but no complete theory of the effect of 

anisotropy on.stress-strain behaviour has yet been developed. The 

main reason for the preferred-orientation dependence of work

hardening is the fact that the stress-strain relationship of a 

polycrystalline aggregate is a function of the Taylor factor, M, of 
56 the aggregate If the dislocation work-hardening curve i~ 
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represented by T = f(y), where y is the accumulated shear strain and 

T is the shear stress on the dislocations . Using Equation (2 .8) one 

can eas i ly deri ve that the stress -strain equation for the 

polycrystalline aggregate is given by , 

a = Mf(Ms) (2. 15) 

where cr and s are , respectively, the stress and the strain in the 

aggregate. It is not surprising, therefore, that . polycrystalline 

stress-strain curves usually fa 11 amidst single-crystal strain-strain 
56 curves, when they are plotted together 

J 

In pure stre~h~ing operations, two modes of instability have 

been recognized : diffuse necking and localized necking . The former 
( 

is norma lly associated with a maximum in the load carrying ability 

of the mate ria l . In the bi axial stret;~ing of sheets , diffuse 

instability cannot be considered as t he end of useful straini ng 

beca use no visib le groove or neck i s evident i n the sheet at this 

stage . Localized necking commences at some point after diffuse 

necking, and fracture quickly foll ows . Swift85 devel oped a general 

criteri on fo r diffuse necki ng based on Co nsi de re 1 s86 subtangent 

concept for· uniaxial tension. Hill87 put forward a model for 

l ocalized necking assuming that t he neck develop s under plane strain, 

where the increment of strain along the neck direction is smaller 

than or equal to zero. This criterion cannot be applied to the case 

of groove formation in a sheet piece under stress states whose 

strain increment components in the sheet plane are both positive. 

Many workers have used continuum· plasticity theory for the 

P!edictinn of the profile, strain distribution and the strain at 



diffuse instability for the bulgi ng of a sheet by hydraulic 

pressure8S,S9,9o, 9l or using a punch92 ,93 Hill 88 showed that the 
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polar thickrress strain of a bu .lge, at pressure maximum , is given by 

{1(2n+l)*, if it is assumed that the work-hardening behaviour of the 

material can be approximated by a power law expression. This 

demonstrates ciearly the importance of stretching in forming operations 

because, acco rdi ng to the above expression, even if the material is 
4 severely work- hardened (n~o) , the polar strain would still be n· 

Those works in which the plastic anisotropy is represented by the 

R-value91 , 93 predict that the influence of non the strain distribution 

is greater than that of Rand that the effect of Ron the limit 
I 

strain is al so very sma l~ Moore and Wallace94 derived express i ons 

for the generalized Con.sid~re ' s subtangent at diffuse necking using 

Hill's anisotropic yield cri terion . They concluded that the strains 

at diffuse necking increase with R w~~e.n both strains in the sheet 

plane are positive, but that a lower R should assist greater elongation 

as deformation approaches uniaxial tension. They also found that, 

materials having the same R but different individual R-values do not 

produce the same strains, while, in the region of balanced biaxial 

straining, planar vatdations of R does not affect the instability 

point: By applying their model to cup-·drawing, they predicted that 

greater R gives greater load carrying capacity in plane strain. 

They pointed out that, in real materials, changes in R will be 

accompanied by changes in the stress-strain relationship and so the 

limit strains for each material should be calculated with the 

* 11 n"nis the work-hardening exponent in the stress-strain expression, 
a= KE , where K is a constant. 



corresponding stress-strain parameters for a better assessment of 

the influence of anisotropy on limit strains . Closer examination 
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of their results reveals that the effect of Ron the subtangent 

values, and therefore on the limit strains for materials with power

law work-hardening behaviour, is not severe. Venter and 

Malherbe95 applied Moore and Wallace's reasoning to the prediction 

of forming limit diagrams for diffuse and localized necking. Their 

results showed an almost negligible effect of the plastic anisotropy, 

as represented by the R-value, on the limit strains, particularly 

when both planar strains are positive . 

Marciniak and Kuczynski 96 (henceforth referred to as M & K) and 

· Marciniak et al. 97 have pu~forward an interesting hypothesis for the 

loss of stability in sheet metal subjected to biaxial tensions when 
{ 

the stress state is between plane strain and balanced biaxial tension. 

They assumed the existence of an initiai inhomogeneity in the sheet 
s, ... 

i. 

which develops into a groove running in a direction perpendicular to 

the largest principal stress. The proposed mechanism of deformation 

can be seen in Figure 2.8 where the initial inhomogeneity is taken 

to be a local variation in the thickness of the sheet, defined as 
tB 

f = /tA' where t 8 and tA are the initial thicknesses in the groove 

and outside· it, respectively. The material in region A, which 

constitutes the bulk of the sheet, is plastica ll y deformed with a 

constant stress ratio cr 2Jcr1. The material in the groove, region B, 

is assumed to deform in such a way that the condition dE 2A = dE 28 
is satisfied, and, therefore, the equilibrium condition throughout 

the straining is 

(2.16) 
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The strain increment ratio, dElA/dE2A' rema1ns constant, as 

proportional loading and isotropic hardening are assumed. It can be 

shown that dE18>dElA and that the ratio dE18/dE28 increases, so that 

the groove deepens, t 8 reducing proprotionally more than tA. 

Eventually, when dE18 >>dElA' ·the deformation approaches plane strain 

in region B. This is equivalent to a localized neck perpendicular to 

the major stress, and the major surface strain, ElA outside the 

groove is the limit strain. M&K96 point :out that the inhomogeneity 

may originate from distribution of impurities, varying texture, grain 

size or orientation, or any other cause, but that it can ah1ays be 

represented by the equivalent geometrical inhomogeneity, f. M&K96 

r 
used a modified Hill yiel• criterion and demonstrated that an 

increase in plastic anisotropy, as represented by the R-value, makes 

for a decrease in the limit strain. This is in contradiction to 
tA-.-. .... ,..... 
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considered different modes of i nsta~il i ty. Al so, the approaches 

used by these authors \vere completely different, since Marciniak 

and Kuczynski 1 s model assumed the presence of a weakness in the 

material from the beginning of the stretching operation. The M&K 

model is an important one because it allows the study of the 

influence -of plastic anisotropy on the lim'it strains of a material 

under biaxial loading and failing by localized necking. Sowerby and 

Duncan98 have given a clear and detailed explanation of M&K 1 s 

proposed mechanism of deformation. These authors have also altered 

the M&K analysis to include the case where the material in the groove 

reaches plane-strain before the surrounding matrix reaches yielding 

and the case where the initial loading path coincides with plane-strain . 

On this basis, they derived some FLD's and studied the effect of a 
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number of variables on the limit strains. They showed t hat for 

stress states approximat ing balanced biaxial tension, an increase in 

R decreases the limit strains . . Tadros and Mellor99 compared FLD's 

predi cted by M&K's analysis with experimental ones from other 

workers and concluded that the M&K analysis tends to underestimate 

the limit strains close to plane-strain. They also indicated that 

the M&K analysis should be applied after a state of diffuse necking 

because the formation of the groove should follow this state of . 

instability . Unfortunately their results are ·i ncomplete because they 

made calculations only for a hypothetical isotropic material, and so 

the influence of p 1 asti c anisotropy was not i nvesti gated . These , 
authors also indicated thlt the initia l inhomog.eneity, f, should 

decrease as the imposed stress state approached balanced biaxial 
{ 

tensi on , because of the greater plastic work for instability, at 

these stress states, as compared to tha.t necessary at plane strain . 

Azri n and Backofen 1 OO performed expe_;; ments by stretching sheet 

metal with a reduced-thickness patch over a ri gid punch. A clear 

shift of the strain sta te towards plane-strain was observed before 

tearing. No account was taken of either texture or R-value : 

effects. Woodthorpe and Pearce101 studied the influence of Rand n 

on the FLO of sheet steel. Their results showed that a low R 

decreased the limit strains near plain strain but that the effect 

of n was much more important. Bott and Pearce102 , working with 

corrrnercial purity aluminium and using bulge testing, concluded that 

increasing R decreases the polar strains but prod~ces a more even 

strain distribution over the bulge. This behaviour is theoretically 

expected from the influence of normal anisotropy as given by the 
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R-value. This can be deduced with reference to the elliptical yield 

locus in Figure 2.6. If R increases, the yield locus is stretched 

out along the loading path for balanced biaxial tension . . The plane 

stra in point is closer to the balanced biaxial tension point on the 

locus for R>l than on the locus for R=l. So, the difference in 

yi eld resistance between 0 1/02=1 and plane strain is smaller for the 

locus with R>l . As these stress states are the ones at the pole and 

at the edge of the bulge, respectively, less strain-hardening is_ 

necessary at the poles for R>l, before the edge starts deforming, 

~nd, thus, the strain is more evenly distributed over the bulge. 

This ·is precisely what is pred ·icted by the M&K theory. Of course, 
I 

this reasoning could have~ et'.? n conducted directly from the shape 

of the yield- loci, without reference to R-values, and this is the 

approach advocated by Di l lamore et al. 81 to assess the influence 

or plastic anbotropy on stra ·in c.i i str·~~ution. These author·!> , usir"19 
i. 

Swift' s criterion for diffuse neckin~ , showed that the strains to 

instability are independent of the precise shape of the yield locus 

for plane strain, balanced biaxi al and uniaxial tension, in complete 

disagreement with the preceding argument . Nevertheless, it is again 

important to note that great differences may arise after diffuse 

necking, a·s is again predicted by the M&K analysis, as demonstrated by 

Tadros and Mellor99 . Recently, van Minh et ai. 103 assessed forming 

limit diagrams using a statistical approach. They concluded, after 

analysing the ·results of about 500 tests, that the scatter in 

measured forming limits was greater than could be explained by 

examination of the errors inherent in the experimental method, so 

that the scatter itself must be some manifestation of an intrinsic 

material property . This , they concluded, gave support to the M&K 
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hypothesis t.hat tearing in biaxial tension results from pre-exi sting 

inhomogeneities in the sheet. 

A good review of anisotropy in relation to metal forming has 

been recently given by Sowe r by and Johnson 104 where many aspects 

of this relationship were examined. 

I • 



CHAPTER 3 

TEXTURE ANALYSIS AND THE PREDICTION OF 

FORMABILITY PROPERTIES 

3.1. Quantitative Analysis of Texture 

Three independent angular coordinates are required to specify 

unambiguo~sly the orientation of a crystallite with respect to a 

given system of axes. The function capable of describing the 

distribution of crystallite orientations of a polycrystalline 

aggregate is called the Crystallite Orientation Distribution , 
F ,. . ("OD.-) R 8 " ..Q ' M. . d H kl 29 '. . .J 

UilCl-lOn 1., r . oe , ounge""' ana I orns an ec er a1v1seu 

methods for obtaining the CODF from measurements of ordinary direct 
r 

pole figures. Roe8 used the three Euler angles,~~ e and~ to relate 

the axes of the crystallites to a set of_c..oordinate axes attached 

to the sample material (Figure 3.1). The angles e and~ define the 

orientation of the crystallite f axis in the sample space and~ 

specifies the rotation of the crystallite around its own Z axis . 

For convenience, the crystal axes OX, OY and OZ are made to coincide 

with [100], [010] and [001] directions for cubic materials and OX, 

OY and OZ correspond to the rolling, transverse and normal directions 

of the sample, respectively. Roe's CODF, w(~,e,~), expresses the 

probability of a crystallite having the orientation described by the 

angles ~' 8 and~ and is such that, 

i 

w(~'~'~)d~ dt d~ = 1 ( 3. 1) 
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where ~ = cose 

The crystallite orientation distribution functi on is normally given 

by a series of generalized spherical harmonics in the form, 

(3.2) 

where ~ = cose, W£mn are the series coefficients and Z£mn(~) is a 

gene ralizati on of the associated Legendre polynomial (Jacobi 

po1ynominal) . The results of analyses by CODFs are usually 

represented graphically b• ' plotting the probability of a crystallite 

having a giv~n orientati<in in Eulerian space (an orthogonal 

space with~' e and~ as ' coordinates), at constant-~ sections , and 

using contour mapping , with the value unity representing the 
~ 

intensity of a sample without textur~ Specific ideal ori enta tions 

for cubic materials are represented by points in Eulerian space, 

in .the ranges, 

O<~<n/2, O<e<n/2, O<~<n/2 (3.3) 
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Charts (Figure 3.2) have been prepared105 for indexing purposes . 

These enable the description of a t exture in terms of ideal 

orientations, .for comparison with results of other workers. The 

extent to which an ideal orientation i s preferred .over another can be 

determined from the CODF plots and using the indexing charts 

referred to above. 

Using the CODF coefficients it is possible to calculate the 



where 1; = cose 

The crystallite orientation distribution function is normally given 

by a series of generalized spherical harmonics in the form, 

00 R, R, 

= I I 
R-=O m=-R, 

.~ Wtmnzimn(1;)exp(-im~)exp(-in~) 
n=-t . 

where F;, = cose, Wimn are the series coefficients and Zimn(F;,) is a 

generalization of the associated Legendre polynomial (Jacobi 

polynominal). The results of analyses by CODFs are usually 

represented graphically b ' plotting the probability of a crystallite 

having a giv~n orientati n in Eulerian space (an orthogonal 

space with~' e and - a~ coordinates), at constant-~ sections, and 

using contour mapping. with the value unity representing the 

intensity of a sample without textur '·. · Specific ideal orientations 

for cubic materials are represented by points in Eulerian space, 

in .the ranges, 

O<~<n/2, O<e<n/2, O<~<n/2 (3.3) 

Charts (Figure 3.2) have been prepared105 for indexing purposes. 

These enable the description of a texture in terms of ideal 

orientations, .for comparison with results of other workers. The 
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extent to which an ideal orientation is preferred over another can be 

determined from the CODF plots and using the indexing charts 

referred to above. 

Using the CODF coefficients it is possible to calculate the 



volume fractions of crysta11Hes having or·fentations within a 

specified region of Euler space106 Since the probability of 

finding a cr.ystallite in any orientation is unity (Equations (3.1)), 

the integration near and about an ideal orientation gives a direit 

measure of the amount of material with that orientation. 

The standard deviation of the orientation distribution function 

from that of a. random materi a 1 is useful for comparing textures 

and for measuring the extent of preferred orientation. Kallend106 

derived an expression for this, called the Texture Severity 

Parameter (TSP) and showed that it can be computed from the texture 

coefficients using, 

[L £ £ 
(TSP) 412" 7f 

2 l I' = l 
m=-£ n=-£ 

' "-
J.. -

3.2. Prediction of Mechanicai Properties 

3.2.l. General Aspects 

w2 
£mn r (3.4) 
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The simplest approach to the correlation of texture with 

mechanical properties involves the specification of the texture as one 

or more ideal orientations followed by the calculation of the 

mechanical property as a form of weighted average using the 

corresponding single crystal values of the property. This approach 

is satisfactory only when the texture is very sharp. A more rigorous 

means of correlation is based on crystallite orientation distribution 

function analysis. 

If a physical or mechanical property, g, of a single crystal 

is anisotropic, it may also show anisotropy in a polycrystalline 



aggregate of the same material. If its orientation dependence is 

given by, 

(3.5) 

If the property is additive, and interaction between grains and the 

influence of grain boundaries are negligible, the mean value,~' of 

g, over a large number of crystals is given by106 , 

9 = J f J. g (,;,e,~)w(.p , e,~)d,;ded~ (3.6) 

, . 
\·1here w(i:,,e,i) is the Cry tallite Orientation Distribution Function. 

Pursey and C0x45 and Stu ken and Croach107 have shown that 
r 

Equati on (3.6) can be evaluated simply, provided that both g(ijJ, e,~) 
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and w( ijJ ,EJ,0) may be expanded in ct series of sµhe r·ica1 hctr111ur1ics , such as, 

"" Q, 

g(w, ~,~ ) . = I I 
Q,=o m=-Q, 

·- .... 

Q, 

I GQ,mnZQ.mn(~)exp(-imijJ)exp(-in~) 
n=-Q, 

where GQ,mn are coefficients, ~ = cose and ZQ,mn(~) has the same 

meaning as before. 

(3.7) 

Because of the orthogonality of the spherical harmonics and if 

the two functions in Equation (3.6) are referred to the same system 

of axes, Equation (3.6) becomes, 

- 2 co 

g = 41r . l 
_Q,=O m=-Q, 

X, 

I 
n=-£ 

G W Q.mn Q.nm (3.8) 



If the reference axes with respect to which the property is 

measured are rotated by the Eul er angles a, Sandy with respect 

to those in which the ~J
0 

have. been ca lc ulated , a new set of ..,mn 

coeffi cients, Wimn' can be calculated using8, 

w• imn 

.Q, 

I Wipmztpm(coss)exp( - ipa)exp( - imy) 
p=-

(3.9) 
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and, therefore, for the particular case of the variation of the 

property in the plane of a metal sheet, when S=y=O and a is the angle 

between the new X-axis and the rolling direction , the value of~ is 

given by, 

g (a) . 
2 

= 41T 
co £ 

I 
£ 

I I 
t =o m=-£ n=-£ 

i .. 

The coefficients Gimn can be obtained by integration of 

g(iJ;3f;,.~)s using orthogonality properties, according to, 

exp(in~)diJ;dt;d~ 

(3.10) 

(3.11.) 

Equations (3.8) and (3.10) are general and can be used for 

prediction of the elastic. and plastic behaviour of a textured meta l 

sheet. 



3. 2. 2. Elastic Anisotropy 

The Young's modulus of a single crystal of the cubic system i s 

given by Equation (2.1) . In that equation , E is seen to be a y 

f unction of the parameter y, given by 

(3.12) 

where y1, Y? and Y~ are the direction cosines of the direction in 
- ,:> 

which the modulus has b~en measured, with respect to the cubic axes. 

The elastic modulus of a polycrystalline cubic aggregate is the 

result of an averaging procedure. Voigt39 assumed that all grains , 
are subjected to the same strain . . Reuss 40 adopted the approach of 

equal stress state throughout. Hill 41 suggested that the mean of 

Vo i gt I s and Reuss' averages should be taken. 

If Equation (3 .12) is evaluated _fQr a l arge number of crystal 

orientations, and if y is expanded lh a se ri es of sphe ri ca l 

harmonics , t he mean value of y, ym(a) , in a direct i on at a degrees 

t o the roll ing direction of a sheet, is obtained by using 

Equation (3.1 0) as,. 

4 R, 

= 4n
2 I I 

t =o m=- £ 

Q, 

l G0 W0 cos(ma ) n=: - 2 )(,mn )(,mn (3.13) 

45 where G£mn are coefficients, since this function has been shown to 

depend only on the zeroth. and fourth order ~19.mn coefficients. 

The corresponding Voigt 39 average is given by 

= 
(c11 +2c12 )(c11 -c12 -3Cym(a)) 

c11 +c12-Cym(a) (3.14) 

46. 
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where C=C
11 -c12-2c44 and c

11 , c12 and c
44 are the cubic single crystal 

elastic stiffness constants. The Reuss40 average is obtained as, 

l 
(3.15) 

where s11, s12 and s44 are the cubic single crystal elastic compliances . 

It should be noted t hat these ave rages neglect effects of grain 

size and shape and the influence of grain boundary constraints . 

The use of the proced~re outlin~d above has given rise to 

resul ts46 , 47 , 48 which indicate that all of these averages describe I 

accurately the form of thf angular variation of the elastic modulus in 

the plane of a metal sheet , but that absolute values cannot be 
I 

obtained. 

Exact theories have been develOl,)-jS,lll8,rnY which take into 

account the boundary conditions of stress and strain but they have 

found little application because of their greater compiexity . 

3.2.3. Plastic Anisotropy 

Slip is by far the most important deformation mechanism in 

metals·. It is responsible for the large plastic strains involved in 

forming operat"ions, and is normally considered to involve a simple 

shear parallel to specific crystallographic planes and directions. 

Accordingly, most deforma~ion models have assumed slip to be the only 

operative mechanism. A sing1e crysta·1 may be imagined as deforming 

by either single or multiple slip . If single slip is assumed , the 

relative yield strength is determined by finding the maximum 
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Schmi d factor (see Section 2.2 . 3, Equation {2 . 7)) for an imposed stress 

tensor referred t o the crystal axes (Table 2.1). If multiple 

slip is considered, either Taylor•s21 minimum shear criterion or Bishop 

and Hill 1 s36 , 37 maximum work principle must be used. In this case, 

the Taylor factor , M, Equation (2.8), is calculated for an imposed 

strain tensor referred to crystal axes. 

If the above procedures are repeated for a considerable number 

of crystal orientations, Equation (3.11) can be used for the 

determination of the G!lmn coefficients, and the average value of the 

rel ative yield strength may be obtained from Equation (3.10) either for 

the lower or the upper bound solution, using the W0 texture "'mn 
coeffi cients . 

, 

A typical example of t he above ment i oned method is the 
{ 

calculation of the angular variation of the average Taylor factor. 

Usfr,g the contractfon ratio def·ined in EyuctLion (2.9), Lhe ... 
!~ 

expression for the ave rage M(q,a) i s ~i ven by 

M(q,a) 
co !l 

= 41r2 I I 
!l=O m=-!l 

!l 

l 
n=··!l 

G0 W0 cos(ma) "'mn X, mn (3.16) 

After evaluating M(q) for different q values, the minimum 

corresponds to the expected behaviour16 , and the values of M(q) and 

q at this minimum identify the relative flow stress and the plastic 

strain ratio, R. This same method can be applied to the calculation 

of a, according to Equation (2.14). 



3.3. Prediction of Crystallographic Yield Loci 

3.3.1. General Aspects 

Plane stress crystallographic yield loci can be predicted using 

the procedures described in Section 3.2.3. For a given crystal 

orientation, lower bound loci are obtained by varying the imposed 

stress tensor and calculating the maximum Schmid factor. Similarly, 

upper bound solutions are obtained by varying the imposed strain 

tensor and evaluating the maximum taylor factor. For both these 

cases, slip may be assumed to occur by either of two main 

mechanisms: 

a) · Restricted Glide: for which the crystaliographic planes and 
1 

directions of slip are wel , detennined. This is the case with FCC 

material s for which the slip systems are {111}<110>; 
f 

b) Pencil Glide: for which the slip direction, <uvw>, is known but 

the slip plane may be any plane belong)Rg to the <uvw> zone on which 
i;. ~ 
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the resolved shear stress reaches the· critical value . This is the 

case with BCC materials, for which the slip direction is <lll> and the 

slip plane is any plane in the <111> zone. 

If many crystal orientati ons are considered sets of coefficients . 

may be generated for each stress or strain state, from Equation (3 .11 ), 

and, again~ using Equation (3.10), the average value of the yield 

strength , for each particular imposed stress or strain state , can be 

ea lcul a ted. 

3.3.2. Restricted Glide Yield Loci 

Plane stress lower bound restricted glide yield loci were 

predicted for single crystal orientations and also for polycrystal l ine 

aggregates using the method outlined in the previous section. Slip 



was assumed to occur on one or more of the twelve {111}<110> slip 

systems of the FCC crystal structure. For the calculation of the 

lowe r bound yield locus of a crystal with orientation given by the 

Euler angles 1/1, e and~' a stress tensor of the form, 

0 0 

o 
ij 

= .0 02 0 {3.17) 

0 0 0 

was supposed to operate on the specimen axes (Figure 3.1). The 

stress components, o'. . ' lJ 
referred to the crysta i cubic axes were 

J 
computed using the rotati o matrix, T(~,e,~), given by, 

Tll = "COSi/1 case cos~ - sini/1 sin~ 
( 

r,2 = sini/1 case cos~ + COSi/1 sin~ 

113 = -sine cos~ ... 
i.. 

T 21 = -COS1/.J cose sin~ - si ni/1 cosi6 

122 = sini/1 cose sin~ + cosi/1 cos~ {3.18) 

123 = sine sini6 

T 31 = COS1/.J sine 

132 = Sini/1 sine 

133 = case 

By ma king 

ol = ,~, case ,~, (3.19) 
02 = sine 

50. 



where 6 is the polar angle and a is the stress vector shown in 

Fi gure 3.3(a), different stress rati os could be applied by varying 

51. 

o. Using the expressions for the resolved shear stress on the twelve 

sl ip systems shown in Table 2.1, the maximum Schmid factor could be 

calcul ated and the stresses a1 and a2 could be plotted as functions 

of the critical shear stress for slip, Tc' and of the polar angle , o, 
It must be noted, however, that the yield locus thus obtained has axes 

which are axes of pri ncipal stresses but not of principal strains, 

i.e . the stra in components drawn parallel to the locus axes are not , 

in general, principal ones as shear components may exist in addition 
* to the normal components. 

, 
The upper bound yie l d~ ocus of a simila r genei~a1 crystal orientation , 

~,e,~, was obtained by imposing on the specimen axes an incremental 
{ 

pr'incipal strain tensor of the form, 

dE: .. 
lJ 

= 

0 0 

0 0 dE: 3 

where con st an cy of volume requires that 

dE: 3 = - dE: - dE: 1 2 

and where dE: 1 = COSp 

d~2 = sin p 

{3.20) 

* Principal axes of stress and strain coincide if the fonner coincide with the axes of anisotropy. Otherwise, they do not generally coincide (Reference (33), p.320). 
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p is the polar angle from the sl axis to the perpendicular to 

the yield locus tangent, in Figure 3.3(b) . de:1 and de: 2 were chosen 

so that /de:12+de:22 is unity, all around the yield l OCUS. After 

calculating the strain components, de'. . , referred to the crystal lJ 
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cubic axes, using the rotation matrix (3.18)), -the Bishop and Hill 35 , 37 

maximum work principle was used to evaluate the incremental work, 

dw, given by, 

( 3. 21 ) 

where A,B,F,G and Hare +u,! g; c-hnp "If.'- 1..J11V and Hil1 stress 

If a . . is the unkno n stress tensor, referred to specimen axes, lJ 

which operates the straih tensor (36), the work dw is also given by, 
-. -, -

''\. -, - , "- ., 

' '-\ '-

, ... 
dw = a . . de: .. = a11 de: 1+a22 de~~33de 3 (3.22) lJ lJ 

= 

if Cartes i an axes are assumed . Reference to Fi gure 3.3(b) shows that, 
if t he stress and st rai n are rega r ded as two-dimens iona l vector s. 

(3.23) 

* and considering that de must be perpendicular to th~ yield locus , 

* This is a consequence of the assumption that the yield function and the plastic potential coincide (Reference (31), p.50). 



the incremental work, dw, may be regarded as the scalar product of 

5!.. and ~ and represented as the projection of 5'.:. in the di rection 

of d~. In Figure 3. 3(b), dw is, therefore, the distance from the 

ori gin to the tangent to the yi e 1 d 1 ocus. So, by varying f , many 

tangents can be drawn and the yield locus is the internal envelope 

of them. In fact, the stress tensor crij is not required and is 

al ways unknown. The yield locus so obtained has axes which are axes 

of principal strains but not, in general, of principal stresses. 

The normal stress components derived from this type of yield locus 

may not be principal ones as shear components may exist to enforce 

the imposed strain state. 
, 

A computer program wa9 written to compute and plot lower and 

upper bound yield loci , for a crystal orientation given by the Euler 

angles ip, e and ~. In this program, o and f were varied from o0 

to 175° , in increments of 5° , and the locus axes could be rotated in ... 
i .. • . 

t he pl ane of the shee t by changing the initial Euler angles . 

3.3;3, Pencil Glide Yield Loci 

Whil e in FCC c_rys t al s the slip systems are well known t o be 

· {lll}<liO>, i n BCC cryst al s s li p may occur by pencil gl i de . Penci l 

glide takes place when the critical resolved shea r stress i s reached 

on any pl ane contai ning a <111> sli p direction (Figure 3. 4). A 

distinguishing feature.of defonnation by pencil glide is the wavy 

slip-pl ane trace that it leaves on metall ographi c surfaces as 

different planes slip wi th a common slip direction ; 

In order to obtain expressions for the pencil glide yield 

criterion, it must be first recognized that slip with equal ease on 

53 . 
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any piane containing a <ill> siip direction is equivalent to slip with 

equal ease i n any direction which lies in a fl l l} plane. This 

transpos iti on was suggested by Kocks56 and it can be visua li zed 

geometrically as shown in Figure 3.5. In this figure (hki) is any 

plane containing the <111> slip direction, parallel to which the 

criti ca l reso l ved shear stress, T , is reached. The shear stress C . 

norma l to this and which lies on the (111) plane, must also equal 

-rc to ensure moment equili brium . The latter shear stress may lie i n 

any di rection , since the (hki) plane considered was a general one. 

Using this transposition, Piehler58 made a complete analysis of the 

pencil glide deformation mechanism . From his \'mrk, the expressi ons , 
for t he general ized Schmid ~ pencil-giide yield conditions , for slip 

with equal ea se i n the fou r <1 11> slip di rections , in Bishop and 

-. H1ll 1 s no t ation are given iri' -Table 3.1 . 

If an arbi t rary i mposed stra i n i s t o be accommodated in a BCC ;'. 
cryst al deforming by pencil gl ide , sl Jp mus t occ ur s im ul taneous ly in 

at least three <111> sli p direct i ons . Thi s can be visua l i zed wi t h 

the hel p of Fi gure 3.6 . In t his fi gure , a shear strain ) in the {11 1} 

plane is imposed for both restricted-glide and pencil glide 

behaviour. It can be seen that the imposed shear strain requires 

the operati-0n of two restricted-glide slip systems, but can be 

accommodated by just one pencil-glide slip system, as slip occ urs 

with equal ease in any.direction on the {111} plane. Hence, since, as 

shown by Bi shop and Hil 136 ' 37 , arbHrary imposed strains can be 

accommodated by the operation of 6 or 8 restricted-glide systems, one 

would expect the same strains to be accommodated by three or four 

pencil -glide systems. So, as the resistance to yielding is a function 

of the amount of shear , penci l -glide yield loci should be expected to 



be generally. smaller than the restricted-glide loci for the same 

crystal orientations. 

The pencil-glide equation$ derived by Taylor60 can also be used 

t o show that to accommodate an arbitrary strain, at least three 
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<111> slip directions are needed. Taylor60 expressed the five 

independent components of strain in terms of eight variables: four shear 

magnitudes and four angles to identify t!fo orientation of the operative 

slip plan~s. So, a minimum of three <111> slip directions must 

operate in order to provide five degrees of freedom out of the six 

variables: three shears and three slip-plane designations. Piehler58 

developed an approximate Bishop and Hill-type solution for the upper , 
bound case, but was unabl to find an analytica~ solution forth~ 

general case·of three active slip systems. Penning13 provided a 

straightforward solution to the Taylor minimum-shear criterion and 

indicated a simple numerical procedurrJor solving the problem of 

three active slip systems . 

It is important to note that Piehler58 derived polyslip stress 

states which simultaneously operate slip in four and three <111> 

direct ions . He then showed that the stress states , which 

si multaneously operate three <111 > di rections, do not provide the 

mini mum of f i ve i ndependent deg rees of freedom necessary to 

accommodat e an arbitrary shape change . He al so showed that the 

stress states which simul t aneously operate fo ur <11 1> directions, 

though t hey provi de t he necessary five deg rees of freedom , can no t 

alone accommodate any arbitrary shape change, and so, the imposed 

strain states may, in general, not be completely enforced. This 

might affect the predictions for a few crystal orientations, but should 

have little influence on the predicted properties of crystal aggregates, 



due to the large number of orientations involved. 

In the present work, the equations in Table 3.1 and Penning's 

method were used for the calculation of lower and upper bound pencil 

glide yield loci, respectively, using the same procedure described 

in Section 3.3.2. As in the ·case of restricted glide , a computer 

program was written for evaluating and plotting the yield locus. 

3.3.4. Single Crystal Yield Loci 

Figure 3.7 to 3.16 show the single crystal yield loci of a 

range of orientations obtained using the procedures described in 

Secti ons 3.3.2. and 3.3.3. Figures 3. 7 to 3.11 show the restricted 

glide solutions and Figure '3. 12 to 3.16 show the pencil . glide 1 oci, 

respectively. For either ~elution, the i ower bound 1 oci were drawn 

, __ by a continuous line, generally closer to the origin. The crystal 
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plane of the paper and their <uvw> did~ tions coinciding with the 

horizontal axis, when the angle to the rolling direction , RD, was 

zero degrees. In the figures, the axes were divided in units of the 

critical resolved shear stress for slip, ·c· Figures 3.7 to 3.9 and 

3.12 to 3.14 were obtained for the sole purpose of comparison with 

Piehl er 's5~ results for restricted and pencil glide, Figures 2.3 

and 2.4, respectively. The remaining loci, Figures 3.lOand 3.11 for 

restricted glide and 3.15 and 3.16 for pencil glide, correspond 

to orientations commonly found in FCC and BCC materials, respectively . 

The computer programs developed in the present work are capable of 

computing the yield locus for any crystal orientation, with the 

additional facilities of printing the yield strength for seventy two 

stress (lower bound) and strain (upper bound) ratios, and of 



iden tifying the operative slip system (for the lower bound) and 
Bishop-and-Hill stress state {for the upper bound), for each of the 
stress and/or strain ratios . . This can be useful in understanding 
deformat fon processes related to specific stress or strain states. 
They are also useful in determining limiting values of mechanical 

16 propertie s such as the R-value and the s-value , for textured 
materials. 

Figures 3.7 to 3.9 and 3.1 2 to 3.14 refer, respectively, to 
the same crystal orientations. Figures 3.12 to 3.1 4 show that 
removing the slip -pl ane restriction (the basic pencil glide 
as sumption) has the effect of rounding-off some of the corners , 
of the restr·icted glide lo~ (Figures 3. 7 and 3.9). This effect has 

"6 been examined in detail by Kocks~ If Fi gures 3.7(a), 3.8(a) and 
3.8(c) ·are compared with Figures 3.12(a), 3.13(a) and 3.13(e), 
respectively, it can be seen that swit~r,jng from restricted glide 

j~~ 
to pencil glide, for these orientatiorfs, only reduces the overall 
dimensions of the yield loci, keeping the relative dimens ions and 
shape, in each one, unchanged. In general, pencil glide yield loci 
are smaller than the corresponding restricted glide loci, which is 
another consequence of removing the slip-plane constraint56 , i.e. 
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the same strain needs fewer slip systems to be enforced by pencil 
glide than by restricted glide (Figure 3.6), which makes pencil glide 
yield strength generalJy smaller. For the {001}<100> orientation, 
shown in Figures 3.7(c) and 3.12(a) for restricted and pencil glide, 
respectively, the crystal axes and the sample axes c·oincide. Here, 
pencil glide had the effect of changing a Tresca-type yield locus 
(Figure 3.7(c)) into a Mises-type locus (Figure 3.12(e)). In fact, 
if these loci were plotted on the~ plane, they would correspond to 



the hexagon and the circle in Figure 3.6, respectively. 
Figures 3.8(a) (and 3.8(c)) and 3.13(a) (and 3. 13(c)) show 

the restricted and pencil glid~ loci of the {llO}<lfO> 
ori entation (and 90° rotations), respectively. Here, again, the 
lower and upper bounds coincide. An important detail in these loci 
is that the plane strain strength is twice as large as the tensile 
strength, and much larger than any point of the {001}<100> loci, 
Figures 3.7(c) and 3.12(c). In fact, this represents an important 
potential for texture hardening in cubic metals . 

An important point aris.ing from the present solution for the 
pencil glide mechanism can ~e seen, if Figures 3.13(b) and the 45° 
rotation of the (llO)[flO] component, in Figure 2.4! a.re compared. -
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In the latter, the lower pound exceeds the upper bound, in the second 
and fourth quadrants, while this cannot be observed in Figure 3.13(b) . 

i::o 

Piehler"u pointed out that this was ca~ d by his upper bound 
solution being an approximation, as he could not find an analytical 
solution for the three <111> slip direction case . This does not 
mean, however , that Penning's 13 solution, which has been used here, 
is immune to this effect . As i ndicated by Piehler58 , some strains 
may never be enforced by pencil glide because :neither the use of three 
nor the use of four <111> slip directions can, in some cases , supply 
the necessary conditions. 

Figures 3.9 to 3.11 show loci corresponding to orientations 
normally found in FCC rolling textures. If a rotation of 45° 
around <001> is admitted in Figure 3. 7, this figure displays the loci 
for the cube orientation , {001}<100>, which is normally present to 
some extent in FCC sheet annealing textures. Also, Figure 3.12 and 
F.igures 3.14 to 3.16 show the loci of components normally found in 
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steel sheet annealing textures . Single crystal yield loci can , thus, 

be used for a better understanding of the mechanical behaviour of 

metal sheets. 

The plastic strain ratio, R, can be found from the slope of 

the yield locus at its point of interception with the coordinate 

axes (see Section 3.4). However, whenever the single crystal yield 

locus has a corner along one of the coordinate axes, R is 

indeterminate. This can be seen to occur, for example, in 

Figure 3.7(c), where the R-value predicted from the vertical branch 

is ze ro (see Section 3.4 and Figure 2.5(a)), because d€ 2 is zero to 

satisfy the normality condition. On the other hand, R is infinite , 
for the 45° branch since, ~ heres d€ 3= O(d€2=-d€1) . Many other 

single crystal yield loci show similar behaviour . The s-parameter 

-(as defined in Equation -(3.25) -bel"m·i),cait ah1ays be calculated 

unambiguously from a particular locus. , For the loci in Figures ,, 
"·' 

3.1 to 3.16, Tables 3.2 and 3.3 sho~· the predicted S-values for upper 

bound restricted and pencil glide loci, respectively. In those tables, 

twos-values are shown for each orientation , corresponding to loading 

along the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. There it can 

be seen that {110}<110> has nearly the same large s-values for both 
' 

restricted and pencil glide slip modes, being second only to the 

{110}<112> orientation for restricted glide. 

The present analysis of the single crystal loci in Figures 3.7 

to 3.16 was mainly directed to the upper bound loci because of their 

greater re1 evance to polycrysta 11 ine behaviour and, consequently, to 

forming operations. However, it can be easily extended to the lower 

bound loci , as well . 
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3.3.5. Polycrystalline Yield Loci 

Lower bound and upper bound restricted and pencil glide yield 

loci for polycrystalline materi.als were obtained using the procedures 

descri bed in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3. For each specified value of 

p and .8 (Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b)), i.e.,specified strain and stress 

ratio s, respectively, a large number of crystal orientations was 

* considered and sets of G
0 coefficients, up to the order 1=20, .x.,mn 

were eval~ated according to Equation (3.il). Using Equation (3.10) 

and the W1mn texture coefficients of the material whose yield locus 

was sought , the average value of the yield strength was calculated 

and the yield locus was plotted as described in Sections 3.3.2 and 
, 

3.3.3. 

An additional smoothing routine in the plotting program permitted 
f 

the elimination of the upper-bound yield locus tangents, with the 

additional bonus that the stress and strain ratios at 5° intervais 
" .... 

could also be obtained . 

3.4. R-Values and a-Values 

The use of the smoothing procedure for polycrystalline loci 

referred to in Section 3.3.5 also allo~·.:ed the determination of R

values and a-values from the upper bound yield locus data . The 

R-values were obtained from the slopes of the yield locus at its 

interceptions with the coordinate axes. Figure 2.5(a) shows that 

the R-value can be obrained from, 

* The author is indebted to Dr. J .S. Kallend who helped him with the 
yield locus plotting program and who originally obtained the sets of 
G1mn restricted glide upper bound coefficients. 
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Similar expressions hold for the other axes . This equation can 

be used for either restricted or pencil glide yield loci. 

The parameter B, as defined by Hosford and Backofen16 , and 

expressed by Equation (2 .11) can al so be directly obtained from the 

yiel d locus. According to their definition , the B parameter is such 

that crxx=o in the flange (Figure 2.6), which is true only at the 

outer edge. In order to make 0 =o in the flange, it is necessary XX 

to add a hydrostatic compression to the stress state in the flange , 
(path 2 in Figure 2.6) witH the same magnitude as the compression 

component . This gives the relation : 

rr . . 

8 = 
-xx(max) 
-2crrv (3.25) 

Although the denominator of Equati on (3.25) is negative, only 

the magnitude of the B parameter is considered. 

Apart from these methods, Glmn pencil glide coefficients were. 

generated up to an order l=l4, as a function of the contraction ratio, 

q, defined ·;n Equation (2.9). These could then be used in the existing 

program for prediction of plastic properties, using the procedures 

described in Section 3~2.2. The use of this program allowed the 

determination of relative.yield stresses, R-values and s-values 

without having to plot the corresponding yield loci. 
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3.5. Predicted Earing Behaviour 

Earing is the best known manifestation of planar anisotropy in 

sheet metals, and it is now widely accepted that it is a result of 

the geometrical restrictions of slip and of the texture of the sheet. 

Earing is brought about , in cup drawing, by the stress states 

reigning in the flange of the sheet blank. It is also apparent 

during shear-spinning and even in commercial pressings , 11hen 

tri mming is nonnally required as a finishing operation . Many 

approaches have been made to the analysis of the ~aring 

phenomenon10 , 32 , 5o, 75 , 76 , as reviewed in Section 2.2.4. The most 

succes sful approach to date was given by Tucker76 , who deveioped , 
a model for earing of s·ingl crystals based on Schmid 1 ts law. This 

author was able to predi ct accu rately enough the cup profiles for 
r 

several crystal orientationss assuming the defonnation in the 

flang e to occur by single slip. Figure 3.17 shows some of his 
' ... 

predi cted and experimenta l results. 

For polycrystalline aggregates, Tucker 76 indi cat ed that a 

weighted average of the single crystal behaviour could be used, but 

that problems migh~ arise because additional slip systems would be 

required to operate for strain compatibility. 

In the -present work, a stress based model was developed for the 

earing of a polycrystalline aggregate. It was assumed that the 

earing behaviour of a polycrystalline sheet blank is entirely 

dependent on the anisotropy of flow associated with the texture of 

the material. Therefore, it could be predicted from the corresponding 

crystallographic yield locus of the sheet. Only the upper bound 

solution was considered because the large strains involved in cup 

drawing a polycrystalline material require the operation of a 



polys1ip56 mechanism, in order to enforce the desired shape . The 

stress system in the flange of a partially drawn cup consists of a 

circumferential hoop-stress, which .is at its maximum at the 

periphery of the blank, a radial stress, which is a maximum at the 

die throat and zero at the periphery of the blank and a compressive 

stress nonnal to the flange, acting as a sheet-clamping force. The 

sheet holding pressure is of secondary importance and is normally 

neglected, and the flange is assumed to be under a state of plane 

stress (Figure 3.18). There is radial variation of the stress 

ratio and radial variation of the strain ratio in the flange, from 

the very beginning of the drawing operation . In order to develop 
I 

an earing modei based on the ~ per bound yield locus of a materials 

the following assumptions are necessary : 

- -- a) Earing in cup drawing is entirely determined by' the initial 

texture of the material; 
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b) The strain states existing radially in the blank are supposed to 

correspond to those on the yield locus (Figure 3.19) between plane 

strain {dE 22=o), at the die throat, and pure loop compression, at 

the current outer edge of the blank; 

c) Any blank radius i s composed of elements, from the die throat to the 

outer edge, which are under strain states corresponding to points 

on the yield locus separated by 5° intervals, from plane strai n to 

near pure hoop compression, respectively; 

d) Each radial element contributes an incremental radial strain, 

proportional to the reciprocal of its yield strength (M-values; dw, 

in Figure 3.3(b)) to the t6tal radial strain, which is obtained as 

the sum of the strain increments (This assumption stems from the 



definition of Taylor factor in Equation (2.8)); 

e) Total radial strains are computed for several orientations 

of the yield locus axes in the sheet plane, from o0 to 90° to the 

rolling direction. A mean value is then obtained and used as 

normalizing factor; 

f) Shear strains are considered to be negligible. 

According to these assumptions, if a radial segment, as 

illustrated in Figure 3.18, has an orientation that will lead to a 

relatively small radial strain, it will give rise to a through. 

If the radial strain is relatively larger, it will correspond to a 

point on an ear, and so on. If the ratio of the strains and the , 
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volume-constancy condition ~ re considered, the model is also capable 

of accounting for the radial variation of wall thickness. 

A computer program was \'lritten for the pr-ediction of earing for 

polycrystalline materials, using the G
1

~ upper bound yield locus 

coefficients, for restricted and pencjl glide deformation, according to 

the assumptions described above. 

· The model described above was applied to single crystal 

orientations, in an. attempt to predict the cup profiles of the 

crystal s, under deformation by multiple slip. It was found that the 

present pr~dictions did not generally coincide with Tucker•s 76 

predi cted and experimental results. This can be explained by the fact 

that the constraints in the deep drawing of a large single crystal 

are not the same as the constraints imposed on a crystallite in a 

polycrysta 11 i ne aggregate, whi eh is the assumption of the present 

model. Although the number of slip systems operating in Tucke r's 

experiments is not known, it is certainly less than in multiple slip, 

as his single slip-based model proved to be a good approximation. In 
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spite of this , the main features of Tucker's resuits can be found 

in the present predictions for some low index orientations. In 

Figures 3.20, 3.21 , 3.22 and 3.23, some profiles are shown, predicted 

using the present model. Figures 3.20 and 3.21 were obtained using 

restri cted glide, and Figures 3.22 and 3.23, using pencil glide 

mechanisms, respectively. It can be seen that the relative maxima and 

minima, in Figure 3. 2~a) and 3.20(b), are found to occur at nearly 

the same angular positions as in Figures 3.17(a) and 3.l7(d), 

respectively. The same behaviour can be appreciated when comparing 

Figure 3.22(a) with Figure 3.l?(b), and Figure 3.12(b) with 

Figure 3.l?(d), respectively . In fact, the results from the present , 
model, for singie crystal o~ entations, should be regarded as the 

extreme cases \vhen the polycrystalline sheet has all its crystallites 

with the same orientation. In this case -,the sharp corners of the 

predi ctions would be smoothed out , on th~ experimental cups , for 

strain accommodation by polyslip. Figures 3.20 to 3.23 correspond 

to orientations commonly found in FCC and BCC metal sheets. 

3.6. Predicted Limit Strains 

A large and important part of sheet metal forming is represented 

by stretching, and it would be a substantial achievement to be able to 

predict the stretching behaviour of a material from the knowl edge of 

its texture. Unfortun9-tely, no general theory is presently available 

to correlate work-hardening behaviour and the anisotropy of flow 

stress, which are the two main material parameters governing stretching. 

Nevertheless, models for the stretching behaviour of metal sheets 

· have been developed, using simplifying assumptions for the work 

hardening behaviour and the ellipse-like yield criterion due to Hill 34 . 
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Adopting these assumptions and adding extra considerations, Marciniak 
.96 97 and Kuczynski and Marciniak et al. developed a procedure for the 

calculation of the limit strains reached by a sample of material, 

under a biaxial principal state of stress, in wh·ich failure is 

supposed to occur by localized necking. A weakness is assumed to 

exist in the material (Figure 2.8) and to be responsible for the 

gradual change in stress state, towards one of plane strain, 

during which an incipient groove located parallel to the minor 

principal component of stress is allowed to deepen until failure 

occurs. In the original works 96 , 97 the plastic anisotropy was given 

by the R-value and a yield criterion similar to Equation (2 . 6) 
I 

was used. 

In the present work an adaptation of the M&K theory was made, 

-using the predicted crystallographic yield l oci of a range of metals 

(see Appendix I). It must be noted tr~t_, in doing this, it v1as 
i. 

assumed that the anisotropy of plasti_c flow is embodied in the 

crystall ographic yield locus shape, and, so, no additional parameter 

was necessary for its description. Furthermore , the planar anisotropy 

of the stretching behaviour could be investigated by simply rotating 

the yield locus axes in the sheet plane, as explained in Section 

3.3.5. 

The present model incorporated the same basic assumptions made 

by Marciniak and Kuczyriski 96 , namely: 

a) The imposed stress state was one of principal biaxial tension, 

chosen from between plane strain and bal~nced baixi~l tension, on 

the yield locus; 

b) Isotropic hardening and proportional loading were assumed; 

1 1 

' 



c) Only principal stresses and strains were considered ; 

d) The inHi al incipient groove was specified by the factor 

f = t 8/tA' when t 8 and tA ·are the initial thicknes ses in the groove 

and outside it (regions Band A in Figure 2.8) , respectively, when 

localized necking starts; 

In addition to these, the present model also assumed: 

e) The yield criterion was obtained by fitting an equation of the 

form, 
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(3.26) 

where C are coefficients, tcf the upper bound polycrysta 11 i ne n ~ 

crystallog raphic yield loctls, by a 

f) The strains were given by ds .. 
lJ 

g) One of the two strain hardening 

'1· h d . 110 · paraoo ,c ar en1ng , 

- - - n a = K e:: 

t . 1111 h d . or exponen ,a ar en,ng, 

least squares method; 

= A _if_ where A is a constant; 
._1 00 i j' 

1a\•!S \•!as used: 

(3.27) 

( 3. 28) 

depending on which fitted best the experimental stress-strain data 

of the material. In these equations,; and; are the effective 

stress and strain, respectively, ~nd K, K0, K
1

, m and n are constants 

(n is known as the "work-hardening exponent 11
); 

h) The appearance of the groove, and therefore the beginning of the 



. M&K procedure for localized necking, was assumed to occur after the 

material had undergone straining up to diffuse necking99 

Assumption (e) was necessary because the M&K iterat·ive process 

requires a continuous function for the yield locus. The six degree 

polynomial in 0 1 and 0 2 was found to be adequate for the present 

purposes. Thirty six values of the stress components 0 1 and 0 2, 

from tension along s1 to compression along the same axis (Figure 

3.7(b)), in increments of 5°, were used to obtain the coefficients 

in Equation (3 .26) by linear square analysis and t,Jsing a standard 

FORTRAN subroutine. 

In the present model, an initial effective strain, E
0

, 
, 

corresponding to diffuse nec ~ ng, according to (h), was calculated 

using either Equation (3 .27; or (3.28) and an adaptation of Moore 

and Wallace 1 s94 procedure f;r the generalized Considere subtangent 

(see Appendix II). On1y after this straining was the M&K procedure ,.,. __ "'\.. 
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· ,: j2~ 99 started. This approach, due to Tadros and Mellor , is closer to what 
· seems to occur in practice , during the stretching of sheets. 

An important point which must be highlighted is that, as opposed 
t o previous works on the M&K analysis 96 , 98 , 99 , the present model 

has onl y the thickness rat i o, f, as independent variable. The 

constants i n Equations (3 .27) and (3 .28) were all de t ennined f rom 

expe r imental tests , using least- squares analysis (see Section 4.3.4) . 

The flow anisotropy , which al so came f r om experimental meas urement s , 

was also i nc l ude d i n Equation (3 .26). 

Compute r program~ were written for the calculation of t he 

Considere subtangents and for t he adaptati on of the M&K anai ys i s . 

Limit strains were obtained as the majim um values of the strains 

outside the groove (Figure 2.8), for an initial imposed stress ratio . 
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The ratio of the stresses and of the strains outside the groove 

remained constant, according to assumption (b), and they were related 

to each oth~r through the flow rule indicated in (f) . Therefore, for 

every imposed stress ratio there corresponds a definite ratio of 

strains , and vice-versa. Repeating the procedure for different 

stress (strain) ratios, predicted forming limit diagrams could be· 

obtained , for the particular orientation of the yield locus axes in 

the sheet plane . The iterative process in the computer program 

could be stopped by either of the two conditions: · 

a) When the stress state in the groove reached plane strain; 

b) When a prescribed limiting thickness strain (50%) was reached. , 
Condition (a) is the no1ma1 end point of the iterative process. 

It means that the stress state in the groove gradually evolved towards 

pl ane strain ; allowing the groove to thin to a stage~where any 

subsequent deformation is supposed to l~p~ to tearing of the sheet . 
J, 

Condition (b) was used for materials w~ich had shown a characteristic 

finite fracture strain du ring the experimental tests. It was an 

attempt to account for the smaller li mit strains observed to occur 

experimentally for stress ratios closer to balanced biaxial tension. 

The value of 50% thickness strain was chosen arbitrarily for the limit 

straining. 

The left hand side of the forming limit di agram was assessed using 

an adaptation of Hill's theory of localized necking87 The present 

adaptation is an extension of the procedure described by Painter and 

Pearce112 to use with Equations (3.26) to (3.28). 
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3.7. Summa ry 

An outl i ne of the crysta ll ite orientat i on distri but ion funct ion 

due to Roe8 -is gi ven in Secti on 3.1, togethe r wi t h techn iques for 

its in te rpretation , for the ca l culation of its severity and of the 

volume fraction of crystallites having orientations in a specified 

region of Euler spacel06. In Section 3.2, methods for the prediction 

of po lycrystalline properties from texture data , and using 

coeffic i ents from the expansions of the single crystal properties in 

spheri cal harmonics, are described. Special references are made to 

the cases of elasti c and plastic anisotropies in metal sheets 

(Sec t ions 3. 2.2. and 3.3 . 3. , respectively). , 
In Settion 3.3, methods or the prediction of restricted and 

pencil gli de yi el d loci are expl ained ; Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 gi ve 
r 

full deta il s and, i n Section 3.3 .4, res t ricted and penc i l glide l oc i 

for a range of sel ec t ed ori entat ions are ,~ ven and di sc ussed . Lower 

a~d upper bound soluti ons are considered~ Secti on 3.3.5 explain s 

the extensions of these procedures to the predict ion of yi el d l oc i 

for t ext ured metal sheets . The prediction of R-values and s- va l ues 

from crystallog raph i c yield l oci is detai l ed in Section 3.4. 

In Section 3.5 a mo del is developed for the prediction of the 

eari ng· behavi o·ur of polycrystalline agg regates based on t he yi eld 

l ocus data . Some applications of the model for a. range of crystal 

orientati ons are given and discussed. 

In Sect ion 3.6 a model, based on Marci nia k and Kuczyns ki 1 s96 

theory, is developed for the prediction of forming limit di ag rams 

using the upper bo und crystallographic yield loci predicted from 

texture data. This model is an adaptation of the M&K theory to explore 
the crystallographic anisotropy embodied in the predicted loci. 
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CHAPTER 4 

MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

4.1. Materials and Treatments 

Four materials were available for texture studies and mechanical 

tes t s: 

(a) Commercial purity copper. Available in three initial thicknesses, 

2 5rnm, 6.35mm and 3.2mm. These were cold rolled by 95%, 80% and 50%, 

respectively. The 95% cold rolled material was annealed at two 

different temperature s , 400°c and 700°C, in both cases for two hours. 
I 

This treatment was chosen ogive a texture with a strong {001}<100> 

component but with different severities. The remaining two materials 

were each annea "led at 400°c for one and a half hours so that a much 

weaker cube texture and a neariy random texture couid be obtained, 

'.--respectively . In this way, a range of ·c1i fferent textures could be 

obtained from the same material . 

(b) High purity aiumi nium . Ava i lable as a cast slab 25mm thick , 

this ma t eri al wa s firs t given a homoge niz i ng hea t treatment 

at 550°c fo r t wo hour s . It was t hen co l d ro ll ed 95% and an nea l ed at 

300°C for one hour. 

(c) A t i tan ium- bea ring stee l. Rece i ved as hot roll ed sheet , 3.7mm 

thick and with a composition as giver1 in Table 4.1~ This ma terial 

was supplied by the B.S.C. Strip Mills Division at Port Tal bot . It 

was cold rolled 70% and annealed for twenty four hours at a final 

temperature of 700°C. The heating and cooling rates were 25°C/hour. 



(d) A rimming steel. Received as hot rolled sheet, 2.5mm thick. 

This material had been used by Goodwill 10. Table 4.2 shows its 

chemical composition and initial treatments. 

In the present work, the hot rolled sheet was cold rolled 50% 

and annealed at 700°c for two hours. This treatment aimed at 

obtaining a texture with smaller severity than that of the 

Ti-steel but with similar final thickness. 
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All heat treatments were done after degreasing the materials and 

in an atmosphere of argon under reduced pressure. 

Besides these, data fidm other materials, which were not available 

for experimental tests, we• (; also used for the prediction of 

mechanical properties. Tl ese included: 

(e) Three series of texture data for cold rolled and annealed 

rimminn c:tPPl _ ;:1l11mini1rm killPrl c:tPPl ;:1nrl Ti...;hp;:1rinn c:tPPl whnc:P . ·· ·-·· ···:;J "":'"--- · :ii-· ..... ······ · -··· ..... ·------· -··- .. ----· ''' ;;J ----· ····---... 
compositions and finishing treatments.1 ~ e given in Table 4.2. This 

rimming steel is the same referred to in (d) above. 

{f) Texture data for three different cold rolling and annealing 

treatments of a rimming steel, which were obtained from a small · 

sample of material supplied , together with the description of their 

earing behaviour in cup drawing . 

The material codes, spec ifi cations and treatments are 

summarised in Table 4.3. 

4.2. Texture Measurement 

It was shown by Roe8 that the crystallite orientation 

distribution function, defined in Equation (3 . 1), can be obtained from 



the plane normal distribution function (or pole distribution 

function) defined as, 
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= 
J21T1 l 

I(T,n)I ( 4. l) 
0 - 1 

where T = cosµ. 

In this equation, qi(T,n) is the val ·ue of the function for the 

ith plane normal at the point (T,n), I(T,n) is the value of the X

ray (or neutron beam) intensity diffracted by the ith lattice plane 

at the same point, and (µ = cos - tT),n) are the angular coordinates of 

this diffracted beam with respect to the sample axes. 

Roe8 showed that, if tha,function qi(.:,n) was expanded rn a 

series of spherical harmonic s for a range of lattice planes, 
r 

simularly to Equation (3.2), it~ coefficients could be used to set 

up a 1in~ar system of equations from which the W
1 

coefficients in 
" ... mn 
i. 

Equation (3.2) could be computed. Roe f urther showed that the 

number of pole distributions, qi(T,n), necessary would depend on the 

order 1=L at which the se ries in Equation (3.2) was truncated. 

Normally, two pole _distributions are necessary up to an order of 

1=22, after which the coefficients become zero within experimental 

error106 . However, it is common practice to use three pole 

distributions together with a least square-analysis, so that an 

estimate of the experimental error is made. 

In the present work, pole distribution data were obtained 
• • 1 • • • I I 1 113 r • • using a Siemens texture goniome~er and tne Scnultz · rerlection 

method. CuKa radiation was used for the copper and aluminium samples 

and MoKa radiation for the steel samples. The data consisted of the 

X-ray diffracted intensities integrated over five-second time interval s , 
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during the continued traverse of the goniometer on a five degree pitch 

spiral path. Figure 4.l(a) shows the spiral points at which X-ray 

data were measured, on a stereographic projection. After each five

second interval, the accumulated number of counts was punched on 

paper tape - for later manipulation. Background intensities were 

measured for each reflection by moving the X-ray probe away from the 
' 28 position of the Bragg reflection. 

For sheet materials, the rolling and the transverse directions 

are axes of symmetry, and~ so, pole density data from only one 

quadrant of the stereographic projection are required. 

In the present work, the specimens for texture measurement were 
, I 114 , prepared according to the p'°cedures of Leber and El1as and 

Heckler1i 5. Strips were c~t from the metal sheets at 45° to the 
( 

rolling direction, on either side of it, according to Figure 4.l(b). 

The strips were irmersed in an acid solution for removal of surface 
~ . . ~~~ 

oxide, cleaned with acetone and glued together with an epoxy resin 

adhesive, forming a composite in the manner described by Lopata 

and Kula116 (Figure 4.l(c)). In forming the composite stack, care 

was taken to align the rolling direction in such a manner that 

information from all four quadrants was included, thus ensuring that 

averaging over the sheet plane and thickness was achieved. Specimens 

for X-ray diffraction were sliced off the composite at an angle of 

54.7° to the sheet plane using a powered cut-off whell (Figure 4.l(c)). 

The surface of the specimen to be analysed was ground with a series 

of abrasive papers (down to 600 grit) and chemicaily polished to 

remove the worked surface layer. The specimen obtained using this 

procedure has the normal to its surfa~e equally inclined with respect 

to the rolling, transverse and normal directions of the sheet. The 
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specimen normal is, thus, the axis through the center of the spiral 

path, Figure 4.l(a), and therefore, pole density data for the 

whol e quadrant could be obtained using only the reflection method 

due to Schultz113 . 

4.3. Mechanical Tests 

4.3.1. Tensile Tests 

Tensile tests were performed forth~ materials referred to in 

Section 4.1, in various directions in the plane of the sheet 

(normally o0
, 45° and 90° to the rolling direction, although specimens 

at 22.5° and 67.5° were also tested in some cases). Strips of 
I 

nominal d"in'1ens"ions l40rrrn x 10mm x t, where t was the sheet thickness, 

were cut from the sheets and carefully checked for para 11 e l ism before 
r 

being mechanically and chemically polished. A gauge length of 25mm was 

lightly engraved on one of the specimen surfaces before gripping the ... 
1. 

specimen in the testing machine. An Jnstron machine with capacity of 

lOOKN was used for the testing. The specimens were loaded 

incrementally and load, elongation and width were measured in situ. 
-2 A travelling microscope accurate to 2 x 10 mm was used to measure 

the elongation, and a hand-held micrometer with precision of 

2.5 x 10-3mm, was used for the width and thickness measurements . 

The machine crosshead speed wa s 1.67 x l0-2mm sec-l and several 

measuremen ts were taken during each test. As a general rule two 

specimens were tested for each direction in the sheet plane. 

A variation of the testing procedure was used with the rimming 

steel. For this material shouldered tensile specimens with a gauge 

length of 20mm, width of 5mm and radius of 2.5mm were loaded 

continuously, the load and elongation being read from the load-extension 
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record of th~ machine. These tests proved to be accurate to nearly 

l % fo r maximum extensions of about 20%. l.ood and extension values · · 

were taken from the part of the record beyond the LUders 

heterogeneous elongation so that only the parabolic hardening 

behaviour of the material was taken into account. The testing 

condit ions were the same as those described above and the specimens 

were measured before and after the tests. The R-value was obtained, 
EW ' in this c9-se, by R = Et where Ew and Et are the width and thickness 

strains obtained from the initial and final dimensions of the 

specimen. 

, 
4. 3 . 2. Plane Strain Compre~ ion Tests 

The method used to impose plane-strain compression was essentially 

that developed by Ford117 ; nd desc r ibed by Lee and Backofen65 , 66 . 

Testi ng \•1as pe rformed in a precise ly assembled device (Figure 4.2(a)) ... 
1'1J!,;_ 

mounted in the l OOKN Instron testing m~chine . Figure 4.2(b) shows 

the geometry of the pl ane -strain device , i n whi ch t wo matching 

hardened indentors were used to apply l oad onto a polished strip of 

sheet metal. The strip can be kept frum widening (dc 22 = 0 in 

Figure 4.2(b)) if enough const raint i s i mposed by uns tressed ma t eri al 

along both sides of the plastic zone. Usually, this conditi on can be 

produced if the conditions (see Figure 4.2( b)) w/t>l O and b/t(2-318 

(or w/b)4.s65 ) are respected. In this work, t he strip thicknesses 

varied from 1mm to 1. 5mm for a nominal width of 15nm. The in den tor 

used was 1 .5mm wide, which yielded the ratios b/t = 0.67-1.0 and 

w/t = 10-15 for the tests. 

A series of indentations was made on the strips, at various 

l oads, and the reduced thicknesses measured with a hand-held 

I I 

I 
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micrometer (with spherical points) with an accuracy of 2.5 x l0- 3mm. 

Lubrication was provided by PTFE tape, which was renewed for each 

new indentation. A coefficient of friction of o.os65 was assigned 

to the PTFE tape-metal couple for the friction-hill correction 

of the stress values and a crosshead speed of 3. 33 x l0-3mm sec-l 

was used for each loading step. 

4.3.3. Analysis of Test Data 

A better utilization of the stress and strain data, obtained 

through the tests described in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, was made by 
. . 

using least-square analysis to fit the empi ri cal hardening l aws 

represented by Equat"ions rj>. 27) and (3.28). The main purpose was 

the derivation of mathema~ical expressions describing the stress-
, 

strain behaviour of the materials, which could be used for 

interpolations and extrapolations of stress and strain data, for yield ,.._ ... 
1P. 

locus plotting and for the determination of work hardening parameters . 

Equations (3 .27) and (3 .28) can be transformed to gives 

lna = lnK + n lnE ( 4.2.) 

and 

(4.3) 

respectively, where a and E are the measured true stresses and true 

strains, and K, K0, K1, m and n are constants. It can be seen that 

Equation (4.2) shovJS a linear relationship beh1een lna and lns , \'lhile 

in Equation (4.3), the linear relationship exists between ln(K0-a) 

and E. 
· 110 Equation (3.27), due to Hollomon , is the most widely used to · 
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represent work-hardening behaviour because of its simpler mathematical 

manipul ation. Also, because of its pa ra bolic natu re, it yields 

parameters, such as the work hardening exponent, n, which can be used 

in comparing the hardening behaviour of different materials. If, 

for a tensile test, Equation (3 . 27) is used for the calculation of 

the ultimate uniform strain, £u' at load maximt..m, it can be shown that 

£ = n, what means that n can also be used as a convenient indicator u . 

of the tensile stretching behaviour . 
,, 1 Equation (3.28), due to V6ce 1 

, needs a more involved 

mathematical manipulation and , therefore , has been less frequently 

used, although it better fits stress-strain data which depart 

from the parabolic behaviou 111
s
11 8. Also , as opposed to Equati6n 

(3.27), the express i on for £u is not independant of the constants 

(K0 and K1). 

In the present work, computer progr~ms were written, using 
j~~ 

Equations (4.2) and .(4.3)s in order to· calculate the best straight 

line through the experimental points. The values of lnK and 

ln(K0-K1) were obtained from the linear intercept, and the values of 

n and m, from the slopes of the lines, respectively. In Equation 

(4.3), the value of K0 had to be estimated before using the least

square analysis. This was done by applying Equation (4.3) to three 

values of stress-strain pairs and solving the linear system of 

Equations for K0. Using the smallest and the largest stress-strain 

pairs, together with a third value near the middle of the strain 

range, the obtained value of K0 was found to be satisfactory . Besides 

yielding the parameters of the hardening laws and plotting the 

stress-strain curves, the programs also computed individual and 
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weighted mean R-values and calculated the correlation coefficients of 

the regression analyses. The individual R- values were calculated 

according to the procedure described by Burns and Heyer 119 . Duncan 

et al .120 showed that, assuming a constant experimental err6r in 

the measurement of both width and length, the error in the R-value 
,, 

results to be inversely proportional to the tensile strain, 

. ~R ow -
w 

where Ee is the tensile strain and ow is the relative error in ' w 
spec1 me~ v;i dth. Th,-..v."'+Cr"' .;r'\ .f-h" ,-~1,..,,1 "" +.;""n ,...+ +h,.... 1.,,....;,..h+r.~ m,:o,":'lr"I I ICI Cl c:, I l l l,i \... \...U \,U1U\..IV1I VI VIIC: .-~~Ci !::jllWl..U 1i1CU11 . I 

R-value, the inverse of ~R was used as weighting factor. This 

stressed the contribution from the more reliable high-strain R-values . 
- -' The error inyolved in the experimental measurement 'of stress and 

strain can be computed from the accuraci ~ with which load and specimen 
i. J ' 

di mensions were t aken. If t rue stress and st rain are general ly 

defi ned as o = P/A = P/wt and E = 1~, respectively , the percent 
XO 

errors , %~a and %~E , in the stress and strain measurements can be 

shown to be given by, 

%~a = 100 (? + 8: + _8I) (4.4) 

and 

%~E = 100 ( 2ox) 
. EX,... 

V 

(4.5) 

In these equations, P is the load, wand tare the dimensions 

of the cross-sectional area , A, tq which the load is applied, x and x
0 

I 

! 



are respectively the current and the initial values of a linear 

dimensi on , and 6P, 6w, 6t and 6x are the accuracies of the 

measurements, respectively. The greatest error in stress 
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measurement corresponds to the plane strain indentation of the softer 
materi als (i.e ., cube-textured copper). In the present work typi ea l 

values of the quantities in Equation (4.4), 6P were p = 0.025, 
6W = 2 -4 6t x ,o-3, which gives an bound value w x 10 and --:i:" = 5 upper 

~a equal to ~3% . For other materials the loads were larger and, 

t herefore, smaller errors were involved. 

for 

Equation (4.5) shows that the error in strain is inversely 

proporti onal to the current strain value,£, and the initial length~ , 
x

0
• It is therefore a rnaxi I mat the smallest strain value and for 

the smallest gauge length. For a tensile test, with measurements 
r 

made using a travelling microscope (Section 4.3.1), ty~ical values of 

the error, 62, are 16% at an engineering strain of 1%, and 0.6%, at - .... ,p 
25%. 

For the plane strain indentations using a hand-held micrometer 
(Section 4.3.2), the errors are 50% and 3%, at the same values of 

engineering strain. These values can be considered as representative 
errors for the mechanical tests described in the previous sections. 

Points en the first quadrant of the yield locus for some of the 

materials were experimentally measured using the tensile and plane 

strain experimental data and equations (3.27) and (3.28). The work, 

w, Jade, for a specified. strain, c , was calculated for tension along 
the rolling direction and used as a constant value for the calculation 

of the other tensile and plane strain points. This procedure was 

also used for the calculation of relative flow stresses as a function 

of orientation in the sheet plane. Using Equations (3.27) and (3.28)~ 
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the plastic work for a strain, E, is respectively given by, 

K n+l 
.W = ri+'f E (4.6) 

f b 1 . h d . 1l O d or para o 1c ar en,ng , an 

(4.7) 

for exponentia l hardening111 . 

The work for tension at 1% engineering st rain along the rolling 
direction was generally used a·s a standard basis although in some 

cases 5% was also employed t i ' avoid the effect of inhomogeneous 
deformati on . The experimen al locus points were, thus , measured 
at a constant level of plastic work, which, according to 

OillRmore et ai. 53
= is the RppropriRte procedure. · This asswnes that ... 

work hardening is principally a functfo6i.Wlff the plastic work and 
. that the yieid iocus expands homogeneousiy. 

4.3.4. Cup Drawing Tests 

Cup drawing tests were performed with a range of materials 
(se~ ~ection _4. 1) to assess the i r earing behaviour . A Hille cup
t esting mach i ne was used, with a flat headed punch of 50mm diameter 
and profile radius of 5mm . A series of dies with different hole 

di amete rs and profi l e radii was ava i labl e from which the recommended 
ones were se l ected, acco idi ng to the sheet t hickn ess and to t he 

specifications given by Ke(llmi s121 (Tabl e 4.4). A cl amp i ng load of 
lOKN was appli ed to the blank ho lder,. and tes t s were carried out 

at a constant low speed of the punch . A film of light machine oil was 

I 

I 

11 
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used to adhere polyethylene sheet to both sides of the blanks before 

tes ting so that homogeneous lubrication was guaranteed. 

Circulqr specimens of 89mm and 102mm were cut from the sheets 

using blanking dies, in a fly-press. Two different blank diameters 

were necessary because some of the softer materials were known to have 

poor drawability, which would lead to failure around the punch head 

instead of forming the cup. Care was taken in removing the burr 

and cleaning the specimens and the drawing tools before testing. 

Relative ear height measurements were made for some materials . 

Photographic paper was wrapped round the cups with the sensitive side 

inwards, under a protective amber illumination in the dark room. 

After marking the rolling dv ection on the paper and pushing the cup 

downwards so that its bottcln was even with the end of the paper 

cylinder, a small bulb was ' lit inside the cup, at ear level, to 

eiiiU1 Si Ori. After developing and drying, the printed 
. .... 

silhouette was used to measure the cup _;~ ght, h, at several points 

{from o0 to 180° to the rolling direction, in increments of 15°). 

A mean ear height value was calculated according to, 

(4.8) 

where N is the number of measured points, and used to 

normal ize the cup-height values. The normalized data were in turn 

plotted for comparison together with the corresponding predicted 

ear profi 1 es. 
I I 



4.3. 5 . Stretching Tests 

The stretching tests used in the present work were designed t o 

simulate the conditions existing in the Marcin i ak and Kuczynski 96 

model of deformation (Figure 2.8). In this way the results 

predicted using the adaptation described in Section 3.6 could be 

compa red t o exper imental results obtained from the same materials. 

In the M&K model the area of the material under observation is 

supposed to undergo a stretching procedure in which the ratio of 

the principal stress (and strain) components remains constant 

throughout the test and over the field of observation . Therefore, 

i f experimental verification of the M&K theory is the goal, the 
I 

test s must reproduce in the • losest possible manner the conditions 

as sumed in the theory. This rules out any test leading to gradients 
r 

of stress or strain of any ki nd. The best way of achieving this i s 

through t ests which are capable of stretching the material flat and ... 
in the absence of fr i ction . Marcin i ak ~~ d Kuczynsk i 96 , in order t o 

test their theory , were the fi rst t o deve l op one such test. Thi s 
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was t he doub l e-bl ank t es t, in wh i ch t wo bl an ks v:ere cl amped togethe r 

and stretched over .rigid flat - topped punches, with cross-secti ons of 

various different shapes. The inner blank, generally of a different 

material, possessed a hole at its center with the same shape as the 

punch but smaller, so that it would stretch faster than the outer 

blank. The interfaciaJ friction between the two blanks would then 

cause the outer one to be stretched round the punch head but without 

touching it. Azrin and Backofen100 designed a similar method, but 

with a hemispherical punch with a spacing ring of polyethylene on its 

top, so that a flat stretching surface was formed. They used only 



one blank and the specimens had a patch of reduced thickness and of 

various different shapes, machined at their centers. A range of 

different strain states could be imposed by changing the patch 

shape. In both types of test the strains were measured from a grid 

of straight lines printed on the specimens before testing. 

In the present work, a procedure similar to that of Azrin 

and Backofen 100 but with minor modifications was used. A Hille 

deep-drawing hydraulic machine was used with a cylindrical flat

headed punch of 50mm in diameter and 5mm in profile radius. A die 

with a hole of 55.2mn in diameter and 18.6mm in profile radius was 

used for all the tests. This gave sufficient clearance, even with 
I 
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the thickest sheet tested (1 .5mm), to allow a smoother bending of the 

material round the die hole. A three millimeter thick spacing ring 
- I 

of PTFE, 56mm in outside diameter and with a circular hole of 30mm 

in diameter was used in every test, betwagn the blank and the punch 
;~ 

head. This allowed the material to be ·stretched flat round the punch, 

with very little friction and leaving a clear circle of 30mm in 

di ameter at the punch top. Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) show 

schematically the stretching procedure developed in this work. The 

single blank wa s cleaned and clamped with a blank holding load of 

80KN which kept drawning-in to a minimum. Loading was performed 

incrementa lly, at a very small punch speed, until a crack ,,.Jas clearly 

seen to appear in the patch. The punch movement was then stopped and 

the specimen unloaded and removed for measurement . . The speci men 

(Figure 4.3(a)) had a patch of reduced thickness spafk-machined from 

one side of the sheet only. The sheet thickness in the patch was 

kept at ~75% of the initial sheet thickness. The spark-machining 
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procedure consisted of a initial larger machining rate, until the 
depth was about 20% of the initial thickness, fo 11 owed by a slower 
finishing machining rate, until t he requi red depth was reached . With 
thi s procedure a reproducible patch shape could be obtained free 
from residual strains and machining scratches. The patch shapes 
were either circul ar or rectangular with rounded corners, with the 
dimen sions shown in Table 4.5. The specimen dimensions were also 
vari ed (Table 4.5) from a 150mm x 150mm square to a 150mm x 50mm 
rectangle. The selected patch-specimen shape combinations are also shown 
in Table 4.5 . A grid of close -packed circles of 1.28 ±_ 0.02mm in 
diameter was printed, using a photographic technique, opposite to the 
patch~ on the othe r side of the specimen (Figure 4.3(a)), so that it 
would fit in the hole of the PTFE spacer and, therefo re, would be 
unharmed during stretching (Figure 4.3(b )) . 

_ After the test, the major and minor a~ of a number of deformed 
circles (ellipses) were measured with a t,r·avelling microscope accurate 
to within+ 0.02mm. This gave an estimated error in the measu rement 
of about 2%. The di mensions of the patches and grid were such that 
at least five rows of circles could be found in the narrowest of the 
patches. The limit strain measurements were taken from ellipses 
close to but outside the range of influence of both the crack and 
the patch edge. In some cases, the shape of the rectangular specimen 
was such as to allow some lateral drawing-in, so that strain states 
closer to plane strain could be obtained. 

The use of the procedure described above for different combinations 
of specimen and patch shapes allowed the determination of a range of 
points on the tension-tension quadrant of the FLDs of the materials 
tested in this work. 
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In addition to these, two other stretching techniques were employed, 
namel y hydraulic bulging (114mm in diameter) and stretching over a 

50mm hemispherical punch capped by a 3mm thick PTFE spacer , in 

order to observe the behaviour of some materials under these two 

stretching conditions and to compare these to the flat-stretching 

technique described above. 

4.3.6. Knoop Hardness Tests 

Figure 4.4(a) shows the geometry of the Knoop indentor and the 

corresponding indentation. The indentor is a pyramid that produces 

a rhombohedral-shaped indentation having long and short diagonals of 
· ratio approx,mately 7 to 1 The depth of penetration by the indentor 

is about 1/30 of the long diagonal, which makes it suitable for thin 

materials. The length cf the long diagonal of the indentation when 

the load is removed (recovered length) is nearly the same as the ,.,,,. ": 68 ,~,., 
length when the load is on Howev~rs elastic recovery does cause 

reduction of the short diagonal When the load is removed. The 

Knoop hardness number (Khn) is the ratio of the applied load in 

Kg to the unrecovered projected area of the in dentation in mm2. 

The unrecovered projected area is estimated from the geometry of 

the indenter and the length of the indentation long diagonal. An 

important feature of the Knoop geometry is that it allows the 

determination of hardness variations by suitably orienting the 

position of the inden t er. Lee, Jabara and Backofen69 developed a 

modification of the Wheeler and Ireland68 method tci obtain plane 

stress yield loci . They used the von Mises yield criterion and 

showed that the six indentor orientations used by Wheeler and Ireland 



(Figure 4.4(b)), correspond approximately to the six plane-strain. 

points on the plane stress yield locus (Figure 3.27(c)). Using 

Hill 1 s anisotropic yield criterion, Lee73 showed that the 

BJ. 

consistent representation of hardness data requires the determination 

of the degree of anisotropy by a separate testing method. This is 

internally inconsistent since it is precisely the degree of 

anisotropy that is being detected from the Knoop hardness testing 

method. 

that, · 

, . 69 
Equation (3) of Lee, Jabara and Backofen's work states 

2 -1 
o l l 'v Khn ( 1 -a +a ) 2 

{ 4. 9) 

I 

where a is the stress ra~ o, o2/a11 . Fro.m this equation it is 

clear that the anisotropy is measured as a departure from the van 

~frses ·criterion, throu·gh the' value of ttie Kn0op hardness ·number (Khn). 

In the present work Knoop hardness t~$..ts were performed as an 

attempt to determine the approximate shapes of the yie1d loci 

of some sheet materials, according to the method developed by 

Lee, Jabara and Backofen69 . A standard Vickers hardness tester 

was used with a specially made Knoop indentor, so that large r 

indentations were obtained for a constant load of 1Kg (9.81N). A 

minimum of 15 ·measurements were taken at each of the a, band c 

loading paths in Figure 4.4(e), on specimens prepared as for 

metallographic purposes. Mean values and standard deviations were 

calculated. The stress state under the indenter was considered to 

be one of plane strain69 and the Knoop data were normalized with 

respect to the plane strain point in the x-axis direction of the 

crystallographic yield locus of the corresponding materials . Hith 
69 this assumption and using Equations (2) of Lee, Jarbara and Backofen , 



the values of a= a22;a11 are 0.5, 2.0 and -1 .0, and the values of 

(l-a+a2)1 are ./3/2, /3" and 13", for the loading paths a, band c, 

respecti vely. 

4 .4 . Summary 

In Section 4.1 the materials used in the present work are 

specified, together with their thermomechanical treatments. 

88. 

Materi als not available for mechanical tests but whose texture data 

were available and could be used for predictions, are also specified . 

Section 4.2 describes the experimental method used to assess the 

coefficients of the crystallite orientation distribution function, 
, 

as r epresented by a series of s~ erical harmonics. Sect"ion 4.3 

deals with the mechanical tests performed in this work. Sections 
I 

4. 3.1 and 4.3.2 describe t he ways in which the stress -strain behaviour 

of the material was assessed and Section 4.3.3 explains how these 
'~ "'.~Z 

data were analysed through the l east-square fitting to them of well 

known empirical equations . Sections 4. 3.4 and 4.3.5 describe 

the methods used for cup-drawing and cup height measurement, and 

stretching over flijt-topped punches , respectively . In Section 4. 3.6 

a description is given of the method used for the location of some 

yield locus points using Knoop hardness tests . 



CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSS ION 

5.1. Material Properties ahd Yield Loci 

5.1.1. Textures 

Figures 5.1 to 5.25 show the textures of the materials used 
in t he present wor k. Tabl e 4.3 gives a iist of the material codes , 
thermo-mechanical treatments, origin and availability for 

experimental work . For a numbe r of mate r ials only the texture 

coef ficients were available and, so, their predicted mechanical 
behavi our could only be comp4 ~ed with their experimenta 1 results 
when t hese coul d be found i n the literature. The materia1s were 
sel ected so t hat thei r te xt ure -mechanica l beha vi our relati onship 
could be investi ga t ed witho ut the i nfl ue nce of coarse precipitates , 

.... 
structural bandi ng or mechani ca l t wi nn i ri_f.r, Al so, in some cases s 
using different thermo-mechanical trea t ments , diffe rent textures 
could be obtained for the same sheet ma t eri al, so that the infl uence 
of other ma terial properti es co ul d be considered of second orde r 
as compared to the texture effect. 

Figures 5.1 to 5. 3 show textu res of the pure metal type with 
minor differences which are function of the specific material . For 
all three mate ri als the text ure is a tube of orientations running 
from {ll O} <lf2> t o near {11 2} <11 1> but fo r the 95% co l d ro l led super 
puri ty al uminium (Fi gure ·5.1) t he t exture i s de ple ted on the 

· {llO}<lf2> end and shows a hi gher seve rity. For the 95% co l d 

rolled and annealed high purity alumini um (Figure 5.2) and the 95% 
cold rolled copper (Figure 5. 3) the tube of orientations is more 

11 I 
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uni form. 

Figures 5.4 to 5.7 show the textures for coppe r for different 

conditions of cold rolling and annea ling. These range from a random 

texture, through increasing volume fraction of cube oriented grains, 

· {001 }<100> as a function of the prior cold rolling and anneal ing 
l 11 temperature ' , to a maximum function height of 154 times random . 

For the most severe textures the severity parameter is very high 

(6.27 and 8.57) and these specimens are very nearly equivalent to 

single crysta l s . In fact, these two textures are so sharp that the 

errors involved in truncating the series of spherical harmonics 

are considerably large. Ruberg11 , working with similar materials, 

esti mated the volume fraction mf cube oriented material using both 

the i ntegra t "ion of the CODF f'd thin a spread of 20° from the idea 1 

· {001 }< 100> orientation and quantitative meta ll ograph i c techniques. 

He concluded that the an;:ilytical rrocerlure is acc11r;:ite ur to fiOo/n of 
... 

· {001}<100> but that it underestimates tnA mount of cube t exture 

for higher volume fractions. By comparison with his results it 

was estimated that the volume fractions of cube oriented material 

in both latter specimens are well above 80%. 

Figure 5.8 to 5.22 show three sets of textures for three 

different types of steel. Figures 5.8 to 5.12 show the textures of 

a rimming stee l . Figures 5. 13 to 5.17 and 5.18 to 5.22 show the 

CODF plots of an aluminium- killed steel and a Ti - bearing steel, 

res pec ti ve ly. Fo r al l these the co l d reduction prior to anneal i ng 

range from 20% t o 90%. The t extures of t he 20% and 30% reductions 

of both rimming and Al-killed steels can be seen to show very little 

preferred orientation. A characteristic preferred orientation, the 

typical {lll}<uvw> partial fibre texture, can be seen t o devel op 
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from 50% reduct ion onwards. The main component of this fibre texture 

is {111}<110> . 

In t he 90% reduct i on of both these stee l s (Figures 5.1 2 and 5.17 ), 

the {hk£ }<11 0> partial fibre texture , present in the previous 

reductions , although retaining its {hk£} planes , shows the <uvw> 

directi ons di splaced about 30° f rom the <110> directions. The 

Ti-beari ng steel shows a similar trend since rol l ing reductions as low 

as 30% . 

Figures 5.23 to 5. 25 show three different cold rolling and 

annea li ng textures obtained from a single sheet steel of unknown 

spec i fication . Texture specimens were available for each together 
I 

with de scri pt·i ons of their ex~r·i mental ea r i ng profiles obtained 

from dra1,,m cups . 
r 

The texture of STS50 (Figure 5.23) is qua li tative ly simil ar to 

the t exture of the 90% co l d rol led and annealed Al -kill ed steel 
;~ 

(Fi gure 5.1 7) . The major differences are onl y in the severity and 

fun ction heig ht. These st ee ls are, t he refore , expected to yi el d 

simil ar predicted mechanical properti es . 

The texture of _STS60 (Figure 5;24) is a texture of the type 

found in the Ti-bearing steel series. It shows some similarities to 

the texture of the 50% cold rolled and annealed material (Figure 

5.20). The major differences are the peaks in t~e {lll}<uvw> partial 

fi bre texture in slightly different positions and the presence of a 

stronger {001}<110> component in the texture of STS60 . 

The texture-of ST100 (Figure 5.25) is more characteristic of an 

Al-kill ed steel . It is in fact similar to the texture of the 50% 

cold rolled and annealed material (Figure 5.15). Thus, from the 

textural point of view, these two materials should also give comparable 



predicted mechanical behaviour. 

5.1.2. Predicted Crysta ll og ra phic Yield Loci 

Figure 5.26 to 5.46 show the predicted crystallographic yield 

loci determined using the procedures described in Section 3.3, for 

some of the mate rials whose codes and characteristics are indicated 

in Table 4.3 , and also for a hypothetical material without texture 

(RANDOM). Ta ble 5.1 shows the relative dimensions of some of the 

upper bound loci . The yield strength along the x-axis and the ratios 

of the X-component of stress for balanced biaxial , plane strain and 

pure-shear to the X-tensile strength are shown alongside with the 
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data for RANDOM, for restrict(Jd and pencil glide deformation modes, 

and also for the von Mises cr·terion. Restricted and pencil -glide 

approaches were used according to the crystal structure of the materia l. 

Thus, Figures 5.28 to 5.34 show the restricted glide loci of the 
... aluminium and copper materials, which are :nc, and Figures 5. 35 to 5.46 

show.the pencil glide loci for the rimmed, killed and Ti-bearing 

steels , which are BCC materials and to which pencil glide is a bette r 
. t" 58 approx,ma 10n . 

In the figures , three different orientations of the X-Y axes of 

the locus with respect to the rolling direction-transverse direction 

sample axes are shown for each material. In each of them, the l ower 

bound solution is rep resented by the inner cu rve and the upper bound 

by the outer one. 

In Figures 5.26 and 5.27 the restricted glide and the pencil 

glide approaches were applied to a hypothetical material without 

texture (RANDOM). It can be seen that .although the rotations show 

no change ., either in shape or in size from their respective o0
-



rotation locus, the loci obtained for the two deformation modes 

do show differences in size and shape from each other, the pencil 

glide loci are more rounded and generally smaller . This can also be 
observed in Table 5-1. The differences are more readily seen in 

t he upper bound solutions because of the fewer restrictions to 

deformation imposed by the pencil glide mecha~ism. Comparison of the 
upper bound locus of Figure 5.27 with the locus in Figure 2.2, 

derived by Hutchinson 61 , shows that they agree quite well both in 

shape and dimensions. 

Figures 5.28, 5.29 and 5. 30 show the loci for 95% cold rolled 

super purity aluminium, 95~i told rolled and annealed high purity 

aluminium and 95% cold rol 1i~ copper, respectively . These materials 
were sho\Jv'l1in the previous t ection to have similar textures and, 

accordinglyi they show si~ilar loci with the largest difference 

... 
which is more contracted in the second1if"'fid fourth quadrants than the 

others . The loci of Figures 5.29 and 5.30 are very similar to each 

other although the alumi nium had been annealed and the copper was 

heavil y cold rol led . This occurs because the method of prediction 

takes i nforma tion only from t he crysta ll ite ori entati on dist r ibuti on 

function and i s unabl e t o acco un t for t he st at e of ha rde ni ng of 

the ma t eri al . 

Fi gure 5.31 shows the l oc i fo r 50% cold rolled and annealed 

copper which has a nearly random texture (Fi gure 5.4). In deed , 

comparison of these with the loci in Figure 5.26, for a hypothetical 

true random material, and r.eference to Table 5.1, confirms that 

material ought to show isotropic mechanical behaviour. 

Figures 5. 32 to 5. 34 show the loci for materials with increasing 

93. 
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amounts of cube texture. Although the predominance of the cube 

orientati ons can be seen in the texture of Figure 5.5, this apparentl y 

was not enough to impart any noticeable alteration in the 

corresponding upper bound loci (Figure 5.32), when compared to the 

loci of the nearly random material (Figure 5.31). Only a slight 

bul ging of the lower bound into the second and fourth quadrants of the 

locus rotated 45° can be detected. The use of the integration 

program indicated that only 7.43% of the volume of the material is the 

cube orientation, i.e ., about 92.6% is shared among other 
' orientations, ,uat, thus , explains the smali effect of the cube 

ori entation in the yield locus shape of this material. Figures 5. 33 

and 5.34 display the highlyJ nisotropic behaviour imparted to the 

materi al by the increasing t ignificance of the cube orientation . The 

anisotropy of mechanical behaviour can be observed not only among the 

... 
rotation approaches 45°. For the upper~b und of the 45° rotations 

almost all stress states between tension and balanced biaxial tens ion 

can impose a strain state in which one of the in-pl ane components 

is zero (ds 22 for example). In fact it is not expected that this 

will occur at the very point of balanced biaxial tension but it 

certainly rna_y take place for stress states very close to it. Also, 

an increasing extension into the second and four th quadrants can be 

observed in the 22.5° and 45° rotations of both materials, and in the 

pure shear column of Table 5.1. This indicates an increased yield 

resistance to imposed stress states near pure shear, . such as those 

reigning in the ffonge of a partially drawn cup. Thus, comparing the 

45° rotation with the o0 rotation in Figure 5.34, it would be expected 

a smaller yield resistance in the flange along the rolling and 

I I 
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transverse directions. This should give rise to the formation of ears 
in these directions. An overall reduction in size of the loci can also 
be noticed i~ Figures 5.33 and 5.34 are compared. This is a 
consequence of the preponderance of the cube orientation over the 
others. Also, in the 45° rotation of Figure 5.34, the lower bound 
soluti on is seen to display a wavy behaviour which cannot be found 
in the other materials . This is believed to be due to the errors 
resulting from the truncation of the CODF of materials with such a 
severe texture. It can easily be recognized that the loci for the 
45° rotations of the two materials with most cube texture cannot be 
approximated by the Hill anisotropic yield criterion, whose locus 
is a distorted ellipse. 

, 

Figure 5.35 to 5.46 s• ow three series of loci for the rimmed, 
killed and Ti-bearing steels shown in Table 4.3, predicted assuming 
the pencil glide deformation mode. T;:,hlo i::: l r-1'\n+::i;n<" +h" ".;,...1,-t I '-"' a.., I i.... >J • I ..... v I I \,It.A, I I I .J . \,II\.. J '\... I It.A _ ... 
strength along the x-axis and the rati,~ to this of the balanced 
biaxial, plane strain and pure shear states for some of the 
conditions of those materials. Reference to this table showsthat 
all the three steels have the ratios mentioned above greater than 
those for the pencil glide random locus, when they were cold 
reduced above 50% prior to annealing. In fact, the penetration into 
the first quadrant, indicated by the plane strajn column, steadily 
increases with the prior cold reduction, while the values for the 
biaxial and pure shea r ratios only show slight variations. This is 
in constrast to Hill;s yie1d criterion where a greater value for plane 
strain in the first quadrant is associated with a similar increase in 
balanced biaxial tension and a contraction in the second and fourth 
quadrants . The present results seem to indicate that the increase in 

I 
I 

I I 
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deep-drawabi li ty with prior cold reduction stems mainly from a greater 
plane strain yield strength. This increases the load carrying 
capacity in the cup wall, with very little change in the yi eld 
strengths near pure shear that predominate in the flange. The trend 
of development and the shape assumed by the loci of the steels is 
dependan t on which components predominate in their texture. Table 
5~2 shows the volume fractions of a number of components present in 
the different cold reduced and annealed steels mentioned above, 
measured within 10° from the ideal orientation. It can be seen that 
all three steels develop a {lll}<uvW> texture with increasing cold 
reduction . This trend is greater in the Al-killed and Ti-bearing 
steels. The final textures ha ve {lll}<uvw> components with 

· {332}<110> an~ {223}<1TO> ii no r components . It is not surprising, 
therefore, that the locus 6hapes resemble those of these components 
(Figures 3.14 and 3.15). Parni~re and Sauzay14 ~ using a similar 

... - solution for pencil glide deformation, f:Wlve presented si ng l e crysta 1 
loci and loci for a random material and for a low carbon steel sheet. 
The latter can be seen in Figure 5.47(a) where a comparison is made 
with the corresponding locus obtained from Hill's anisotropic yield 
criterion. 

The predicted R-values along the rolling and the transverse 
direct ions of 70% cold roll ed and annealed Al-killed steel , taken from 
t he slopes at the intersection with these axes, were used in 
Equati on (2.6) , with a3=0 , fo r the ca l culation of the Hil l anisotrop i c 
yie l d locus for thi s material . This l ocus i s rep resented by the broken 
curve in Figure 5. 47(b), where it can be seen that it exceeds the 
upper bound locus in the first and third quadrants , but that its 
rounded shape still resembles that of the pencil glide locus . It is 



therefore not at all surprising that the Hill criterion yields 

acceptable results for many sheet steel forming problems. If 

Figure s 5.47(a) and 5.47(b) are compared, the similarity between the 

results can be observed, although the two loci seem to be closer to 

each other in Figure 5.47(b). This is thought to be due to the 

higher anisotropy of this steel as compared to the steel used by 

Parn i~re and Sauzay14 . 
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The lower part of Table 5.1 shows the relative dimensions of the 

lower bound solutions for RANDOM, using restricted and pencil glide 

deformation modes, and of the von Mises yield locus, all normalized to 

their tensile yield strength (.= 1). The stress ratios seem to 

indi cate that the von Mises ~riterion lies between the two 

crystallographic solutions. 

In all three cases, i,sotropy was assumed and imposed principle 

stress states were used in their calculation. The von Mises criterion 

i s, in fact, the limit l ower bound ran~ locus when all geometrical 

restrictions to plastic deformation are removed . 

. 5.1 . 3. Tensile and Plane Strain.Test Results 

Figure 5.48 to ·5.59 and Tables 5.3 to 5.7 summarize the data 

obtained for the materials available (see Table 4.3), from tensile 

and plane strain compression tests. Only the stress-strain curves for .. 
tension and plane strain along the rolling diriction are shown for 

each material but Table~ 5.3 to 5.7 include data for other directions 

in the sheet plane. The stress-strain data for all the copper 
111 conditions were fitted by the Voce equation (Equation (3 . 28)) and, 

accordingly , Figures 5.48 to 5. 55 show plots of true stress -true st rain 

and ln(ture stress)-true strain (see Section 4.3.3). It can be seet'.'I 



i n these figures and also in the corresponding tables that Equation 

(3.28) fits the copper data reasonably well, the correlation 

coeffi cient be ing genera ll y in excess of 0.99. 

The stress-strain data for the rimmed and the Ti-bearing steel 

were fitted by the Hollomon110 equation (Equation (3.27)) and , 

correspondingly , Figures 5.56 to 5.59 show plots of true stress -
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true strain and ln(true stress)-ln(true strain) (see Section 4.3 .3). 

Reference to the corresponding tables shows that Equation (3.27) is a 

good fit for the steel data, the correlation coefficient being 

generally above 0. 99 . In Figures 5.56 and 5.57, for the rimmed steel, 

the true strain is seen to begin at higher values than for the other 

materials. This occurs be ~Lse, for this material , the strains 

had to be measured beyond {he region of inhomogeneous deformation . 

In all the tables , from 5:3 to 5. 7, the flow stress, owl , necessary to 

accomp1 -isl1 a work equiva1er1t Lo the work at 1% engi neering strain 
,.,, ... 

along the rolling direction, is given .~ each direction and for both 

tensile and plane strain conditions . Flow stresses for the work at 

5% engineering strain in the rolling direction are al so given in 

Tabl es 5.6 and 5. 7 for the two steels tested. 

In all the tables experimental R-values are given for diffeient 

ori entations in the plane of the sheet . Analysis of the results of 

repeat tests for certain orientations show that the R-values are 

accurate to within about±. 0.1, except for tension at 45° to the 

rolling direction of the cube texture materials (Tables 5.4 and 5.5), 

where the R-values a re srna 11 er than usual. In fact .the R-value 

decreases for this orientation as the texture increases in severity 

{from 6.27, Figure 5.6, to 8.57, Figure 5.7), i.e., as the material 

becomes close to a pseudo-single crysta 1. Indeed, the two tensile 



in these figures and also in the corresponding tables that Equation 

(3. 28) fits the copper data reasonably well, the correlation 

coef ficient being generally in excess of 0.99. 

The stress-strain data for .the rimmed and the Ti-bearing steel 

were fitted by the Hollomon110 equation (Equation (3.27)) and, 

correspondingly, Figures 5.56 to 5.59 show plots of true stress-
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true strain and ln(true stress)-ln(true strain) (see Section 4.3.3). 

Reference to the corresponding tables shows that Equation (3.27) is a 

good fit for the steel data, the correlation coefficient being 

generally above 0.99. In Figures 5.56 and 5.57, for the rimmed steel, 

the true strain is seen to b~gin at higher values than for the other 

materials. This occurs be ~Lse, for this material, the strains 

had to be measured beyond he region of inhomogeneous deformation . 

In all the tables, from 5.13 to 5. 7, the flow stress, aWl' necessary to 

accon,p 1 i sh a wo rk equivalent Lo the work at , ,, 
engineering strain I 10 ... 

along the ro 11 i ng direction, is given .~ each direction and for both 

t ensile and plane strain conditions . Flow stresses for the work at 

5% eng i neering stra i n in the rolling di rection are also given in 

Tab l es 5.6 and 5. 7 for the two steels tested . 

In all the tabl es expe ri menta l R-values are gi ven fo r di ffe i ent 

ori entati on s in t he pl ane of t he sheet. Ana lys i s of the resul ts of 

repeat tests fo r ce r ta in ori entations show tha t t he R-values are 

acc urate t o with in about ~ 0.1, except for tension at 45° to the 

rolling direction of the cube texture mat eria ls (Tables 5.4 an d 5.5), 

where the R-values are smaller than usual. In fact .the R-value 

decreases for this orientation as the texture increases in severity 

(from 6.27, Figure 5.6, to 8.57, Figure 5.7), i.e., as the material 

becomes close to a pseudo-single crystal. Indeed, the two tensile 

I 

I 



strip specimens at 45° to RD for the more severely textured material 

(Table 5.6) showed almost no variation in width although they had 

been extended up to 34% and 40% engineering strain, respectively. 

This behaviour is characteristic of the texture of this material. 

The fact that the tensile spe~imens at 45° to the rolling direction 

displ ay a plane strain behaviour, is predictable from the 45° 

rotation locus of Figure 5.34, where it can be seen that a 
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principal state of strain with the Y-axis component equal to zero is 

related to stress states ranging from near pure shear, in the fo~rth 

quadrant, to near balanced biaxial tension. Therefore, a tensile test 

in the X-direction is in fact a plane-strain tension test. A 

comparison n+ +-ho ,... 
VI \,II\,., UWl values for tension and for plane strain, at 

I 

45° to the rolling direction, and also of the work-hardening 

parameters , in Table 5. 5, indicates, however , a considerably smaller 
I 

hardening rate for. the tensile specimen. This is in disagreement with 
''\ J 

the 45° locus in Fig~re 5. 34 which shows :~ at, at the ideal yield 

point, the yieid strengths for tension and plane strain should be 

nearly the same. In fact, the plane strain compression owl result 

in consistent with the results for other test directions . The use of 

the Bishop and Hill 36 , 37 ana lys i s and reference to Figure 5.60, 

however, indicate that for plane-strain uniaxial tension along [110] 

the four active slip systems have four different slip directions, 

a1,-a2, b1,-b2, while for plane strain along any ~f the cube axes 

(e.g. [100] in Figure 5.60), two cross-slip-related pairs, -a2,-d2, 

-b2,-c2, are required. Ac~ording to Dillamore et a1. 81 , the latter 

should be softer because of the effectiveness of cross-slip in 

reducing the work-hardening rate. This is in disagreement with the 

results in Table 5.5. The most probable explanation is that the 
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plane strain compression tests at 45° to the rolling direction did 

not entirely reach an internal state of crystallographic plane-strain 

condition. That is, other slip systems were activated so that the 

deformation under the indenter was in fact more nearly compression 

along [001] (Figure 5.60) when additional slip systems such as 

a1, c1, b1 and d1 could also operate . This would make the material 

harder in pl ane strain compression, with a yiel·d strength comparable 

to that of tension along the rolling direction. This is, thus, an 

indi cation that plane strain compression and plane strain tension 

may not be quite equivalent tests fo r mate ri als with very sharp 

textures or vJith single crystals, unless a technique is used whereby 

very small strains can be mea ~f.ed, in order to minimize the effect 

of work hardening. 

The data contained in Tclbles 5.3 t o 5.7 were used in the 

construction of experimental yield 

predicted ones in Sect ion 5.1 .6. 

, ~~ ~ 
IV\.- I which are compared to ... 

:,j1r. 

5.1 .4. Conventional Formability Parameters: R-Values and s-Values 

In this section, predi cted and experimental flow stresses, 

R-values and limit drawing ratios (LOR) are compared. Also, the 

relationship b~tween sand R is investigated , using data from the 

crystallograph·ic yield loci of steel sheets determined using 
7 

pencil-glide deformation mode. 

Figure 5.61 shows the predicted and experimental angular 

variation of the flow stress, relative to that along the rolling 

direction, in the plane of two copper and two steel sheets. The flow 

stresses were measured at constant values of the work along the 

rolling direction, at 1% engineeri~g strain for the copper sheets, and 
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at 1% and 5% strain for the steels . In Figure 5.6l(b), the predicted 
and experimental values follow different trends because of the 
un usual work-hardening behaviour of this material (see Secti on 
5.1.3). Fi gures 5.6l(c) and 5.6l(d) , clearly show that the 
experimental values at 5% strain are in better agreement with the 
predicted behaviour. This was the result of the heterogeneous 

* deformation characteristic of annealed steels, at small strains . 
Figure 5-62 show the predicted and experimental R-values 

obtained for samples of the three different steels. The experimental 
data for two of the samples were measured in this work, whil~ those 
for the other two were taken from Goodwi11 10 . For all of them the 
predictions were made using the pencil glide model . In Table 5.8, 
a comparison is made between the R-values predicted using the pencil 
glide model, those predicted using the restricted glide deformation 
mode and the experimental value s for the 70% cold rol led and annealed 

' "" Al-killed and Ti - bearing steels. These ~ materia ls were chosen 
because they show sharp textures, chara~teristic of commercial 
deep-drawing steels , with which the pencil glide model can be tested. 
It can be seen that the pencil glide solution yields results that are 
closer to the experimental values . 

In a recent paper, Hofrod and Kim80 discussed the validity of 
Equation (2 .1 2) for the relationship between the average 8-parameter , . 
S, and the average R- value , R. Equation (2 .12) was originally 

· 16 suggested by Hosford and Backofen who then modi fied Equation (2 .1 0) 
to obtain Equation (2.13 ) .· Hosford and Kim80 predi cted ij and 

* A res idual yi eld point elongation was detected in most of the tensile t ests performed on the Ti-bearing steel. 
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R-values from a number of crystal orientations rotationally symmetric 
about the sheet plane normal. They concluded that Equat ion 
(2.1 2) is not supported by crysta llographic data . In the present 
work, Rand a-values were determined for the rimming, killed and 
Ti-bearing steels used by Goodwill 10 . These materials had been cold 
roll ed 20% , 30%, 50%, 70% and 90% and annealed. Figure 5.63 shows 
the results of plotting s2 against R for these steels. It can be 
seen that the line representing Equation {2 . 12) falls above the 
crysta 11 og·raphi c data with the greatest difference at higher R- va·l ues. 
This is a reflection of the fact that Hill's anisotropic yield theory 
tends to elongate the yield locus into the first quadrant more than 
the pencil glide model does ,for increasing plastic anisotropy . Even 
so the shift is not very lj rge within the ordinary range of R-va l ues . 

The use of least-squares analysis with the s2-R data yields 
the relations, 

"- 41\:: 
'.~·c · 

- 2 0.3028 ·5. 0.6757 ; 0.9986 s = " + .J = 
- 2 0.4030 R s = + 0 .5607 j :: 0. 9967 

s 2 b. 3693 R + 0.6037 j 0.9978 :: 
:: 

for the rimmed, kill ed and Ti-steel, respectively, where j is the 
correlati on coefficient. 

The limit drawing ratio, LOR= (D/d) , has been correlated16 
max 

with the S-parameter through Equation (2.13), by means of Hill's 
anisotropic yield criterion. However~ Equation (2.13) can be shown 
to be valid, irrespective of the yield criterion, if some simplifying 
assumptions are made . If no work -hardening is involved, the equation 
of radial equilibrium in the flange of a partially drawn cup is, 
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a-1 - r 

oe · or where a = 
or 
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where or and oe are the radial and ci rcumferenti a 1 stresses in the 
flange and o; is the stress ratio. If the stress state in the 
flan ge can be assumed to be represented by pure shear only , 
a=· -1 and or = oIV ' in Figure 2.6. Thus~ 

fp R 

dor 2o!V f dr 
2oIV ln 

R = -
' or o - = r r rp Jr , 

p 

( 5. l ) 

h R D d d ' h d". f h bl k d h 
were = 2 an rp = 2 are t era 11 o t e an an punc , 
l"t:><:nt:> r+ ; \/ol\l i:-n11;:i1";nn fr:, 1) n;\/o<: +ho v,;,,-l ; ::. l rnmnnnont n-f +ho 
·- ......... -- ... ··- ·J· -, ..................... \ ....... , :i··-- ......................................... ,t'...,,1.._,, .... ...,. "'''-

(~ · drawing stress at the die throat. The ~Z~it ing drawing ratio is 
reached when this stress becomes about equivalent to the maximum 
stress that can be supported by the material under plane strain near 
t he punch head . 

harden i ng exists . 

This is given by o ia Figure 2.6, if no work XX 

D 2oIV ln( /d) 

Thus , 

I\, 
I\, o or 

XX 

Equati on (5.2) .becomes Equation (2 .1 3) if the friction parameter 
(l + n) i s introduce d. 

(5.2) 

Pencil glide e,-values were cal culated for the ri mmed and ki ll ed 
steels used by Goodwin 10 and plotted aga inst the l ogarithm of the 
experimental LDRs for the same stee ls (Figure 5.64). It can be seen 



that an almost linear relationship exists between the two 
quantities, given by, 
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D · S ln{ /d)max = 1. 62016 + ·0.19825, j . = 0.989 (5.3) 

This relationship, although approximate, was obtained from rimmed 
and killed steels which had undergone commercially simulated 
t hermo-mechanical treatments. Their textures are, therefore, expected 
t o be similar to those of commercial steels. 

5. 1.5. Comparison of Predicted and Experimental Yield Loci 
5.1.5.l. Yield Loci from Stress-Strain Data 

Figure 5.65 to 5.69 show experimental yield loci obtained from 
t he tensile and plane strain test data shown in Tables 5.3 to 5.7. ' 
The loci w~re drawn using stress values at a specific fixed value 

_ of plastic work, normalized so that te~)on al ong the x-axis 
coi ncided wi th t he predicted upper bound yield strength along the 
same axi s . The experimental R-values were used to compute the s l opes 
of the loci at thei r intersections wi th the axes . Us ing Lee an d 
Backofen• s65 procedure of superi mpos in g a hydrostatic stress stute 
on t he l oadi ng paths , the f irst and thi rd quad rants can be considered . -
symmetrical if nei t her twinning nor Ba uschi nge r effec t occur i n the 
presen t tes ti ng condit ions ( room t empe rat ure and l ow strain rate) . 

Although no points were me asured either in the second or in 
the fourth quadrants, a smooth line could be drawn using the locus 
tangents. In each figure the predicted corresponding lower and upper 
bound loci are indicated and the axes are calibrated in units of 
critical resolved shear stress. The experimental loci for copper 
(Figures 5.65 to 5.67) were plotted at a plastic work level 



corresponding to 1% engineering strain in the rolling direction, 

for each different thermo-mechanical condition, while in those for 

. the steel s (Figures 5.68 and 5.69), plastic work values at 5% 

strain were used. Tables 5.3 to 5.7 show the relative stresses 

used, in columns owl and ow5 .. 
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Figure 5.65 shows that although the tensile strengths coincide 

with the predicted ones, the plane-strain values stretch the 

experi mental locus much further into the first quadrant. Also, the 

slopes at the axis intersections are very close to the predicted · 

values since the predicted R-values (0.873 in the rolling direction 

and 0.992 in the transverse direction) show good agreement with the 

experimental results (Table 5. ~). 

Figures 5.66(a) and 5.6~(b) show the loci for the zero and 

45° rotations of cube-textur~d coppe r. Table 5.4 indicates that 

the tensile and plane-strain stress values at 1% plastic work are 

within a spread of about 5% . On the graP'.iithey a 1 most coincide and 

the R-values are found to yield slopes teasonably consistent with the 

predictions (see Figure 5.66(b)). On the other hand, in Figure 

5;66(a), th~ upper bound solution penetrates further into the first 

quadrant than found experimentally. The plane-strain yield strengths 

are predicted to be proportionilly larger in the upper bound , in this 

figure, and so the experimental locus seems to approach the l ower 

bound .locus in the first quadrant. In Fi gure 5.66(b) the measured 

locus shows a much better agreement with the upper bound locus, the 

angles obtained from the R~values being close to the predicted value 

(90°). Nevertheless, the shape of the experimental locus also 

resembles that of the lower bound solution, apart from the undulation 

due to CODF truncation error. This is not surprising, since this 

·11 
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material has a very severe texture (function height of 110 times 

ra ndom, see Figure 5.6). 

Fi gure 5.67 shows the experimental yield loci for the copper 

with the strongest cube texture, (function height of 154 times random, 

see Figure 5.7). As discussed in Section 5.1.3, this material shows 

a very pronounced an isotropy of flow stress due mainly to its 

anisotropy of work-hardening which, principally at low strains, is a 

consequence of the number and type of operative slip systems , in the 

different loading conditi ons . This phenomenon shows up in Figure 

5.67(a) where it can be seen that the experimental plane-strain 

X-components of stress are smaller than the tensile ones. This 

creates difficulties in draw~ g the locus. Even so, the main 

features of the locus, give~ by the tangents, can be identified. 

Figure 5.67(b) displays a b~tter agreement between experiment and 

... 
The R-value decreases as the locus !~ation approaches 45°. 

There, the tangent almost becomes perpendicular to the axis, in 

both the X and Y-di recti ons (Figure 5.67(c)) . This means that the 

mat erial steadily assumes tensile-plane-strain behavi our . 

Figures 5. 68 and 5.69 show the l oci fo r ri mming and Ti -bearing 

steel , .respec~i ve ly, for pl ast i c work at 5% engineering strain in the 

roll ing direction . This value of work was again ~chosen so tha t t he 

stresses would li e on the pa rabol i c reg i on of the stress -strain 

curves, avoi ding the het erogeneous yi eld elongat i on tha t these steel s 
showed. Hm-Jever, reference to Table 5.6 shows that very lit t le 

diff~rence can be found in the relative stress value col umns for work 
at 1% and 5%, for the r·imming steel. The same cannot be observed in 

Table 5.7 if the columns for relative crWl and crW5 are compared. Th i s 
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materi al has a ve ry severe texture (function height of 110 times 

random, see Figure 5.6). 

Figure 5.67 shows the experimental yield loci for the copper 

with the strongest cube texture, (function height of 154 times random , 

see Figure 5.7). As discussed in Section 5.1.3, this material shows 

a very pronounced anisotropy of flow stress due mainly to its 

ani sotropy of work - hardening which, principally at low strains, is a 

con sequence of the number and type of operative slip systems, in the 

different loading conditions . This phenomenon shows up in Figure 

5.67(a) where it can be seen that the experimental plane -strain 

X-components of stress are smaller than the tensile ones. This 

creates di ff i culties in draw;,~ the locus. Even so , the main 

features of the locus , given by the tangents, can be identified. 

Figure 5.67(b) displays a b~tter agreement between experiment and 

... 
The R-value decreases as the l ocus 5~tation approaches 45°. 

< 
There, the tangent almost becomes perpendicular to the axis, in 

both the X and Y-directions (Figure 5.67(c)). This means that the 

material steadily assumes tensile-plane-strain behaviour. 

Fi gu res 5.68 and 5.69 show the loci for rimming and Ti-bearing 

steel, .respec:tively , for plastic work at 5% engineering strain in the 

rolling direction . This value of work was again ~chosen so that the 

stresses would l ie on the parabolic region of the stress-strain 

curves, avoi di ng the hete rogeneous yie l d elongation that these steel s 

showed. Howeve r, reference t o Table 5.6 shov,s t ha t very li ttl e 

diff~rence can be found in t he re l at i ve stress va l ue co l umns for work 

at 1% and 5%, for the rimming st ee l. The same cannot be observed in 

Table 5. 7 if the columns for relative crWl and crw5 are compared. This 
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aareement is believed to be fortuitous since the 1%-work stress .., 

values were taken from the extrapolated part of the stress-strain 

curves where actually the heterogeneous yield elongation had occurred . 

A distorted experimental locus was found for the rimming steel 

(Fi gure 5.68) which even exceeds the upper bound solution in the first 

quadrant, whereas a more elliptical locus resulted for the Ti-bearing 

steel (Figure 5.69). Also, comparing the relative plane -strain 

· values for these two steels it can be seen that the large values 

occur for the rimming steel . This is in contrast with the locus 

predictions for these materials. The cause of this apparent 

. disagreement is believed to be the pronounced yield point elongation 

existing in the tensile tests of the rimming steel. This may have 

influenced the data used in i(ie stress-strain analysis program. The 

yi eld point elongation extended to about 4% strain in the tensile tests 

but was hardly noticed in plane-strain compression becausP of t.hP 
... much higher strain rates associated with if ;. small gauge length 

(the sheet thickn~ss) of the plane-strai~ specimens. 

Previous attempts at measuring experimental yield loci of cubic 

materials and relating them to the textures of the materials or to 

their crystallographic yield loci have in general been limited to 
. 58 71 si ngle crystals ' . However, Authoff and Wincierz64 have made 

accurate measurements of stress and strain on cube texture copper 

sheet formed into tubes and rolled tubes of aluminium using combined 

internal pressure and axial loading of the tubes. Figures 5.70(a) 

and 5.70(b) show the {lll} ·pole figures of both the copper and the 

aluminium tubes, respectively. The copper tube showed a very sharp 

cube texture while the texture of the aluminium tube was described 

by those authors as a very pronounced {l 12}<11 l> texture . The 
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experimental loci for these materials are shown in Figures 5.71 and 

5.72, respectively, where they are compared with the predicted loci 

· for {001}<100> and {112}<llf> orientations . In Figure 5.71 it can 

be seen that loci for o0
, 22.5° and 45° from the rolling direction 

were determined and that all of them show good agreement with the 

predicted loci. The aluminium tube locus however, did not show good 

agreement with the single crystal locus (Figure 5.72). This is 

because of the more complex texture of the aluminium that cannot be 

satisfactorily fitted by a single component. However, comparison 

between Figures 5. 70(b) and 5.73 indicates some similarities between 

the two pole figures. Figure 5.73 is the {111} pole figure of the 

95% cold roiled super purity alufl}iniurn whose CODF pfot is shown in 

Figure 5. 1. There it can be se1 n that the texture shows a peak near 

· {l l 2}<11 l>. A 1 so, the cube-te·ftured copper used by Authoff and 
1J · · 64 h t t bl t th d . th t nnc,erz s .ows a ex ure compara e o e ones use ,n e presen 

work (Figures 5.6 and 5.7), although the na,1".iplization procedure used 

by those authors was not mentioned in the ii \-iOrk. The results in 

Figure 5.71 car. be considered as good experimental confirmation of the 

predicted cube texture loci in Figures 5.33 and 5. 34, if the 

corresponding locus rotations are compared. Good agreement can also· 

be observed if the upper bound locus of the 90° rotation, in Figure 

5.28, and the 0.1% locus in Figure 5.72 are compared (the comparison 

must involve t he 90° rotation and not the o0 rotati;n because the loci 

in Figure 5.72 have their X and Y axes corresponding to the Y and X 

axes of Figure 5.28, respectively). A comparison of the tensile yield 

strengths of the experimental loci in Figures 5.7l (a) and 5.7l(c) 

indicates the presence of a smaller hardening rate in the latter. 

The 0.2% locus in Figure 5.7l(c) has nearly the same tensile strengths 

as the 0.05% locus in Figure 5.7l(a). This is similar to observations 
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made in the present work. 

Polycrys'talline yield loc i are predicted according to an 
. idea l ized concept of a polycrysta l and based on a idea lized behaviour 
of single crystals . The predicted polycrystalline yield loci, 
therefore, depict the ideal yield strengths of the material, under 
the different stress or strain conditions, without accounting for 
any degree of hardening due to dislocation activity, even in the 
microstrain region. On the other hand, e~perimental yield loci will 
always cor~espond to a measured value of flow stress which may in 
some cases be affected by the work-hardening rate. For fully 
annealed materials with sharp textures this is dependent on the number 
and type of active slip systems , and on the dislocation movements 
whi ch occur . Fully annealed l hin sheets may al~o have about 10% of 
their grains at their free surface or close to it. There they 
would not be subjected to the same conditions of constra int as those 

,.~ ~ nearer to the center of the sheet. ;~ 
For all these r~asons the characterfstics of the material, the 

experimental testing conditions and the assumptions made in the 
t heoreti~al model must be clearly stated if a better analysis of the 
correspondence between experiment and theory is to be made. 

5.1. 5.2. Knoop Hardness Yield Loci 

Experimental yield loci were obtained from Knoop hardness 
measu reme nts taken on a nearly random copper, a highly cube-textured 
copper and a ri mming st ee l. Deta i 1 s of t he method used . have been 
given in Secti on 4.3 .6 where al so some consideration s on the Knoop 
hardness technique can be found. 

Only points in the first and second quadrants were measured 
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(loading paths a, band c in Figure 4.5) and the stress conditions 
under the Knoop indentor were .assumed to approximate to plane 
strain. A minimum of fifteen indentations was performed for each 
loading path and the mean of the indentation values was used in the 
cal culation of the Khn . Table 5.9 summarizes the results for the 
materials mentioned above. In that table ~ = a2 /a1 is the stress 
ratio of the loading paths and a1 is the Khn stress component along 
the X-axi s , in Figure 5.74. Each Khn locus was normalized to the 
up per bound plane -strain strength in the X-direction of the 
corresponding predicted yield locus . In drawing the experimental 

. Khn loci, in Figure 5.74, a certain degree of subjectivity was 
involved because few data were 'available. However, assuming plane 
strain under the indenter al l()ws the use of tangent lines , in 
additi on to stress ratios , as guides to the locus shape . Consulting 
Table 5.9 and Figure 5. 74 one sees that there is littlP. vnrintions 

.... in the Khn and little effect on the Knoop1ifoci. Even in Figure 
5.74(c), which is a highly anisotropic cube- textured material ; 
the second-quadrant value was con siderably underestimated by the 
Knoop technique. This lack of sensitivity had also been noticed by 
Won siewicz and Wilkening 70 and Amateau and Hanna 72 , even for the 
hexagonal alloys they \\lorked with. In fact the difficulty of 
departing from i sot ropy, shown by this method , is! direct consequence 
of the initial assumptions69 (to derive Equation (4.9)), in which 
von Mises yield criterion was assumed. Lee 73 suggested that the 
degree of anisotropy should be assessed through an independent testing 
procedure, such as the use of R-values and Hill's anisotropic yield 
criterion. According to this proposal, the predicted crystallographic 
yield locus data could well be used, in a similar form of Equation 
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(4.9 ), t o correct the KHN values . Thus, the hardness measurements 

woul d better approximate to the expected behaviour. This of course 

woul d be contradi ctory since it i s the yield locus shape that is 

expected to be determined from the Knoop hardness measurements . 

Amateau and Hanna 72 indicated that, though inadequate for yield l ocus 

measurement, the Khn could be used in the determination of R-values. 

However, analysing their results, one finds little sensitivity of the 

method in the range of R-values characteristic of cubi c metals . 

A more careful analysis of the Khn column in Table 5.9 indicates 

a slight but definite tendency of the values to be larger in the 

second quadrant. This points to a departure from the von Mises 

yi el d criterion (in which casa all the Khn would be the same) . As 

the strain under the indentw is unknovm, Knoop hardness and 

mechanical data cannot be mixed in plotting the yield locus. 

A generally much better agreement between Kno6p and predicted 

1oci was found by Grzesik 71 when te st ing1iopper single crystals of 

various orientations . His results for lhe second quadrant of the 

· {001}<110> crystal, however, showed an underestimation similar to that 

found in the 45° rotation of cube-texture copper i.n Figure 5.74(c). 

5. 2. Earing 

Figures 5.75 to 5.83 show the predicted earing profiles of some 

of the materials described in Table 4.3. The profiles were predicted 

through the model described in Section 3.5, using the yield locus 

Gtmn coefficients ( for restricted and penci 1 glide deformation modes) 

and the texture data of the materials. Experimental profiles were 

* obtained from deep drawn cups as described in Section 4.3.4. 

* The experimental profiles in Figure~ 5.81, 5.82 and 5.83 were 
su~plied by Prof. Dr . H.P. StUwe from Osterreichische Akademie der 
Wissenschaften. 
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Many of the figures show the experimental profiles in addHion 
to the theoretical ones . These were drawn so that their mean value 
coincided wit.h those of the predicted profiles. Comparison can thus 
be made between the two profiles regarding the position and 
number of ears and troughs. The scale on the left hand side of all 
the figures rel ates to the predicted profile and it is ro~nded to 
wi thin+ 0.01 . 

Table 5.10 shows the theoretical and experimental maximum and 
mini mum values of some of the ear profiles . It can be seen that a 
sensible estimation of t he relative earing can be made from the 
predi cted values since these seem to vary in the same way as the 
expe rimental data . This must be regarded as an approximate 
quanti tative re sult since th. model developed here did not account 
for blank and punch dimensidns. 

[:'",.: ,... , ,,,..,.. C /L .,..L..,..,,_ .i..t.. - -1- , ... ,.. ...... -.-.! ...... - ... L ..... .. i.-1 L.-- - ··- --L--1 .L:, ___ .... I 1'::JUIC J,/J :::,11uv,:::, 1,1101, IIU t:01111'::J :::,11uu1u Ut: C:J\.fJC:1.-1..t:U 11 ·u111 0 

~ material without texture. Although appare·ntly an obvious re sult this 
sets a base level for the consistency of the mode l. Figure 5. 76 
shows good agreement between the predicted and experimental profiles 
for high -purity rolled and annealed aluminium . This earing behaviour 
is characteristic of the components present in this type of FCC 
texture~ examples of which can be seen in Figures 3.2l(b) and 
3.22(a). Figure 5.77 shows the profiles for copper with four 
different textures. Figure 5.77(a) for cold rolled copper, which has 
a texture similar to rolled and annealed aluminium, shows also good 
agreement with experiment. Figures 5.77(b) and 5.77(c) show shallow 
profiles, again close to those observed experimentally. Figure 
5.77(d) for cube texture copper exhibits a good correspondence 
between experiment and prediction for a more anisotropic material. 
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Figure 5. 78 shmvs the earing behaviour of a rimming steel 

given a series of different cold rolling and annealing treatments. 

The earing behaviour of these materials had been studied elsewhere10 

using another characteristic texture parameter. There, 45° earing 

had been predicted below rolling reduction of ~30% and above ~88% 

with o0 -9o0 ea ring occurring within this interval. The present 

results confirm these predictions . The 20% cold reduction in 

Figure 5.78(a) indeed shows predicted and -experimental profiles which 

display maxima near 40° from the rolling direction . The profiles 

for the steels reduced 50% and 70% before annealing also show good 

agreement as far as the ear and trough postions are concerned. For 

the 90% cold rolled ma~erial, ho~evet, a six-ear behaviour is 

predicted whi~h is not entirelt dissimilar from the experimental 

profile in which the region near the rolling direction is relatively 

more elevated than.the Tl"n11nhc- no::> I" +h o +v-::>nc-11 0\"c-o -· ......... ~··- ··--· ........................... ·-· _._ 

,-~ "-
The prediction of two ears in Figure -~,8{b), for the steel 

30% reduced before annealing, was not co~firmed by experimental 

measurements since the cup was almost earless. However, small 

discrepancies could well exist between the textures of the sheets 

used for cupping and those used for texture measurement since they 

* were from different batches . 

Figure 5.79 shows the predicted earing profiles for an aluminium 

killed steel at various cold rolling and annealing treatments 

· (see Table 4.3). The experimental earing behavi ou r of a similarly 

treated steel, given el sewhere10 , indicated no earing at about 20% 

* Except for RS50AN, 10he other rimming steel texture data were 
generated by Goodwill . Furthermore, except for RS50AN, the 
experimental profiles were obtained from cups, supplied for that work 
by the B.S.C. Strip Mills Division, from steels with characreristics 
similar to those used here. 



and 85%, 45° earing outside this interval and o0 -9o0 earing inside 
it. Figure 5.79(a) shows in fact only traces of 45° earing at 20% 
cold reduction, and ears at o0 and 90° can be observed at 30% cold 
reduction (Figure 5.79(b)). Clearly, the non-earing material is 
nearer to the 20% cold reduced steel . The o0 -9o0 earing behaviour 
for 50% and 70% reductions (Figures 5.79(c) and 5.79(d)) is in 

d . . h . tl 0 accor wit exper1men . A wavy profile is predicted for the 90% 
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reduction where maxima can be seen to occur at o0
, near 65° and at 

90°. No cups were available for direct comparison. The present 
predictions indi cate a higher degree of earing for the killed steel 
as compared with the rimming material, once more in accord with 

* previous observations. I 

In Figur~ 5.80 the pretiicted earing behaviour of a Ti-bearing 
steel is presented. The experimental earing behaviour of a similar 
Ti-bearing steel* reported by Goodwill lo indicated no earing at 20% ... 
a·nd 80% cold reduction, 45° earing outsi .~ this interval and o0 -9o0 

earing inside it. The prediction for the 20% cold reduction, 
however, shows well defined ears at 45°, and o0 -9o0 earing at 30% 
cold re duction. This suggests that the non-earing material must be 
between these two reductions. This is the same behaviour as was 
observed for the rimming and killed steel cases. The predictions for 
the 50% and 70% cold reductions show o0 -9o0 earing, Figures 5.BO(c) 
and 5.BO(d). In Figure 5.BO(d) both the experimental and the 
predicted profiles can be observed. Good agreeme~t can be seen to 
exist. The prediction for·the 90% reduction (Figure 5;80(e)) is very 

* R.C. Hudd, B.S.C.-Strip Mills Division, in private communication to D.J. Goodwill, reported in reference (10) . 
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irregul ar and shallow. Thus, this might well be regarded as a non
earing material . . 

Figures 5.81 to 5.83 show the predicted and experimental 
profil es for three different treatments of a steel whose textures 
can be seen in Figures 5.23 to 5.25. In Figure 5.81 the predicted 
profil e resembles that of the 90% reduction of the killed steel , 
in Figure 5.79(e). The textures of these materials were shown to be 
similar in Section 5.1.1. The reported experimental profile, however, 

. * has no similarity to the theoretical one. The theoretical and 
experi mental cup profiles for the other two conditions (Figures 
5.82 and 5.83) show , nevertheless, sat isfactory qualitative 
agreement. 

The ea ri _ng behaviour of tl steel is the result of the contributions 
of the many components which 1 make up its texture. 

The final cup· profile seems to depend on the presence and . ... 
relative amounts of the follo\'ling sets o{~;omponents: 
(a) The partial fibre texture {hk1}<110>, of which {001}<110> seems 
to be the most important; 

(b) The {110}<001> component; 

(c) The {hk1}<uvw> components, 0here {hk1} comprises {112}, {223}, 
· {111} and <uvw> are directions at about 30° away from <110>. These 
components can be found in the 90% cold reduced rfmming and killed 
steels (Figures 5.12 and 5.17), in the Ti-bearing steel textures 

· cold reduced in excess of 50% and in the textures of STS50 and 
STS60 (Figures 5.20 to 5.25), with small variations. 

* The earing 'data were supplied by Prof. Dr. H.P. Stl'Jwe without experimental details. 
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The effect of some of these components can be estimated from 

Figures 3.20 and 3.21, where it can be seen that {110}<001> gives 

rise to o0 -9o0 ears and the {hkt}<ll O> components contribute t o near . 
45° earing . 

The presence of {001}<110> components, in the absence of 

· {11 0}<001>, seems to overshadow the effect of the other components 

and imparts a near 45° earing behaviour to the material. This can 

be observed in the 20% reduction of the rimming, killed and 

Ti-bearing steels (Figures 5. 78(a), 5.79(a) and 5.80(a)) and in 

Fig ures 5.81 and 5.82s for STS50 and STS60. The presence of 

{11 0}<001> either balances the ~ffect, with no earing, or gives a 

definite 0°-90° earing to the ~a terial . This can be observed in the 

30% reductions of the three eries of steels and th~ir respective 

textu res . When these two components are both present in sma 11 

quantities and the tovt11Y'o ;c m::1;n1,, Y.OnY"oc-r...n+nrl h,, · fhl,nl.,,.. t ,,n,,.._ ""''-1""",....,_ 1.J 111\...41111J 1'-t"l'-..J \...II\,\...\,,.( UJ Llll'-NJ'l.AVV~/ .. 
where {hkt}is near {223} and {111} (Figu.~ 5.16, 5.20 and 5.21), 

0 0 : t he overall balance gives O -90 earing, but may also give a six-ear 

behaviour or an irregular profile if the <u vw > directions correspond 

to those cited in (c) above (Figures 5.12, 5.)7 and 5.22 and 

correspond i ng ear profi l es) . Figure 3.20(a) shows an example of how 

components in the {lll}<uvw> parti al fibre texture contri bute to 

earing . The influence of some of these component? had been indicated 

el sewhere10 where also the six-ear phenomenon at higher reductions 

of ri mming, ki 11 ed an d Ti -beari ng stee l s \vas desc ribed but not 

investigated. 

The prediction cf the earing behavi our of steel s f rom a 

crystallographic polycrystalline yield l ocus has recently been 

attempted by Grumbach· et al .122. In their work however no account 
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was taken of the rotat'ion of the locus axes in the sheet plane and 

so some loss 'in planar anisotropy was inevitable. Nevertheless, 

they were able to predict the o0 -9o0 earing behaviour of a steel 

in good agreement with the experimental results. Although requiring 

a more soph isti cated method of analysis, when compared to continuum 

mechanics approaches, the present _model possesses some characteristics 

such as (i) simplicity of the basic assumptions, (ii) the ability 

to account for the entire crystallographi~ anisotropy of the material , 
(iii) the generality of application to many different materials, 

that make it a suitable tool for the study of the earing behaviour 

of sheet metals. 

I 

5.3. Limit Strains • 
In this section, the experimental and predicted forming limit I 

di a grams for copper, in two different con di ti oris and for two different 

steels will be examined and compared. Th~ heoretical forming limit 
.. 

curves were predicted using the modification of the Marciniak and 

Kuczyniski 96 analysis (see Appendix I) and that of Hill's theory of 

· the localized necking87 , described in Section 3.6. 

The experimental techniques used for the determination of points 
on the FLDs were fully described in Section 4.3.5. The cube-texture 

copper was investigated along two directions ir. the sheet plane. 

This was achieved by preparing specimens with the major axis of 

their elongated patches perpendicular to either the rolling direction 
or the direction at 45° to. the latter. In this way, the major 

principal strain component was induced along these directions and the 

neck was expected to occur perpendicular to them. The other three 

materials were tested along the rolling direction only. 

I 

11 



As indicated in Section 3.6, the upper bound crystallographic 
yield loci of the materials were fitted by Equation (3.26) using a 
least square analysis program . Table 5.11 shows the coefficients, 
C, of that equation for each of the materials mentioned above. n 
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There , the values given in the last row are typical errors obtained 
in the recalculation of the original input data . The greatest error 
is found to correspond to the 45° rotation locus of the cube 
texture material which is the most anisotropic one. 

As a whole, the errors can be considered small. Furthermore, 
no loss of generality was involved in using only principal stresses 
in the locus equation since the experimentai tests were performed 
al ong principal axes of aniso.f-opy only. 

Figure 5,84 to 5.88 sho the replotted loci using the coefficients 
in Table 5.11. Comparing t~ese with Figures 5.31, 5.34, 5.36 and 5.45, 
V'O<:norti,101,, i+ r;n ~r,~in ho C"AOn +h~+ +ho lnci C:~Pm t.0. bP • _ _.t'.._ .......... . •- 'J, IV ...., ...... , ...... :, ...... Ill ,._, .... .,J .......... 11 VII\.A, .... ...... I..... ._ __ _. -- -

' adeq uately reproduced by Equation (3.26).:'~;, 

The work hardening pa rameters used in the present analysis were, 
as mentioned in Section 3.6, determined from the tensile tests of the 
materi als. In particular, the predictions near balanced biaxial 
tension were made using parameters which approximated the mean values 
of the stress -strain equation parameters averaged in the sheet plane . 
In most cases these were also used for other straining conditions 
since they were not very different from the tensile parameters . For 
the 45° rotation of the cube texture material, an inspection of the 
locus showed that the stre~s states between balanced biaxial tension 
and pure tension would impose a strain state in which one of the 
planar strain components is nearly zero (Figure 5.86). In this case 
the plane-strain tension parameters, in the 45° direction, were used 
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in the limit strain predictions corresponding to imposed stress states 

other than balanced biaxial tension. Table 5.1 2 shows the 

parameters u~ed in the prediction of the FLDs. There, a is the ps 
stress ratio, a2;a1 , at the plane strain point of the yield locus and 

f i s the initial inhomogeneity parameter introduced by Marciniak and 

Kuczynski 96 For the 45° rotation of the cube texture copper the first 

row shows the parameters used for the balanced biaxial tension case 

and the second row shows the parameters for the remaining st ress 

states . The parameter f is seen to vary considerably from material 

to material. In fact, this parameter was the independent variable 

used to locate the predicted curve nearest to the observed behaviour, 

an d so determine the theoretical ~ensitivity to inhomogeneity of the 

materi al. f was held constant t or all the imposed stress states , in 

the present work, although Tadros and Mellor99 have recently 

. ... 
biaxial tension, because of the larger plas~ work required by those 

stress states . 

Figures 5.89 and 5.90 show the generalized Consid~re subtangent~ 

Z, of the materials mentioned above, calculated using the Moore-and-
- 9 

Wallace 4 procedure described in Appendix II. Little variation is 

predi cted for the three conditions of copper (Figure 5.89). In fact, 

a sharp change in behaviour can only be expected for stress ratios 

larger than about 0.7 . However, nothing can be said about the diffuse 

instability strains as these depend on the work hardening behaviour 

of these materials, which,· as seen in Tables 5.3 and 5.5, can vary 

considerably. Different results were obtained for the rimming and the 

Ti-bearing steel (Figure 5.90). The more rounded shapes of these 

curves stem from the more rounded loci of these materials . As in 
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Figure 5.89, Z is about unity in tension (02=0) but is generally 

larger near balanced biaxial tension. A larger Z-value is predicted 

for the Ti-bearing steel, the more anisotropic material, for stress 

rati os larger than 0.55 (~plane strain). As for these steels the 

Hollomon relation (Equation (3.27)) is an acceptable fit, Figure 

5.90 can be regarded as a plot of effective strain against stress-ratio, 

if the steels have the same n-value. Theoretically, thus, this 

woul d indicate slightly larger strains for the Ti-bearing steel at 

diffuse instability, over the surface of a bulge, for instance 

(0.5<a2Ja1,1). Qualitatively this agrees with Moore and Wallace•s94 

results, although the curves themselves show different forms. 

However, as seen in Tables 5.6 And 5~7, then-value of the Ti-bearing 

steel is smaller than that of the rimming steel which may contribute 

to different final diffuse strain values. 

Figure 5, 91 snows the forming 1 imi t results for the random 
.... 

te.xture copper . The predicted curve show{i'!fn unusual shape although 

the general trend is similar to the theoietical predictions given 

elsewhere97 , 98 , 99 . With the conditions shown in Table 5.12, it can 

be seen that almost no groove initiation was needed (f = 0.999). 

The predicted behaviour near balanced biaxial tension is greatly 

underestumated by the theory. Indeed, the experimenta 1 results show 

a steady and sharper increase in limit strains as that stress state 

is approached . The value obtained from stretching over a hemispherical 

punch seems to agree with the trend shown by the specimens stretched 

flat. Nearer to plane strain , and also in the second quadrant, the 

experime~tal and theoretical results seem to be in better agreement. 

For almost all the predicted points, the program stopped the 

iteration and printed the limit strains when a state of plane strain was 



reached in the groove. At plane strain, where the M&K procedure 
cannot be applied, the diffuse-necking strains were calculated from 
the value of the Consid~re subtangent . In this case diffuse and 
localized necking were assumed to coincide. On the other hand in 
plane strain, for the point nearest to balanced biaxial tension 
(point 11 A11 in Figure 5.91), the limit strains were s1A = 0.42 
and.szA = 0.40, while the diffuse necking strains, prior to the 
locali zation of the deformation, were slA· = 0.182 and s2A = 0.175. 
This singl~ example demonstrates how significant the straining after 
diffuse necking can be in some materials. 

Figure 5.92 shows the forming limit curve for the o0 rotation of 
J the cube texture copper . In of'der to bring the predicted curve (the 

full line) close to the experimental points, an ·inhomogeneity 
( parameter f = 0.94 had to be used. Consequently, except for points 

near balanced biaxial tension, no iteratio~fccurred and the predicted 
limit st~ains were diffuse necking strains . Therefore, as far as ,,:r 
the present model is toncerned, a plane-strain localized neck would 
fracture the material as soon as diffuse necking was reached. Even 
at p = s~lsi = 0.83 , the diffuse necking strai ns, s1 = 0.207 and 
s2 = 0.173, are very close to the limit strains, si = 0.210 and 
s~ = 0.175. The experimental results seem to indicate a behaviour 

'\, 
similar to the predictions although the points near p = s~/Ef "-'0.4 
fall below the theoretical curve. At balanced biaxial tension, the 
strains obtained from the hemispherical punch test are in agreement 
with those from the flat-stretching test. 

Figure 5.93 ~hows the right hand side of the FLO of the cube 
texture copper with axes at 45° to RD and TD. The points for 
p>0.66, which correspond to imposed stress ratios for which 
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a2!a1>0.95, were predicted using the stress-strain parameters 
averaged in the sheet plane while for stress states for which 
a2!a1<0.95, the yield locus (Figure 5.34) predicted a plane strain 
behaviour. Consequently the experimental plane-strain tension 
parameters were used (see Table 5.12). The inhomogeneity factor, f, 
was again set to 0.94 and once more the computer program predicted 
a coincidence of localized and diffuse necking. The trend of the 
experimental results is similar to the theoretical curve. Near 
plane strain it can be seen that both theory and experiment yield 
a very high value of the limit strain, Ei, while a much smaller strain 

· was found near balanced biaxial tension. As no iteration was , 
involved, the unusual shape f the theoretical curve was mainly a 
result of the yield locus shape and the work-hardening parameters used 
in the predictions. 

Figure 5.94 shows the FLO of the rimuiing steel with the 
!JfJ. :c 

stretching axis along the rolling direction. The inhomogeneity 
parameter for this material was f = 0.98 and it can be seen that the 
predicted curve follows the trend indicated by the experimental points. 
For this material, an extra limiting condition was introduced in the 
program, corresponding to a maximum value of 50% engineering strain 
for the thickness strain in the groove. If this value was reached 
before the plane strain condition, this would stop the iteration, 
thus simulating the tearing of the material at that value of fracture 
strain. It was obse rved that this occurred for p>0 .456 , which 
corresponds to a2/a1>0.85. Had this condition not be~n introduced, 
the curve would have followed the dashed line in the figure. As can 
be seen in the figure, this technique simulates the reduction in the 
level of the curve, as balanced biaxial tension is approached, 
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observed experimentallylOO,lOl It must be pointed out that this 

condi tion was always present in the program used with this material. 

Only for a2/a1>0.85 simulated tearing occurred before pl ane strain. 

For a2Ja1<0 .85 the program indicated a state of plane strain in the 

groove before the 50% thickness strain limit was reached (Tadros 

and Mellor99 suggested that f should decrease, for values of p tending 

to unity, in order to explain the tailing off of the FLC , as balanced 

bi axial tension is approached). Near plane strain, both theory and 

experiment approached a strain with a value approximately that of the 

work hardening exponent, n, of the material. Simil ar behaviour is 

f tl b ' . t 1 '1 . th t l l 00' 112 I th · requen y o servea expenmen ·a y w1 s ee s n e 
J 

present model, it was only pos.-i ble to predict this behaviour 

by incorporating the modification of the M&K theory suggested by 

- Tad,ros and Me 11 or99 of i ntrod~ci ng the inhomogeneity, f, after diffuse 

necking had been reached . 
~~ 

J~? 

Figure 5. 95 shows the forming limit r esults obtained for the 

Ti-bearning steel. The shape of the curve is similar to that of the 

ri mming steel but their levels are somev1hat different near plane 

strain. Also , f was found to be larger for the Ti-bearing steel. 

Here again the 50% fracture strain criterion was used and this 

value was reac~ed before plane strain at all predictions for which 

o2/a1>0.8 (this corresponds top =E2/E i>0,59 on tl:\e FLO). This value 

of cr/cr1 was also close . to that for the rimming steel . The fact that 

the predicted FLDs for the rimming and the Ti-bearing steel showed 

similarities, despite the differences in their yield locus shapes 

(Fig ures 5.87 and 5.88 respectively), can only be attributed to a 

balance in the parameters that contribute to the final values of the 

limit strains (subtangen t, n, f, etc). In the original M&K analysis 96 ~ 
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1 1 , • k r S b ' D 98 • • t' ana a so 1 n we wor. or ower y ana uncan , an 1 ncrease 1 n ne 

work harden ing exponent , n, was shown to increase the limit strains . 

·on the other hand, an increase in R-value, corresponding to an 

elongation of the yield iocus into the first quadrant, should 

decrea se the limit strains for p~ints away from plane strain 98 . 

Therefore, the Ti-bearing steel with its smaller n-value and greater · 

elongation of the locus into the first quadrant (also greater 

predicted R-values) was expected to yield"smaller values of limit 

strains . This was certainly the case near plane strain. However, 

both the theoretical and the experimental data showed similar 

limit strain values in the region nearer to balanced biaxial tension. 
I 

Also, the maximum value of E:1'i s about the same, although slightly 

shifted to a higher value ot'E:2/Ei · 
( 

The establi shment of the relationship between texture and the 

stretchi ng behaviour of shee t metals is hindered by the lack of a -- ~ ~~ 
genera l theory on the anisotropy of workhardening. For .the case of 

a single-component texture, and knowing the mechanism of deformation, 

a bett~~ analysis of certain de formation phenomena is usually 

possible. It was observed that the cube texture copper deforming 

under biaxial stress states seemed to localize the deformation 

and very quic-kly fracture after a relatively small amount of straining. 

The crack was perpendicular to either the rolling direction or the 

transverse direction and showed both a marked strain gradient and 

very marked thickness reduction. Figures _5.96 and 5.97 show two 

examples of this necking behaviour for specimens with round and 

elongated patches , respectively. In Figure 5.97 the ellipses can be 

seen to become more elongated as they sink into the groove, while 

keeping their minor axis unchanged. This is a consequence of the state 

Ii 
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of plane st rain which exists in the groove. 

In contrast to this behaviour, Figure 5.98 and 5.99 show the 

fracture characteristics of a round-patched specimen of the ran dom 

texture copper. Figure 5.99 shows that practically no strain gradient 

occur red near the point of fracture (the circles are cracked without 

elongation) . The material apparently failed after having exhausted 

its stretching capability . 

The stretching behaviour shot1ed by the cube texture copper can 

also be observed on the bulge of a similarly treated copper {still 

95% cold rolled and annealed at 70o0c for two hours but from 

. initi al thickness of 12.5mm). Figure 5.100 shows the difference in 
l 

size between a bulge of such mawerial (left) and one of the same 

sheet in the co l d rol led state (right). For the cube textured 

material a loca li zed neck near the edge (the plane strain region of 
.i. t... .- L.,, 1 - .... \ ..., ,_ ..J -. .- · --...., ·- _J .! - . , , _ · - .L _ .1... 1- _ Tr'\ I -- - .J~ _ - . ~ . • _ .. \ • . "'t . •. .,_ _ I , t 
\, (It;: UUl:Jt::/ OIIU fJt::f}lt::IIUll.UIOf ' l,U l.,llt:! JU tllU J.:Jx, ctfTUWJ r· e 1ee1 :::;eu 1.,r1e 

~ ~ ,;-

hydraulic pressure and stopped the test . _ .. The bulge on the right

hand side failed at its top with a fracture parallel to the RD. 

It seems therefore that the necking behaviour of strongly cube 

t extured mate ri al s i s assoc i ated with a pl ane -strain condition in one 

of the cube directions . In the case of the flat specimen with the 

round patch, t he conditions for localized nec ki ng can exist nea r the 

patch edge as a result of the spark mach i ning process . As pointed 

out in Sec tion 5.1 .3, the pl ane st rain defo rmati on in t he cube 

direct ion i s accomp l ished by two cross-slip related pa i rs of sl i p 
01 · 

systemsu ' which gives a badly sustained work hardening ability to the 

material in those conditions. Failure then occurs at places wh ere the 

stress conditions are adequate such as near the edges of the patches 

(Figure 5.96) or at the rim of a bulge. However, a strain gradient 
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must exist before the neck appears. This can be concluded by 

noti ng t hat the necking of the cube texture copper was always 

perpendicul ar to the cube di recti on and by referring to the appropriate 
o0 and the 45° rota{ed upper bound yield loci (Figure 5.34) . The 
radial - cubic direction of a bulge of cube texture copper shows stress 
states ranging from plane strain , at the edge , to balanced biaxial 
t ension at the top. For each of these stress states there is a 
di ffe rent st rai n state, as indicated by the o0 rotated locus in 
Figure 5. 34 . The same stress states exist along the 45° radial 
di rection on the bulge , but now, the 45° rotated locus shows that 
for all of them the strain state is the same, having one of its 
components (the hoop compone~i almost zero. This means that at 45° 
t o RD on the bulge , and mai n4 y near the edge, there is vi rtually no 
strai n gradient and , therefdre , the materia l should be able to flow 
without loca liz ing t he deformati on (as i f the neck were infinitely 

~ 

wide). Thi s i s obser ved to be the case .~ i Fi gure 5.101 , where 

four rounded slip fronts can be seen to have spread from the edge 
towards t he bulge top and cen t ered on t he 45° radia l directions . 
The bul ge i s homoge neous ly thinner in the regi ons swept by t he 
slip fronts. 

Ac~ording to the se observations, therefore, one explanati on of the 
Marciniak and Kuczynski type of failure could well be based on 
t exture arguments . The nucleus of a M&K localized neck, in a FCC 
polycrysta l line aggregate under a genera l complex stress condition, 
may be a gra i n suitably ori ented and deformi ng i n plane strain (Th i s 
is not impossible since in a commerci al form ing operat i on strai n 
gradients do generall y occur). If t he -grain 1 s nei ghbo urhood i s such 
that other grains can be found in nearly the same conditions, the neck 

I I 



may easily grow and develop into a macroscopic groove. 

The extension of these observations to materials with more 

compl ex textures cannot be done easily and more careful 

experimental work is needed in order to assess the relationship 

between texture and the stretching behaviour of sheet metals. 

I 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY, GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 

6.1. Summary and General Conclusions 

In the present work, the relationship between the texture and 

the formability of some sheet metals was investigated . The yield 

strength anisotropy was studied by means of predicted crystal

lographic yield loci using both restricted and pencil glide 

approaches. Upper bound single crystal loci were used to assess 

. the in fluence of individual cbmponents on the predicted yielding 

behaviour of textured sheet ' The experimental plastic flow 

anisotropy was investigateJusing tensile and plane -strain 
( 

compression tests and also by Knoop hardness measu rements. These 
WPrP rnmn;:irprf with nrPrlirtPrl ri:.c:::11lt c::: ;:rnrl 1,,ith r-r\/c:::tr1lln11-r;.,nhir ·· -·- --·· ·r- · -- . ...... . r·--·---- .................... ._. ....... _. , ....... ...... .J ........ ..,. •• ..,::J'""i' '' ' .... 

yield loci. 
,>- ... 

~~ Conventional formability parameters (R-values and 

s-values) and deep-drawing behaviour (LOR) were predicted from 

texture measurements and also compared with experimental results. 
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From this investigation the following conclusions could be taken: 

i) Upper bound and lower bound so lution s of crystallographic yield 

loci, using Either restricted or pencil glide deformation modes , can 

be predicted for sheet metals and used in the modelling of their 

mechanical behaviour. 

ii) The predicted yield loci reflect the plastic anisotropy given 

only by the geometry of the deformation and by the texture of the 

material. No other source of anisotropy is taken into account. 

Predicted and experimental yield loci, therefore, show good 

agreement when the latter is measured under conditions in which 



orientation-dependant work hardening has a negligible influen ce 

{at very small strains for instance) . 
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iii) Both singl e crystal and polycrystalline crystallographic yield 

loci are useful in the interpretation of deforination phenomena related 

to the number and type of slip ·systems when the material shows a sharp 

singl e-component texture. 

{iv) Crystallographic polycrystalline yield locus data can be 

succes sfully used in the prediction of conventional formability 

parameters such as Rands-values. 

(v) The upper bound pencil glide solution seems to be a better 

approach to the plastic deformation -of sheet steel than the 

{110}<111> restricted glide mechaniEm . 

The eari~g behaviour of me ~ l sheets was investigated both 

theoreti cally and experimentally , An earing model based on 

nnlvrrv c::t;:i llinP viP1ri lnr11<:. rl;.trl 'AlrlC: rlo\lolnnorl rlnrl used in the ,- - . ..,-·v---· ·. · ··- J ·-··- ..... _._....,. _.._ ........... . ..... ..., ._ .... . ........... ,.... ..... - -··-

... 
predi ction of cup profiles from texture data.J~! n this wa_y the yield 

strength anisotropy embodied in the predicted yield locus determined 

the earing profile. Also the deformation characteristics of each 

material (restricted and pencil-glide slip modes ) were included in the 

model via the yield locus data. Some of the predictions were compared 

with experimental results. 

This investigation yielded the following conclusions. 

i) The earing occurring in the cup-drawing of a circular sheet-metal 

blank is a consequence of the plastic flow anisotropy resulting from 

its texture. This is confirmed by the fact that it can be predicted 

from a pure crystaliographic model without using any equation or 

analytical yield criterion. 

I 



ii ) A 1 though the texture may change during deep-drawing, it seems 

to be the initial texture that is responsible for the main 

features of the final ear profile, i n most cases . 
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iii ) The crystallographic approach to earing allows the prediction 

of the whole cup profile and not only of the ear and trough positions 

as is the case with most continuum mechanics approaches. 

iv ) Texture seems to be the dominant effect in earing since the 

behaviour of highly cold rolled material (95% cold rolled copper) could 

be predicted from its texture data , irrespective of its state of 

hardening. 

v) The crystallographic approach · allows· the study of the influence 

of individual crystal orientati ~ s on the earing behaviour of the 

materials. 

A modification of the Marciniak and Kuczynski 96 model for the 

determination of limit strafos was made using ar, ana1yL-ica1 ex.fJression ... 
fit ted on the predicted upper bound yield J:~i of some sheet mater-ials . 

Formi ng li mit di ag rams were thus predicted taking into account 

the plasti c anisotropy embedded i n the crysta ll ographic loci and the 

experimental work hardening behaviour obtained f rom mechanical tests . 

Points on the FL Ds of the same ma t eri a 1 s we re experi menta ll y measure d 

using a stret chi_ng t echni que simi 1 ar t o t ha t used by Azri n and 

Backofen100 and compared with the predi cted curves ~ 

From thi s the foll owing concl usi ons co ul d be t aken : 

i) Work hardening seems to be the dominant materi al property that 

affects the limit strains of most copper and steel sheets. 

ii) The work hardening behaviour of strongly cube-textured copper can 

be correlated with the number and type of slip systems and with 

dislocation mechanisms· in the interpretation of deformation phenomena. 



iii ) In the direction at 45° to the rolling direction, tensile 

specimens of strongly cube-textured copper deform practically in 

plane-strain (R~) , show much higher ductility than specimens in 

the rolling direction and, as opposed to these, do not tend to . . 

localize the deformation, though deforming in plane strain. An 

explanation of this phenomenon, based on the yield loci of that 

material, has been given in Chapter 5. 

iv) Bulged and punch-stretched specimens of strongly cube-textured 

copper showed a similar phenomenon and also premature localized 

necking perpendicular to either RD or TD and at the bulge edge 

(Chapter 5). 

(v ) The observation of the pheni rflena mentioned in (iii) and (iv) 

suggests that, at least in cube , texture copper, the existance of a 

st ra"in gradient is a necessary 'con di ti on for l ocan zed necking 
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has been given in Chapter 5, based on the yfffd loci of that material. 

(vi) A conveni ent adaptation of the Marcin i ak and Kuczynski model, 

capabl e of taki ng acco un t of the yield l ocus shapes and work-hardening 

behaviour displayed by different materials , can be useful in 

enlarging t he understanding of t he rel at ionshi p between text ure and 

the stret ching behaviou r of these material s . 

6.2. Suggesti ons for Furthe r Wor k 

6.2.1. Yield Loci 

Up to very recently, most of the work on meta 1 forming and 

l oading under complex stress states was based on Hill's anisotropic 

yield criterion. The work of Hosford and Backofen16 , followed by 
59 . , 14 Piehler and Backofen · and Parniere et al . , have developed the 
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crystallographic approach originally proposed by Taylor21 and 

Bi shop and Hill 36 . However, apart from balanced biaxial tension, plane 
strain and ten-sil e testing, both macroscopic and the crysta 11 ographi c 
approaches to yield surfaces have had relatively little accurate 
experimental verification . Very few workers have reported detailed 
measurement of the yield surfaces of the most common FCC and BCC 
sheet materials64 . In the present work, crystallographic upper bound 
and lower bound yield loci were predicted for a range of FCC and BCC 
sheet metals using both restricted and pencil glide.slip modes, and 
attempts were made to experimentally assess some of their points. It 
became evident that even cubic materials may display greater 

J 
anisotropy than is normally co~ idered in continuum mechanics 

approaches . Work could, therefore, be concentrated in the development 
and use of more accurate experimental techniques, such as Althoff and t:,, 
Wincierz'su~, so that complete yield loci co~ld be obtained for sheet 

rj.'t, 
metals and compared with crystallographic :and continuum mechanics 
resu lts . 

Also, taking advantage of the present computing facilities, the 
~rediction of the yielding behaviour of CPH materials, such as 
titanium and Ti-alloys and zincalloys, could also be attempted , enlarging 
the understandiRg of the mechanical behaviour of these materials . 

6.2.2. Earing 

One of the first attempts at describing the earing phenomenon 
using Hill's theory of anisotropic p lasti city was given by Bourne 
and Hi11 50 and it showed the . inadequacy of Hill's theory in predicting, 
in general, the more complex earing behaviour observed in some 
mat.erials.· The use of macroscopic theories of plasticity is also unable 

I II 

1

1 I 

11/111 
I 
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to account for structural and textural properties and so cannot be 

used in the investigation of the origins of the earing phenomenon . 

Tucker76 made.a major contribution by showing how a crystallographic 

approach could predict the earing behaviour and also demonstrated the 

direct relationship between this and the texture (orientation in his 

ca se) of the material. In the present work, a simple model, purely 

based on initial texture data, was used in the prediction of cup 

profiles. Good qualitative agreement was generally found. In some 

cases however, the reported experimental profiles were rather 

different from the texture-based predictions. The different ea r and 

trough positions could not be related to the initial material texture. 

Al so, no quantitative apprnach ; as made in the present analys·is. 

Further investigation in this \ rea could , thus , seek to clarify the 

effect of texture changes during deep-drawing. Also, by assuming an 

empiri cal hardening rule, a quantitative extention of the present 
~ ~ 

mo del can be made, i ncl udi ng blank and pud'ch'" dimensions . For the 

fir st proposition the use of texture simulation and highly textured 

materials should allow an initial mo re fundamental analysis . In the 

second case the quantitative assessment could be used in further analysis 

of more complex forming operations. 

6.2.3. Stretching Behaviour 

Although major contributions have been made to the stretching 

behaviour of sheet metals83 ,87 , 96 , the' relationship between this and 

the0 texture of the materials is still fairly unexplored. The principal 

reason for this is the lack of a general relationship linking texture 

and the work hardening behaviour of th~ material. Also, for most 

commercial materials, little detailed information exists about the 
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first proposition the use of texture simulation and highly textured 
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Jecond case the quantitative assessment could be used in further analysis 

of more complex forming operations. 

6.2.3. Stretching Behaviour 

Although majo r contributions have been made t o the stretching 

behaviour of sheet metals83 ,87 , 96 , the ·relationship between this and 

theo texture of the materials is still fairly unexplored; The principal 

reason for this is the lack of a general relationship linking texture 

and the work hardening behaviour of the· material. Also, for most 

commercial materials, little detailed information exists about the 



evolution of the texture under complex loading conditions . In the 

present work, a first approximation was made to describe the 

stretching be~aviour of a range of sheet metals using a model based 

134. 

on both texture and macrbscopic plasticity theories. Only the initial 

texture was considered. A further extension of this work could thus 

sta rt by measuring the texture of sheet metals at a number of stages, 

duri ng loading under a specific stress state. Togethe r with 

experimentally measured stress -strain data, under the same stress 

condition, this study could yield informa.tion on the adequacy of 

ass uming isotropic hardening and texture unchangeability when modelling 

the stretching behaviour of metal sheets . Also, a better and larger 

experimental set- up should be uJ d in order to obtain more accurate 

data. 
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APPENDIX I 

ADAPTA1ION OF MARCINIAK AND KUCZYNSKl'S THEORY 

The adaptation of the Marciniak and Kuczynski 96 analysis for the 
purpose of using the information embodied in the crystallographic 
upper bound yield loci take the following assumptions: 

( i ) The plastic potential is given by , 

- ,6 7 t-n n-l f( a1 ,a2) l en (a) 

where 

1.;.; ' 
\ I I / 

= 

a 

Th" I I Iii..-

= 

= al 
n= 1 

02 
/al 

+'l r-.,.1 • ,vn rulG is exp~essed 

= A .0"_ 
oa.' 

1 
i = 1,2 

I 

h .. 
U.J' 

02 = 

and 

(iii) 

where>. is a constant. 

* The hardening rule is assumed to be, 

6 7 n-1 al . l en a 
n=l 

where a
0 

an mare constants and s
0 

is the 
diffuse instability effective strain given by, 

* A t . t V ' 111 l t . . . . t th d f th n ex ens,on o oce s re a 10n 1s given a e en o e appendix. 

( I. 1) 

( I . 2) 



I.2 

£0 = z m ( I .4) 

where Z is the 
-\ Consi dere 86 criti ea 1 subtangent described in Appendix 

II. ; is thus the additional effective straining beyond the di ff use 

instability. The appearance of an M&K inhomogeneity is assumed to 

take place only after the material has reached diffuse instability99 . 

So, the strains from the M&K theory are added to the diffuse necking 

ones to obtain the limit strains . 

Applying (I.2) to (I.l) one obtains for ~egion A in Figure 2.8, 

5 6 
n-1 di:::lA = - ACT 1A l (7-n) C a 

n= l n ( I . 5) 

5 7 n-2 ds2 = - ACT lA l ( n-1) en a 
n= 1. 

( I.6) 

~ .I; ,t 

5 7 , 5/6 
d;A = 6AcrlA I (Cn an-,) 

n=l 
( I. 7) 

and from the volume-constancy condition, 

( I.8) 

ds2 is assumed to be the independent variable and have the same 

value in side and outside the groove. 

It is assumed that the· ratio of the principal stresses in region 

A remains constant. Therefore, from (I.5), (I.6), (I.7) and (I.8), 
the following constant ratios are obtained, 

'I I JI 

! I 
I 

I 

II 
I ii 

, I 

1 1 



d~A £A 
B (a) d£2 = = £2 

d£1A £1A 
D( a) d£2 ' = = £2 

dF;. 3A £ 3A 
G (a) dF;. 2 = = £2 

and also, 

cklA d£2A <lF:. 3A ,£A = = = £1A £2A £3A, £A 

The plane-strain stress ratio~ ap' can be obtained from (I.l) by 
applying the condition ~ [(~ )6] = O. oa -

CJ 
Therefore, 

It is convenient now to introduce the variable · 

u = 

In Figure 2.8, the equilibrium of forces in a cross-section 
perpendicular to the groove yields, 

I 

I, I 

I.3. 
, II 

,,, I 

11

111 
I 

(I.9) 

( I. 10) 

(1.11) 

(I .12) 



Differentiating (I.12) and (I.11) and using (I.10) one obtains, 

du dcrA da8 + dE3A - dE3B - = __.___ - -u -· a a . . 
A B_-

(I.13) 

where dE3A 
dtA 

and dE3B 
dt8 = 

tA . = 1s-

From (I.3) there results, 

dcrA md;A 
= -a Eo+EA 

(I .14) 
, 

do8 md;B 
= - -crB Eo+EB 

At an_y moment, the stress state in region Bf~s different from that in 

region A, in Figure 2.8. If u is known, at a certain moment, the 

stress ration in B, 

the equation , 

a 
o = 2B , can be obtained from (I.l) by solving alB 

I C on-l - ~ = o 
n:;:l n u (I.15) 

And so it can be shown that, 

d;B 
6T5 7 -1 

[u
5 l ( n-1) C 0n-2] {I .16) dE2 

= 
n=2 n 

EB = d;B {I.17) 

II 



I.5 

= f (7-n)C 8n-l/ f (n-l)C 8n-2 
n=l n - n=2 n 

( I.18) 

(I.19) 

With (I.7), (I.8), (I.14), (I.16), (I.17) and (I.19), the differential 

Equation (I .13) can be solved . In the beginning, crA = a8, and 

a = a
0 

is selected. Using -(I .1 2), an initial value u = u
0 

can be 

obtai ned from (I .11 ) . Using small increments of dE 2, a subsequent 

value u = u1 can be found and used as the new starting point. The 

iterat i on is finished when u = ),which corresponds to reaching plane 

strain in the groove . 
111 

If Voce ' s hardening r~le is used in (iii), in the form, 

it can be shown that, 

( I. 20) 

where Z is the critical subtangent. With this modification 

materi als with exponential hardening behaviour, such as copper and 

copper alloys, can be studied. 



APPENDIX I I 

CALCULATION OF THE CDrlSIDERE SUSTMJGENT 

The generalized Considere86 subtangent, Z, for diffuse 
instability is defined as, 

1 1 dcr 
7. = 

To obtain Z from the predicted upper bound crysta 11 ographi c 
yi eld loci it is assumed that these can be described by Equation , 
(I.l) and that the flow rule is ~ iven by (I.2), in Appendix I. 

Differentiating (I .l ) one. obtains, 

, g dCJ 1 + h dCJ 0 da I I <.. = 6 5/6--
f 

J"'11'\ .sir~,. 

a. 

where f = f(a) = (; ) 6 a. CJ 1 
and 

g(a.) . 1 of g = = -5 oCJ
1 CJ 1 

h h (a.) 1 of = = -5 oCJ
2 CJ 1 

Also, it can be easily shown that, 

f 5/6 
ds 6 a: 

dE: l = g 

If the loading remains unaltered, .at instability one has, 

I I. l 

(II.l) 

(II.2) 

(II.3) 

(II.4) 

(II .5) 

(II.6) 

: [, 

!' I 1 

I I 
,, I 11 

,1 ,, 



II.2 

(II.7) 

Taki ng relations (II.2) to (II.7) into (II.l), one obtains, 

1 cta g2+ah2 
(II.8) = 

36 f 11 76-o d~ 
a 

from which, 

f 11/6 
z 36 a , 

(II.9) -· 
2 ~ -

g(a) +ah( ~) 

As shown in Appendix I, Z can Ge used to cct1cu1ctte the effective 
- ... 

strain at diffuse instability for either t~abolic or exponential 

hardening ru le. 
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. **** PROGRA~ FOR CALCULATI~G AND PLDTTIN~ **** **** POLYCRYSTALLINE YIELD LOCI **** /*CONTROL DATA PASSED AS A PARA~ETER*/ /~PARS(l)=TITLE, PARS(2)=ROTATI0N, PARS(3)=LO~EST*/ /*ANGLE TO RD*/ 
/*PARS(4)=1'1U• OF THE FIGURE ON THE GRAPH*/ /*'iSPEAf<" IS A FlLE \\'HlCH SHOULD BE SET I" "ENVGu*/ LOC3: 

PROCEDURE(PARMG) CPTIUNS(MAIN) REORDE~; DCL 
( ( MOVETO,DRAWTO,SCALE,SCLCHR} ENTRY(FLOAT,FLOAT) • CRTPLT CNTRY(BlN rIXE.D(31) ,FL)AT) ,(ORIGIN,LOCCHR) ENTRy(FLOAT,FLOAT,3IN FIXEDl31)),PLTCH~ ENTRY (BIN FlXED(3l)l) CPTIONS{FORTRAN) ,PLTSTR ENTRY {CHAR(80) VAR) ExT,UN~IST ENTRY EXT,GETW ENTRY EXT, wco:10.0:1 0,0:101.cR CHA~(I8},PARMG CHA~(32) VAR, PARS{4) CHAR(8),NAME CHAR(8),FPARM CHAR(32), TITLE CHAR(BO) VAR,GIN ENTRY EXT,G(O:to,o:t0,0:10) INIT{(l331 )O),DI5T(2,72.3) lNIT( (432)0), BET A 1 { 3 ) , 8 ET A 2 ( 3} , PS 1 ( 3) , ? S2 ( 3) • RR l ( 3 ) , RR 2 ( 3 ) , VEC(72,3) INIT((216lO).X UNG{36,3),FlGNB CrlAR{B) VAR, D1{3) INIT((3}0),X(19L,Y(19),C(l9) FPARM=PARMG; 

CALL 0NL1ST(FPAR~, 1 , 1 ,PARS,N); NAME =PARS{ 1 ) i 
ROT=P ARS(2); 
NPLOT =3, 
ROTZR =PARS (3); 
FIGNB=PARS(4); 
TANGL=5, 
CALL CRTPLT(8,2000); ON UNDEFINEOF!LE{SPEAR} GOTO CAR ION; CALL GETW(W,CR,SYS,NSTEP,OR,SP,WM,ERR,RAT,PROG,NAME); K=O; NTANG=36i NLOC=li CA' r• 

DO.KA=l TO NTANGi , CALL GIN{ALPHA,G,LMAX,NCOdl::); DI=O; 
K=ALPHA/TANGL+l, 

DO L=0,2 TO LMAXi 
FM=l; 
DO M=O TO Li 
MM=2 *M; FN=l ; 
DO N=O Tfl l 3Y 2; 
DO F=l TO NPLOT, , D 1 ( f } = D I { F ) + W ( L , rvt • N ) * G ( L • M , N) *CO S D ( M~ ROT * ( F - 1 ) + ROTZR))*FN*FM; ENDi 

FN=2; 
END; 

FM=2i 
END; 

END; 
DO F=l TO NPLOT; DIST{NLOC,K,F).DIST(NLOC,K+NTANG,F)=39e4794l7*D1(F); - END; 

END, 
IF NLOC=l THEN ao; 

DO F=l TO NPLOT; BET A l.{ F ) = D I ST { 1 , 1 , F } / ( SQRT C 2 ) * D I ST ( l , 2 8 , F } ) ; BE T A 2 { F 
0

) = D 1 S T ( -1 , 1 9 , F ) / ( S Q R T { 2 ) * ~ I S T ( 1 • 2 8 , F ) ) ; PS 1 ( F} =DI ST ( 1 , 1 • F) ; PS2(F)=D1ST(l,19,F); END; 
NLOC=2; GOTO CALC, END, NLDC=l; 

DO F=l TO NPLOT; 
DO K=l TO 36; 

DO I=l TO 19; 
IP=62+K+I; . IF IP)=73 THEN IP=IP-72; IF lp)=73 THEN IP=IP-72; 

Y( l)=DIST{ l, IP,F }/COS0(45-5*{I-l)), X(l)=5*(I-l); . END; ANT=O; 
FUR=Y( 1); 

DO I=2 TO 19, 

I 

III• 1 11 

'I ' 



117 Y{ I l )FUR & !-,=2 THEN oo; 
X1=5*(I-3); 
X?.. = 5 * ( I - 2 ) ; 
X3=5*C I-1); 
C3=( (ANT-FUl<)/{Xl-X2)-(FUR-Y(!) )/(X2-X3) )/(Xl-X3); 
C2={ANT-FUR)/{Xl-X2l-(X2+Xll*C3: 
Cl=ANT-C3*Xl**2-C2*Xl; 
X CR= -C 2 / ( 2 * C 3 ) ; 
YOO=C3*XCR**2+C 2*XCR+cl; 

GOTO PONi 
END;· 

IF Y(I)>FUR & 1=2 THEN oo; 
YOO=FUR; 
XCR=S*C 1-1); 
GOTO PON; 
END; 

ANT=FUR; 
FuR=y ( I); 
END; 
PON: 

XUNG(K,F)=5 *( K-l)+XCR-45; 
VEC(K,FJ.VEC(K+36,FJ=YOO; 
END; 
HNT=TANO(ABS(XUNG{19,F)-90}); 

GNT=TAND{~ 8S (XUNG(l,F))J; 
RRl(FJ=GNT/(1-GNTJ; 
RR2{F)=HNT/( 1-HNT); 

111.2 

PUT FILE(SPE AR) EOIT((VEC{K,F) DO K=l TO 36))(6(F(8,5))}i 
CARIOf--.J: 

END; 
DO F=l TO NPL.OT; 
ROTAT=ROTZ R +RDT*(F-1 ); 

PUT PAGE EOIT{'NAME.: 1 ,NAr-vE, 1 
1 9RQTAT){SKIP(1),A,A,A, 

ROTATION: 

FC6,2)); 
PUT E0IT( 1 MEC HANIC4L PR.PERTIES:•){SKIP(l)~A)i 
PUT SKIP DAT A{3CTAl(F},BETA2{F),PS1{F)~PS2{F}, 
RP. l ( F ) , RR2 { F) ) ; 

P UT EDIT{' UPPER BOUND 

PUT EDIT('ANGLE TO X 
STRESS VCCT 

LmvER £30UND')(SK1P{l),A); 
Airs ANGLE OF T~NGENT NOR MAL 

OR MODULUS 
nn v-, Tn ..,r. • 
'-'\J ,,-:a. I\J -.J Vt 

- ~ 
STRESS VECTOR M~ LUS 1 ){ SKIP{ll,A); 

AhlGL E=5*{K-l)i . 
PUT EDIT(ANGLE ~XUNG(K,F),VEC{K,F),DIST(2,<,F)){SKIP{1),X{5), 
F ( 3 .t O) , X { 2 1 ) , F ( 6 • 2 } , X ( 2 0 ) , F ( 7, 4) , X { 26) , F ( 7, ,~ ) ) 
END; 
END; 
CALL MOVET0(0 ,300), 
CALL DR AW TO(l00 , 300); 
CALL ORIGIN(0 ,19 7e0)i 
CALL SCLCHR(O.a.o.8); 
DO JJ=l TO 3; 
GAMA=ROT*(JJ -1 )+ROTZRi 
CA LL MOVETOC68,0); 
CALL PLTCHR(96 ) ; 
DO y U= lO TO ~ OBY lOi 
CALL ORAWT0{68, YU); 
CALL PL TCHR ( 96) ; 
END; 
CALL MOVET0(65,76); 
CALL PLTCH P.(16B); 
CALL MOVET0(28e40)i 
CALL PLTCH R (79); 
DO xu~J8 TO 108 ~y 10; 
CALL DRAWTO(XU,40); . 
CALL PLT CHR(79)i 
END; 
CALL MOVETO( 104,35), 
CALL PLT(HR(l67J; 
CALL LOCCHR(ll5,60,0); 
PUT STRI!\JG(TITLE) EDI1{ 1 ROTATIO'l! ;•GAMA,' DG•)(A.F{t;.d}.A) ; 
CALL PLTSTR(TITLC); 
CALL ORIGIN{68~40,0); 
CALL SCALEC40/4,40/4); 
CALL MOVETO ( VCC (1 • JJ) • 0) 



I 17 . Y { I ) )FUR & I ,: 2 THEN DO; 
X1=5*(I-3); 
X?=5* C 1-2); ' 
X3=5*( I-1); . 
C3=( (ANT-FUR)/(Xl-X2)-{FUR-Y(!))/{X2-X3)}/(Xl-X3}; 
C2={ANT-FUR)/{X1-X2l-(X2+Xl)* C3 ; 
Cl=ANT-C3*X! **2-C2 *X!; 
XCR-=-C 2/ C 2 * C-:1) ; 
YOO=C3*XCR**2+C2*XCR+Cl; 

GOTO PON; 
EN D; 

IF Y(I}>FUR & 1=2 THEN oo; 
YOO=FU R; 
XCR=S*CI -t}; 
GOTO PON; 
END; 

ANT=FUR; 
FuR=y C I); 
END; 
PON: 

XUNG(K,F)=S *( K-l)+XCR-45; 
VE C(K,FJ ,VEC(K+36, FJ=YOO; 
EtJD; 
HNT =TAND( ABSCXUNG{t9,F)-90)); 

GNT=TAND{~BS{XUNG{l,F))}; 
RRl(F)=GNT/(1-GNT); 
RR2{F) =H NT/(l-HNT): 

III.2 

PUT FILE(SPEAR) EDIT((VEC{K,F) DO K=l TO 36})(6(F(8,5))}; 
CARION: 

ENO; 
DO F=l TO NPL_OT; 
ROTAT =ROT ZR+RDT*(F-1); 

PUT PAGE EDIT{ 1 N .I\ME:: 1 ,NAME,• 
'~ROTAT){SKIP(1),A,A,A, 

ROTATION: 

F{6,2)); L 
PUT EDIT( 1 MECHANICI\ L P j UPERTIES:'){SKIP(l)~A); 
PUT SKIP DATA(3ETA1[F)~BETA2{Fl,PS1{F),PS2{FJ, 
RR 1 ( F ) , RR2 { F) ) ; 

PUT EDIT{' UPPER BOUND 
, , LO\'IER !30UND'){SKIP{l),A}; 
PUT EDIT( 1 ANGLE TO X AXIS ANGLE OF T~NGENT NORMAL 

STRESS VECT 
OR MODULUS STRESS VECTOR MODULUS•} {SKIP{l),A); 
f'"'\r1 v-• Tn ?r.. • L,""" 1,-~ IU VVt 

ANGLE =S *(K-1); [~ 
PUT EDIT(ANGLE,XUNG{K,F),VEC{K,FJ,DIST{2,<,F}){SKIP(l},X(5), 
F ( 3, 0) , X ( 2 l ) , F ( 6 • 2 ) , X ( 2 0 ) , F { 7, 4 ) -~ X ( 2 6 ) , F ( 7 , I+ ) ) ; 
END, 
END; 
CALL MUVETU(0,300li 
CALL DRAWTC{l00,300}; 
CALL ORIGIN( O, 197,0); 
CALL SCLCHR(0.8,0.8); 
DO JJ=l TO 3; 
GAMA=ROT*(JJ-1 )+ROTZR; 
CALL MOVET0{68,0) ~ 
CALL PLTCHR(96); 
DO yU=lO TO 80 BY 10, 
CALL ORAWT0(68.YUJ; 
CALL PLTCHR(96); 
END; 
CALL MOVET0(65.76); 
CALL PLTCHP(l68); 
CALL MOVl:::T0{28,40); 
CALL PLTCHR(79); 
DO xU=38 TO 108 ~y 10; 
CALL DRAWTO(XU,40); . 
CALL PL TCHR ( 79) i 
END; 
CALL MOVET0(104,35)i 
CALL PLTCHR(l67); 
CALL LOCCHR(l15,60,0)i 
PUT STRING(TrTLE) !::Dll{ 1 ROTATI0'~; ;,GAMA, 1 DGi)(A,F(t;..1),A): 
CALL PLTSTR(TITLC); 
CALL ORIGIN(68140,0); 
CALL SCALE(40/4,40/4); 
CALL MOVETO(VC:C(l ,JJ),O); 

I 

' 
i 



DO I=l TO 72, 
XX= VEC(I.JJ) * C0SD(5*U-l)); 
YY=VEC( I, J J) *Sum ( 5* ( I-1)) ; 
CALL DRAWTO(XX,YY)i 
END; 
CALL DRAWTO(VEC{l,JJ},O); 
CALL MUVETO(DIST(2,l,JJ),O}i 
DO I = l TO 72; 
xx=D1 ST(2,.I,JJ)>l' C0S0(5*{ I-1)); 
YY=DIST( 2,I,JJ)*SIND(5*{I-l))i 
CALL DRAWTO{XX,YY); 
END; 
CALL ORAWTO{DIST{2.1,JJ),O), 
CALL SCALE{4/40,4/40); 
IF JJ<3 THEN CALL ORIGIN(-68,-128,0); 
END i 
CALL LOCCHR(47,-20,0}i 
PUT STRING(TITLE) EDIT( 1 Yil;:LD LOCUS FOR: 1 ,PARS(l))(A,A)i 
CALL PLTSTR{TITLE}; 
CALL SCLCHR( le 2 5,l.25); 
CAL L LOCCHR(47 ,-40,0); 
PUT STRING(TITLE) EDITPFIG.:•)(A), 
CALL PLTSTR{TITLE); 
ENDPLOT: END LDC3i 

III•3 



/tUPPER BOUND EARING USLNG Y.L. COEFFICIENTS*/ /*GOOD FOR PENCIL AND RESTRICTED GLIDE*/ YE AR ; . 
PROCEDURE[PARMG) OPTIONS{MAIN); 

DC L 
{(MOVETO,DRAWTQ,SCALE,SCLCHR} CNTRY(FLOAT~FLOAT),{ORIGIN, LOCCHR) ENTRY{FLOAT,FLOAT,OIN FIXE0(31)),PLTCHR ENTRY(RIN fl XED(31})} OPTIUNS(FOfHRAN),P LT STR ENTRY(CHAR{80) VAR.) EXT, STR CHAR.(80) VAR,GEnv ENTRY EXT, W(0:10.0:10,0:10>, GJ N ENTRY EXT,G{O:lO,O:l0,0:10) lNlT«13Jl}O), uNLlS T ENTRY F.XT,FPARM CHAf~{32},PAf1S(3) C-iAR(8), PARMG ::::HAR(32) VAR,CR CHAR(l8),NAME CHAR(8) ,DD(l9)., SYST CHAR(8) VAR; 

FP ARM=PARMG; . · CALL UNL1ST(FPARM, 1 ,'~PARS~N); 
NA ME=PAf<S ( 1); 
SYST=PARS( 2); 
Fl GN!:3=PARS { 3) i 
CALL GETWCW,CR,SYS,NSTEP,OR,SP,WM,ERR,RAT,PROG,NAME); DD= O; 
IF SVST= 1 BCC' THEN VV=980; 
ELS E VV=l80i 
DO F=l TCJ 19; 
IF F)l THEN CLOSE FILE{GCOEFFS); cu=o; 

DO · LU=O TO 32; 
CALL GIN(ALPHA,G,LMAX,NCODE); IF ALPHA.)=90 THi::N DOi 
DD T=O; 
DO L=0,2 TO L MAXi 
FM = l; 

DO M=O TO L; 
MM= 2*M; 
FN=l; 

I 

DO N=O TO L BY 2; 
DDT=DDT+Vf (L ~"1 ,N} *G(L, M, N} *CfJSD( r-.iM*5*( F-1}) *FN*FM; F N=2; 

ENDi ' 
FM=2; 

END; 
END; 

CU=CU+l/DDTi 
END; EN!), 
OD{ F -} =CU; 

END; 
DMEAN=O; 

DO · I = l T O l 9 ; 
zxc = 1 ; 

IF l=l I 1= 1 9 THEN ZXC=0 . 5; DMEAN=DMEAN+ZXC*DD(IJ; 
END; 

DME AN =0MEAN/1B; 
DD= C: D/Df-,1EAN; 

DMIN= MIN(DD( I) ,DD(2) ,DO{ 3) ,DD(4) :, 0D(5) ,OD( 6} ,00(7} ,DD{8), D D ( 9 ) , DO ( 1 0 ) , D D { 1 1 } , DO <12 ) , D D ( 13 ) , D) ( 1 4) , D D { 15 ) , D D ( 1 6) , DD(17),D0(18},DD( 19)); 

III•4 

DMA X =MAX ( DO ( 1} , D D ( 2) , D:) { 3) , D D { 4) , DD ( 5 j , DD ( 6 ) , DO ( 7) , D D { 8 } , DD ( 9 ) , OD ( 1 0 ) • DD ( l l ) , D D ( 1 2 } , D D ( 1 3} , D D ( 1 4) , D) { 1 5) , D D ( 1 6 ) , D D { l 7 ) • 
0D(1 8 ),DD(l9)); 

DELTA=nMAX-OMIN; 
DD:-1= 1 -D MIN, 
CALL MOVET0(0.210); 
CALL DRA WTO (l0 0,2 10}; 
CALL MO VE TO( 45, 5 0) ; 
DO XA =55 TO 2 L5 'RY 10; 
CALL DRAWTC(XA , 50); 
CALL P LTCHR {79) , 
END ; 
CAL L DRA WT0 {22S.50); 
CAL L DRAW T0(225,170); 
CALL DRA~ T0 ( 4S.17 0) : 
CAL L DRAW T0{45,50}; 
CAL L L OCCH R ( lOA,30.0); PU T STRING(STR) CDI T{'EARlNG F OR: 1 ,NAM E )(A~A); CALL PLTSTR(STA); 
CA LL LO CCHR( 123,20.0); PUT STRiNG(STR) ED1T( 1.FJG.:'){A); 

Ill 



CALL PLTSTR(STR); . 
CA LL SCLCHR(0.7,0.6); 
DO XA=O TO 18; . 
X0=40+XA*!O; 
XAX A=90-XA* 10; 
CALL LOCCHR{X0,45,0); 
PUT STR[NG(STR) EDIT(XAXA)(F(3,0)); CALL PLTSTR(STR); 
END; 
CALL L0CCHR(I23,40,0); 
PUT STRING(STR) EDIT('ANGLE TO RD')(A); CALL PLTSTR{STR); 
CALL LOCCHR{25,120,0); 
PUT STRING(STR) EDIT( 'R!::LATIVE'HA); CALL PLTSTR(STR); 
CALL LOCCHR(25,115,0); 
PUT STRING(STR) EDlT('EARING'){A); CALL PLTSTR(ST R ); 
CALL ORIGIN(45,75,0); 
CALL SCALE(l,VV); 
DDY=D;)( 1 )-DMIN; 
CALL MOVETO(O,DDY}; 
DO I=l TO 36; 
XMM =5*I; 
I G= I+ l ; 
IF 1)18 THEN IG=37-I; 
DDY=DD(IG)-DMIN; 
CALL DRAWTO{XMM,DDY); 
END; 
DMIX =DMIN, 
DMIN=lOO::t-DMIN, 
MDIN=DMINi 
DMIN =MDIN/J. 00; 
CALL MCVETO(O,DMIN-DMIXJ: 
CALL PL TCHf< { 96} ; 
CALL LOCCHR(-11,DM[N-DMIX,IO); 
PUT STRING{ STR) EOIT(DMI, {F(4,2)); CALL PLTSTR(STR); 
CALL LOCCHR(-li,DDM,O); 
PUT STRING{ST R) ~DIT(l.OOJ(F(4,2)) 
CALL PLTSTR(STR); 1 

CALL LOCCHR(O,DD~,O)i 
CALL PLTCHR(96)i 
r'lrr. .. . , 1,., -'"' l• A ._J • 
1J1 11•VA-Ul11~r\/\. t 

DMAX=lOO*DMAX+li 
LDET A=D MJ\X; 

DMAX=LDE:.TA/100 ; 
DELTA=DMAX-DMIX; 

CALL MOVETO(O,DELTA)i 
CALL PLTCHR{96}; 
CALL LDCCHR{-11,DELTA,O); 
PUT STRING(STRJ ED1T(DMAX){F(4,2)); CALL PLTSTR(STR); 
PUT SKIP DATA{NAME}; 
PUT SKIP DATA{DMIN,DMAX,DMEAN,DELTA,DD); END YEAR; 
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**** MODIFICATION OF THF:: MARCINIAK A\ID KUCZYNSKI**** **** MODEL FOR 6IAXlAL STRETCHING OF SHEETS **** l*M• & K* SOLUTION USING Y.L. FITTED EQUATION*/ RUTTA: PROCEDURE CPTIONS(MAINJ; 
DCL 
RAIZ(6),.A(7) ,PRINT CHAR(2} VAH, 

PA02A ENTRY{(*) FLOAT,FLOAT~FLJAT,.BtN FIKED(31)~ 
B 1 N F I X:::: D ( 3 l ) , B I N t= I X CD ( 3 l } , B IN F 1 X ED ( 31 ) , ( * ) FLOAT " FLOAT ) oPTlONS(FORTRAN),NAME CHAR(BO) VAR,{C(o:6),AF(0:6),AP(0:6). F{4)) FL:JAT DECI'-1AL( 12); . 

GET LIST( NAME); 
GET LIST((C(l) DO I=O TO 6)); 
GET LIST(SANG,ALFp.xN,SUBT,FAC)i 
GET LlST(PRINT); 

DE2=0.0002; EO=XN*SUBT; 
Sl,52=0; ALF=TAND(SANGJ; 

W=0•9*ALFP; 
ElA=Oi 

DO l=O TO 6; 
AF( l )=ALF**I; 
Sl=Sl+CC U*ALFP**I; 

S2=S2+C( l)*AF(l); 
END; 

T6=Sl; Tl=Sl**{l/6); T5=Sl**C5/6); 
UXO=Tl/{FAC¥S2#*{l/6)); 
Sl =O; 
DO I=l TO 6, 
S.l.=Sl+l*C( I }*AF{ I-1); 
ENDi 
BETA=6*((S2**{5/6))/S1), 
S2=0 i 

DO I =O TO 5; 
S2=52+({6-1 )*C(I)+(I+l )*C<I+l))*AF{I); END, . 
GAMA=-S2/Sl, 
S2=0i , 

DO I=i TO o, 
S2=S2+(7-I)*CCI-l)*AF(I-1); 

ENDi 
DEL TA=S2/S1; 

PUT EDIT{NAME){SKIP(l} ~A)~ 
PUT ED1T{ 1 INITIAL CONDITIJNS:•}CSKIP{I},A), 
PUT SKIP DATA(SANG,ALFP~xN~Eo.uxo.FAC,SUBT)i 
PUT EDIT( 'CA LCULATED CoNSTANT STRAIN RATIJS 1 )CSKIP(l) 9 A); PUT SKIP OATA(BETA,GAMA,DELTA); 
PUT EDIT('CALCULATED LCADING PATH A~~,-.·STRA.INS')(SKIP(l),A) s1~S2=o; ElA,ElB=Oi E2.EB8=0; -

E38={GAMA/BETA)*EO; 
UX=UXO, 
DO 1=1 TO 7; 

A ( i ) =c C I -1 ) i 
END; 

DO WH1LE(UX<l.O)i 
DO J= 1 TO 4; 

IF J=l THEN oo; 
XDE2=0i 

DUX=Oi 
END; 
IF J=2 I J=3 THFN oo; 

XDE2=DE2/2; 
DUX=F ( J-1) /2; 

END; 
IF J=4 THEN oo; 

XDE2=DE2; 
DUX=F ( J-1}; 

END: 
XE2=E2+XDE2i 
UX:::UXO+oux; 

EBA=BETA*XE2i 
DSBA=BETA*(XN/(EO+EAAJ.J; 

A{l )=C(O}-T6/{UX**6); 
CALL PA02A(A,W,1.1.NB,NR,NA,6,RAIZ,O)i 
X:::RAIZ{l}i 

I F X<=W THEN oo; 
PUT SKIP DATA(X,UX)i 

GOTO UFA; 
EN D; 



Sl 9 S3=0; 
DO I= l TO 6; 

Sl=Si+l * C(I)*{X **( I-1)); 
. ENO ; 

H=6*(CT5)/{ S1*UX **5)); 
52=0; 

DO I=O TO s; 
52 = S2 + { { 6- I ) * C ( I ) + {.I+ l ) * C( I+ 1 ) ) *< X **I ) ; 

END; 
CA=-52/St; 

. DE8B=Hti< XDE2 ; 
EBBl =E OB+DEBB; 
IF J=4 THEN EB S = EBG +DEBB; 
OS3B=(XN/(E0+EBB1) )*H; 
IF J=4 THEN oo; 

DO l=O TO 5; 
53= 53+{ 6-I )*C(I)*CX**I); 

END; 
DE1B= XDE2*{S3/S1); 
OE3B=CA*XDE2; 

END; 
F( J)=UX*{DSBA-DS BB+GA~A-CAJ•DE2; 
Sl,S2=0; 
END, 
UX=UXO+(F{1)+2*F{2)+2*F(3) +F{4))/6; 
UXO=UX; . 
E2 =E2+0E2; 
E1A=DELTA*E2; 
ElB =E lB+ABS ( DElR); 
E3lJ=E3i3 +1)£38; 
I F A8S(E3B))=0.~93147 THEN Do; 

PUT EDIT( '**Ll ~IT THICKNESS STRAIN = 50% 
REACHED**')(SKIP(l).A); 
_,...,.,..._ 4 .. ~ • • 

\,JUI U vr-M, 

END; I 
s1. s2=0; 
IF PRINT:ipt THEN 
PUT SKIP DA~A(UX,E2.E1A,E B,E3B); 

IF ux>=l THEN oo; 
PUT EOIT{ '**PLANE STRAIN C~NDITION FOR UX REACHED**') 

{ SK I P { 1 } • A} ; 
GOTO UFA; 
Ei-.JD, 
PUT SKIP DAT A( UX) ; 
GOTO UFA; 
END; 

ENDi 
UFA: 
V=EO/BETA ; 
ElAF=ElA+DE LTA *V; 
E2AF =E2 + V; 
E1BF=E1G+9ELTA*V; 

PUT SKIP DATA(E1AF,E2AF,El8F,E3B); 
FlM! END P.UTTA; 
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Table 2.1 

Generalised Schmid's Law. Resolved shear stress, a , on the twelve ns 
resticted glide {111}<110> slip systems as a function of the stress 
tensor components referred to the crystal cubic axis. k is the 
critical resolved shear stress for slip (reference 18, p.60). 

System Yield expression 

I. (111)[011] 

2. (111) (!OIJ 

3. (lll)[IIOJ 

4. (TII)[OTIJ 

5. (ITI)[IOI] 

6. (TII) [T IO) 

7. (!ll}[Oll) 

8. (II 1)[101) 

9; (II I) [TIO) 

10. (I TI) [OITJ 

11. (111)[101) 

12. (III)[I IO] 



Table 3.1 

Generalized pencil-glide Schmid's law. Yie l d expressions for the four <111> slip directions using 

Bishop and Hill notation (after Piehler
58

). 

Slip direction Yield Expression 

1 [111] 
2 - ....._ 2 2 

(C-F+G) + (A-Get.) + (B-H+F) = 9K
2 

[ll l] 2 2 2 9K
2 

2 (C+F+G) + (A-G-H) + (B+H-F) = 

I i.~ 

3 [111] 
2 2 2 

9K
2 

(C+F.:.G) + (A+G+H) + (B-H+F) = 
. 

4 [111] 
2 · 2 2 

9K
2 

(C-F-G) + (A+G-H) + (B+H+F) = 



Table 3.2 

Restricted glide upper bound single crystal S-values. For eiach orientation the two rows give values 
along the X-axis and the Y-axis, respectively. 

Orientation Angle of locus rotation 

00 15° 22.5° 30° 45° 90° - -- ---

r-5 0.707 1 
{001}<110> 

0.5 - 0 , l,p7 1 

t 1.06 1 
{110}<110> 

1.06 2 t. 25 . · · l ,_,366 1.125 
{111}<110> ~ c;,;, I-

1.125 1.366 1.25 
-

r-804 1.495 0.675 
{4 4 11}<11 11 8 > 

0. 675 1.495 0.804 

{°'889 1.09 1.11 
{110 }<112> 

1. 11 2.09 0.889 



Table 3.3 

Pencil glide upper bound single crystal B-values . For each orientation the two rows give values 

along the X-axis and the Y-axis, respectively. 

Orientation angle of rotation 

00 15° 22.5 
0 

30° 45° 90° 
--- --- ----

r-5 0.66 1 
{001}<110> 

0.5 - 0.66 1 --~ 
{: 

.. 
0.998 1 

{110}<110> 
0.998 2 

, %.168 1.28 1.129 
{111 }<110> \ 

:· ,,. 
l.129 1.28 1.168 

t-318 1.1 1.1 
{332}<110> 

1.1 1.1 1.318 
-

t.856 1.65 0.967 
{112 }<11 0> 

0.967 1.65 0.856 



Table 4.1 

. 
Chemical composition of the Ti-bearing steel used in this work 

C 0.006% 

s 0.027% 

p 0.015% 

Mn 0.26% 

I 

Sol.Al. 0.026% 

Tot.Al. 0.024% 

N2 O.O.Q66% 
~ 

Cu 0.015% 

Nb <0.01% 

Ti 0.192% 

This material was kindly supplied . 

by the B.S.C. Strip Mills Division 

at Port Talbot . 



Table 4.2 

Composition and finishing treatments of the steels supplied for 

the work of reference 10 and whose texture data were used in the 

present work. 

Element Rimmed steel -------
wt% 

C 0.020 

s 0.022 

p 0.006 

Mn 0.270 

Cu 0.090 

Ni 0.060 

Sn 0.020 

Si _0.010 

Cr 0.070 

02 

N2 0.0028 

Total Al 0.030 

Sol.Al 0.01 

Ti 

Finishing Treatments 

Finishing Temp.· 
Mean 

Coiling Temp. 
Mean 

898-937°C 
920°C 

653-620°C 
653- 631°C 

Al-killed steel 

I 

wt% 

0.035 

0.022 

0 . 008 

0.240 

0.030 

0 . 025 

0.010 

,.~ ~ 
; ~ 

0.0074 

0.047 

0.040 

882-904°C 
893°C 

598-549°C 
582°c 

Ti-bearing steel 
wt% 

0.008 

0.013 

0.011 

0.39 

0.0075 

0.0056 

0.008 

0.24 

,.. 

871-947°C 

566-677°C 



Table 4.3 
General information on the materials u sed in the present work. Materials with a(*) were supplied by 
Prof. H.P. StUwe , Leoben, Austria. 

Code Material rolling heat thickness grain size origin avail able 
(%) treat ment (mm) (µm) for exp. Super 

Ruberg 
11 SAL95CR 95 - - - no purity Al 

HA.LAN 
high purity 

95 
.. 

300°C/2h 1.25 - present work yes Al 
'---· 

C!:15CR copper 95 - 1.25 - present work yes -C5415 copper 50 400°C/1. 5h 1.5 l'\,25 present work yes '-· 

400°C/1. 5h C8415 copper 80 1.25 present work yes '-· 

·-C942H 0 1.25 - - . .. ~ present work 
copper 95 400 C/2h ... yes 

,___ ___ 
C972H copper 95 700°C/2h 1.25 l'\,50 present work yes '---

RS50AN 
rimmed 

700°C/2h 1.25 . l'\,15 present work steel 50 
y es 

I--

~i-bearing ' ~ ' .... . ~ 
TS70AN 70 700°C/ 20h . , ,. 1.00 l'\,18 present work yes steel 

* rimmed XX=20,30, 
700°C/20h RSXXAN - - no steel 70 and 90 , 

·-* Al-killed XX=20,30,50, 
700°C/20h . 10 KSXXAN - - Goodwill no steel 70 and 90 

,__ 

* Ti-bearing XX=20,30, 
700°C/20h TSXXAN - - no steel 50 and 90 L-

STS50 steel - - - - (*) no 
STS60 steel - - - - (*) no 
ST lOO steel - - - - (*) no 



Table 4.4 

Kemmis' specifications for dies used in cup-testing for sheets of 

a given thickness 

Material thickness 
(mm) 

0.45-0.64 

0.64-0.91 

0. 91-1. 30 

1. 30-1.86 

Die hole diameter 
(mm) 

51.89 
I 

51. 56 

' 53.64 

55.20 

Die profile radius 
(mm) 

7.1 

9.1 

13.0 

18.6 

These dies are to be used in conjunction with a 50mm flatheaded 

punch of profile radius 5mm. 



Table 4.5 

Dimensions of the specimens and spark-machined patches used in the 

stretching tests. 

specimen 
dimensions 

(mm) 

150 X 150 

150 X 150 

75 X 100 

50 X 150 

l 

patch 
dimensions 

(mm) 

25 (round) 

9.5 X 25. 

12.7 X 25 
I~) 

9.5 X 38 



Table ·5.l 

Dimensions (Taylor factor units), relative to the strength in the 
X-axis, of differently oriented predicted upper bound yield loci for 
materials described in Table 4.3. The randomly textured material 
loci and von Mises criterion are also included . Pencil glide (P.G.) 
and restricted glide (R.G.) models were used. 

Material Yield Balanced Plane Pure 
Strength biaxial strain shear 
along the X-component X-component X-component 
x-axis 

RANDOM 
R.G. 3.0662 1 1.0836 0.5419 

RANDOM 
P.G. 2.7110 0.9761 1;1023 0.5677 

0 2.9891 , .0419 1.0715 0.5719 

HALAN 22.5 2.9988 . 1.0435 1.0811 0.5477 ( 

45 2 ._9890 1.0524 1.1281 0.5304 

0 3.0265 1.0295 
~ 

· ~ 1.0847 0.5467 

C5415 22.5 3 . 0396 1.0263 1.0864 0.5423 

45 3.0608 1.0204 1.0917 0.5358 

0 2.2680 1.2772 1. 3483 0.6021 

C942H 22.5 2.8186 1.0298 1.0874 0.6284 

45 3.0227 0.9637 1.0026 0.7208 

0 2.5727 1.0013 1.0515 0.5557 

C972H 22.5 2.5605 1.0160 1.P724 0.7327 

45 2 -. 7661 0.9493 1.0004 0.8443 

0 2.7009 0.9950 1.1172 0.5659 

RS50AN 45 2.7289 0.9825 1.1190 0.5698 

90 2.7339 0.9774 1.1187 0.5597 

I '. 
I 



Table 5 .1 continued 

0 2.6608 i.0230 1.1389 0.5608 

RS70AN 45 2.7528 0.9849 1.1208 0.5714 

90 2.7151 0.9912 . 1.1496 0.5505 

0 2.6947 1.0443 1.1909 0.5693 

RS 90AN 45 2 . 7046 1.0321 1.1957 0.5677 

90 2.7476 1.0076 1.1632 0.5563 

0 2.7341 1.0030 1.1267 0.5634 

KS20AN 45 2.7239 1.0039 1.1477 0.5646 

90 2.7656 0.9850 1.1187 0.5586 

0 2.6849 1.0047 1.2128 0.5517 • KS50AN 45 2.7879 lf 0213 1.1645 0.5664 

90 2.7098 1. 0468 1.1822 0 . 5485 

0 2.6751 1.1113 1. 2815 0.55~7 

KS70AN 45 1.7995 1.0557 
'.~ 

.'·' ·'i.2105 0.5634 

90 2.7051 1.0859 1. 2321 0.5487 

0 2.6604 1.1259 1.2954 0 .5634 

KS90AN 45 2.7288 1. 0883 1.2600 0.5590 

90 2.7299 1.0794 1.2393 0.5485 

0 2.6772 1.0828 1. 2564 0.5556 

.. 
TS50AN 45 2.7965 1.0320 1.1840 0.5678 

90 2.7239 1.0532 1.1858 0.5445 

0 2.6419 1.1122 1.2831 0.5583 

TS70AN 45 2.8013 1.0404 1.2017 0.5676 

90 2.7090 1. 0673 1.2300 0.5443 



Table 5.1 continued 

0 2.6232 1.1202 1.2761 0.5680 

TS90AN 45 2.7081 1.0651 1.2308 0.5644 

90 2.7227 1. 0369 · 1.2471 0 .5530 

RAN DOM 
R.G. 1 0.9995 1.147 0.5744 LOWER 

BOUND P.G. 1 1.0017 1.161 0.5815 

von Mises 1 1 1.1547. 0.5773 

I 

' 



Table 5.2 

Volume fraction (X · random) of some texture components , for di:fferent amounts of rolling reduction prior 
to annealing, for rimmed, Al-killed and Ti-bearing steels, measured within 10° from the ideal orientation. 

component Rimming Steel Al-killed Steel Ti-bearing Steel 

20% 30% 50% 70% 90% 20% 30% 50% 70% 90% 20% 30% 50% 70% 90% 

{ 100}<011> 1.95 1.48 1.31 0 . 78 0.78 2.02 0.96 0.88 0.78 0.01 I 3.22 · 1.54 1.40 0.73 0.74 

-
{211}<011> 2.13 2,41 2,14 2.26 1.67 2.61 2 .13 --·~ 2.15 ... 54 2. 47 I 3 .18 2.37 1.89 2.33 2 . 99 

{111}<110> 1.26 1.56 1.90 2.47 3.18 2.17 3.18 4.14 6.29 5.89 I 1.40 2.38 4.08 5.23 4.91 

{ 111}<112> ' 1.10 1.29 1.46 1.75 5 . 13 1.'7' 2.36 2.78 4.53 6.41 I 1.19 2.50 4.31 5.01 ' 5 .33 

'1 · " 

{223}<ilO> I 1.88 2.36 2.12 2 . 47 2 .26 I 2 . 77 2.88 3.34 4.50 4 .45 I 2. 39 2.42 3.05 3.93 3.73 

{332}<110> I 1.05 1.19 1.46 1.92 2.45 I 1.80 2.47 3.34 4 . 62 3.92 I 1.43 2.07 3.09 3.53 3.11 

{11 11:1 8}<4 4 11> I 1.72 1.76 1.61 1.93 5 . 19 I 2 . 30 2.82 3.08 4.37 6.12 I 2.25 3.04 4.80 5.13 5.48 



Table 5.3 

Experimental stress-strain data obtained f~om tensile (T) ind plane-strain compression (PS) tes ts for 
50% cold rolled and annealed c opper (C5415, see Table 4.3), in various di r ections in the sheet plane. 
K

0
, K

1 
and mare the parameters in Equation (3.28). crWl is the flow stress from each test corres ponding 

to the plastic work at 1% strain i n the rolling direction. 

Specimen KO X m 
1 -

{ 335.49 52.34 7. 06947 
T//RD 

334.13 49.44 6.48223 
-

T//45° 38.1.20 53.152 5.59917 

T//TD 310.00 49.68 7.84392 

4 ~ ~ · ·\' 

PS//RD 350.50 54.73 lb .. 30411 

PS//TD 336.40 57.84 12.16904 

corr . 
coeff. 
- --

-0.99975 

-0.99974 

:..~....99925 

-0.99970 

-099788 

-0.99836 

R 

0.843. 

0.878 

0.989 

1.086 

crWl 

(MN/m2) 

71.572 

68 . 119 

70.961 

69.850 

83.056 

85.503 

relative 

crWl 

1 

1.04 

1.02 

1.22 

1.25 



Table 5.4 

Experimental stress-strain data obtai ned from tensile (T) and plane-strain compression (PS) tests for 

(C942H, see Table 4.3), in various directions in the she,et plane. K0 , K1 and mare the parameters in 

Equation (3.28). crWl i s the flow stre s s from each test corresponding to the plastic work at 1% stra in 

i n the rolling direction. 

Specimen 

T//RD 

T//45° 

T//'l'D 

PS//RD 

PS//45° 

PS//TD 

KO, 

{

233.7 

255.8 

{

300.65 

334.73 

268.65 

203.40 

267.40 

223.7 

Kl 

37.94 

40.91 

40.36 

43.49 

38.99 

24.33 

41.00 

27.00 

m 

' 9.77428 

9.43982 

5 .11719 

4 .35966 

.\7. 5828 
, ~ 
~ 

16.36398 

8. 03197 

15. 21232 

corr. 
coeff. 

-0.99986 

-0.99976. 

·-~9~ 74 ... 
·-0 .99850 

·-0 .99849 

·-0. 99701 

·-0 .99700 

·-0 .99890 

R 

1.169 

1 . 137 

0 . 115 

0.127 

0.948 

crWl 
(MN/m

2
) 

56.08 

59 . 05 

53.38 

55 . 26 

55.35 

55.65 

57.21 

57.94 

relative 

crWl 

1 

1.05 

0.95 

0.98 

0.98 

0.99 

1.02 

1.03 



Table 5.5 

Experimental stress-strain data obtained from tensile (T) and plane-strain compression (PS) tests for 
cube texture copper (C972H, see Table 4.3), in various directions in the sheet plane. K0 , K1 and mare 
the parameters in Equation (3.28). owl is the flow stress from each test corresponding to the plastic 
work at 1% strain in the rolling direction. 

Specimen 

T//RD 

T//450 

T//67, 5° 

T//TD 

PS//RD 

PS//45° 

PS//67.5° 

PS//TD 

KO 

{

226.89 

221.54 

{

654.10 

609.34 

Kl 

25.509 

27.236 

26 . 731 

24.865 

m corr. 
coeff. 

9,59374 -0.9999 

9.71104 -0.9999 

1.14429 -0.9997 

1.20725 -0.9997 

266.7 25.517 4.7788~ . -0.9999 

{

234.10 28.698 9.19717 . ~6~;998 

243.28 26.614 9.04739 -0.9998 

277.70 24.687 6.32296 ·-0. 9995 

307.8 29.661 4.61644 -0.997 

227.4 27.819 9.64382 -0.9953 

217.05 14.882 12.65819 -0.9929 

R 

0.967 

1.055 ••• 
0.0312 

0.0379 

0.243 

1.142 

1.118 

0
w1 

(MN/m
2

) 

43.84 

45.13 

34.75 

33.206 

36.79 

45.504 

44.739 

41.331 

41.90 

44.85 

42.82 

relative 
0

w1 

1 

1.03 

0.79 

0.76 

0.84 

1.038 

1.020 

0.94 

0.95 

1.02 

0.97 



Table 5.6 

Experimental stress-strain data obtained from tensile (T) and plane-strain compression (PS) t ests for 
50% cold rolled and annealed.rimming steel (RS50AN),, in various directions in the sheet plane. 
K

0 , K
1 and mare the parameters in Equation (3.28). crWl and crW

5 
the flow stresses from each t est 

corresponding to the plastic work at 1% and 5% strailn in the rolling direction respectively. 

Specimen I{ n corr. R crWl relative crW5 relative 
coeff. - (MN/m

2
) crWl (MN/m

2
) 0

w5 
T//RD 545.124 0.30312 0.99878 1 . 0:3 134.772 1 218.22 1 ' -

---:• -w ... 
T//22.5° 588.612 0. 32112 0 .99842 0 . 997 134.586 0 . 998 222.69 1.02 

T//45° 548.238 0.29774 0. 99954 0 . 880 137.846 1.023 221 . 73 1.016 

1 ' ,. 
T//67•.5° 561.622 0.31585 0.99854 1.097 132.155 0.9806 217.30 0.995 

• 
T//TD 548.696 0.29654 0.99918 1 . 500 138.498 1.027 · 222.45 1.02 

PS//RD 775.437 0.32131 0.99272 - 165.704 1.23 274.25 1.256 

PS//TD 761.519 0.29370 0.99221 - 180.172 1.336 288.38 1.321 



Table 5.7 

Exper imental stress-strain data obtained from tensile (T) ancl plane-strain compression (PS) tests for 70% 
cold rolled and annealed Ti-bearing steel (TS70AN), in various directions in the sheet plane. Kand n 
are the parameters in Equation (3.27). crWl and crw

5 
are the flow stresses from each test corresponding 

t o t h e plastic work at 1% and 5% stra~n in rolling directioni respectively. 

Specimen 

T//RD 

T//22.5° 

T//45° 

T//67 . 5° 

T//TD 

PS//RD 

PS//45° 

PS//TD 

K 

{

653.654 

559.931 

558.493 

( 598. 788 

t590.914 

620.933 

{

602 .938 

565.419 

1145.206 

1256.082 

1252.170 

n 

0.3209 

0.2605 

0.2537 

0.2740 

0.2642 

0.2773 

0.2850 

0.2591 

0.4333 

0.4421 

0.4729 

corr. 
coeff. 

0. 9~)87 

0. 9~)37 

0.9fl57 

0. 9~)88 

0.9973 

o:9H,,. 
0.9972 

0.9H81 

0.9!)29 

0.9!)36 

0.9748 

R 

1.646 

2.090 

0
w1 

2 
(MN/m) 

148.886 

162.655 

1 .-ai2.._ , 166. 372 

1.362 

1.467 

1.651 

2.03 

2.194 

163.417 

167 .496 

166.177 

158.066 

164.75 

157.209 

163 . . 297 

148.97 

relative 
0

w1 

1 

1.092 

1.117 

1.097 

1.125 

1.116 

1.061 

1.106 

1.06 

1.097 

1.00 

0
W5 

2 
(MN/m ) 

247.99 

251.05 

254.47 

256. 72 

259.78 

262.17, 

251.84 

253.81 

296 . 62 

310.87 

292.37 

relative 
0 w5 

1 

1.01 

1.03 

1 .035 

1.05 

1.06 

1.015 

1.02 

1.20 

1.25 

1.18 



Tab1e ·5.8 

Experimental and predicted R-values using pencil glide (P.G.) and 

restricted glide (R.G.) approache s for Al-killed and Ti-bearing steel 

70% cold rolled and annealed. 

Angle 
KS70AN TS70AN 

From 
R.D. EXP . P . G . R . G . EXP . P . G. R . G. 

0 2.00 2.02 6.08 2.09 1.97 4.25 

, 
22.5 • 1.31 

' 30 1.67 · 1.50 2 . 77 1.50 2.46 

45 L29 l,46 

60 1.61 1.44 
r~ 

3, 41 •~ ;,./ I, 1.35 . 2.79 
.,,:, 

67.5 1.65 

90 2.66 1.83 4.99 2.19 1.95 4.86 

I; 



Table 5.9 

Knoop hardness data for some materials described in Table 4.3 used in 

the determination of their Khn yield loci as described in Section 

4.3.6. The values correspond to paths a, band c in Figure 4.4. 

path 

a 

b 

C 

path 

a · 

b 

C 

a. 

0.5 

2 

-1 

a. 

0.5 

2 

-1 

path a. 

a 

l, 

C 

0.5 

2 

;..1 

path a. -
a 0.5 

b 2 

C -1 

/1-a.+a.2 

0.867 

1.732 

1.732 

mean 
Diagonal 

482.5 

479.3 

469.06 

Std. 
Dev. 

6.22 

3.35 

9.41 

(a) C5415 o0 
Rotation 

11-a.+a. 

0.867 

1.732 

1.732 

2 
mean 

Diagonal 

463.3 . 

4334 4 

Std. 
Dev. 

7.71 

9.33 

9.84 

(b) C972H ' o
0 

Rotation 

Stct . 

K.H.N. 

61.25 

62.02 

64.69 

K.H.N. 

66.38 

65.81 

75.89 

mean 
Diagonal Dev . . ~ K.H.N. 

~ ~ 4i:' 

0.867 

1.732 

1.732 

486.4 

478.88 

430.85 

7.H~ 

6.95 

4.01 

(c) C972H 45° Rotation 

0.867 

1.732 

1.732 

mean 
Diagonal 

381.85 

386.45 

378.50 

Std. 
Dev. 

6.01 

2.94 

9.30 

(d) RS50AN o0 
Rotation 

60.24 

62.02 

76.6 

K.H.N. 

95.5 

99.6 

70.67 

35.80 

37.35 

76. 59 

38.00 

43.81 

69.50 

35.80 

44.22 

112 .49 

55.13 

57.50 



Table 5 .10 

Comparison between predicted and experimental maximum and minimwn 
values of cup profiles, normalized to a mean value, for some material 
whose descriptions are given in Table 4.3. 

Material Relative Earing 

Theoretical Experimental • 
max. min. max. min. 

HALAN 1.03 0.97 1.03 0.915 

C95CR 1.04 0.95 l.Q65 r~ 0.905 

C8415 1.02 0.98 I.047 0.974 

C972H 1.15 0.84 1.135 0.89 

RS50AN 1.01 0.99 1.03 0.96 

TS70AN 1.02 0.98 1.046 0.94 



Table 5.11 

Coefficients of Equation (3:·26) fitted to the upper bound yield locus of some materials using least

squares analysis (see Section 3.6). 

C5415 C972H C972H Ri350AN TS70AN 
0°Rot . 0°Rot. 45°Rot, 0 o0

Rot. 0 Rot. 
---

c1 1.00047 1. 02479 1.01382 0.99606 0.97435 

c2 -2.88351 - 2 .3639 0.164534 . -2.98610 -3.89377 ... ... .. 
c3 9.73051 7.73114 -0.014 142 7.13832 8. 09093 

c4 -12.68838 -11.6327 -0 .86705 -9.05492 -9.52081 

c 5 8 . 70583 8 .15478 ,$.014201 6. 76411 7.14948 

c6· -2 .89815- -2.74738 0.16449 -2.69540 -2.99953 ,. 

c7 0.88466 0 .81279 1.01382 0.86861 0.74181 

ERROR 
0.2 1.2 1.4 0.2 0.5 % 



Table 5.12 

Parameters used in the prediction of the FLDs for 50% cold rolled 

and annealed-copper (C5415), cube texture copper (C972H) in two 

different orientations of the stretching axes (0° and 45° to the 

rolling direction), 50% cold rolled and annealed rimming steel 
(RS50AN) and 70% cold rolled and annealed Ti-bearing steel (T570AN). 
a is the stress ratio 0 /0

1 
for plane strain. f is the M&K ps 2 

inhomogeneity parameter. K
0

, K
1

,m and n are the stress-strain 

equation parameters (see Section 3.6). 

Material KO Kl 

C5415 -0°Rot 352 52 

C972I1 o0 R tl 3"'" ') C: ,O I vV """ 

C972H 330 25 

45°Rot 650 26.7 

Material n 

RS50AN o0
Rot 0.32 

TS70AN 0°Rot 0.27 

m 

6.4 

5.8 

5.8 

1.14 

a 
ps 

0.6715 

J 
0.6234 

0.6832 

0.6832 

a 
ps 

0.4725 

0.5579 

f 02/01 

0.999 all 

0.94 all 

0.94 1 

0.94 others 

- "": 
; ~ 

f 

0.98 all 

0.99 all 
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Figure 2.1 

Schematic representation of the resolved shear stress in the direction 
e in a plane of normal n of a crystal pulled in tension. 

u.,./k · I 

4 r 

Figure 2.2 
61 Isotropic pencil-glide yield locus obtained by Hutchinson , as 

replotted by Piehler58• 
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Looding paths used by Lee and Backofen65 for the experimental 
measurament of yield loci. 
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Details of soma of the testing procedures used by Lee and 
Backofen65 for some of the looding paths shown in (a). 

Figure 2.5 
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Figure 2.6 
Schematic yield loci for R=1 and R~1 showing the stress states t hat 

I 
exist in the wall and flange of ~ partially drawn cup a.rid which are ·. 58 
used in the determination of _the~--parameter (after Piehler ). 

Figure 2.1 
Schematic diagram showing the ra..~ge of stress states existing in 

stretch forming operations. 
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Figure 2.8 

Schematic view of the Marciniak and Kuczynski grooved specimen 
undergoing biaxial streching. Region A is under proportional 
looding. Region B represents the M & K inhomogeneity. 
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Diagram showing the 'l', e and. y5 Euler angles used to express the 

orientation of the crystal axes [100] , [ 010] and l 001] with 

respect to the axes RD, TD and ND attached to the specimen. 
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Figure 3.2_ 
Diagrams showing the parameters and the geometry used i n the 

determination and plot.ting of (a.) lower ton!ld. yield loci .and 

(b) upper bolL~d yield loci. 
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Figure 3.4 
Stereographic projection showing the locus (broken line) of all 
possible pencil glide plane poles which can operate in conjtu1ction 
with the [111] slip direction (after Piehler58)o 
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Figure ?•4 
Stereographic projection showing the locus (broken line) of all 
possible pencil glide plane poles which can operate in conjtmction 
with the [111] slip direction (after Piehler58)G 
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[111] 

[010] 

Figure 3.5 
Diagram showing, based on moment equilibrium, that slip on any 

(hkl) plane and in the [ 111] direction is equivalent to slip 
in any direction [uvw] on the (111) plane. 
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Figure 3.6 

PENCIL 
GLIDE 

RESTRICTED 
GLIDE 

Diagram showing the restricted and pencil glide yield loci on 

a (111) plane. It can be s een that the strain dE is accommodated 

by either two restricted glide slip systems or by only one pencil 
l •d li ' { ~· n• 1·1 5B, g i e s p sya~em ,a1ier rie1_er ;. 



' j . YIELD LOCUS FOR { 0 0 1 }< 1 1 0 > 

. ANGLE TO RD:, 0 .0 DG ANGLE·,,o RD: 22 .5 0(} ANGLE TO RD: 45.0 DO 

(a ) (b) 

Fig·ure 3. 7 

Restricted glide single crystal yield loci for {001}(110) predicted using lower bound 
and upper bound solution:;, kx.es calibrated in Taylor factor units. 

(c) 
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Fiq ure 3. 8 

Rest ricted glide single crystal yield loci for{110}<1Io) predicted using lower 
bound and upper bound solutions. Axes calibrated in Taylor factor units. 
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ANGLE TO RD: "- "'- "'-. ""-, ' • 30.0 DO-

( b) 

Figure 3.9 

Restricted glide single crystal yield loci for { 111} <110) predicted using lower bound 
and upper bound solutions. Axes calibrated in Taylor factor units. 
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YIELD LOCUS FOR { 4 4 11 )< 11 11 8 > 

ANGLE TO RD: 0.0 OG AN~E~ RD: 45,0 OG ANGLE TO RD: 90,0 OG 
(a) ( b) 

Figu re 3. 10 

Restr icted glide single crystal yield loci for\4 4 i1}<n n s)predicted using lower 
bound and upper bound solutions. Axes calibrated in Taylor factor units .. 
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YIELD LOCUS FOR { 4 4 fi )< 11 11 8 > 

ANGLE TO RO: 0.0 0(} ANGl~E#fl RD: 45.0 DG ANGLE TO RO: 90.0 DG 
(a) ( b) 

Figu re 3. 10 

Restricted glide single crystal yield loci for\4 4 il}<n n s}predicted using lower 

bound and upper bound solutions. Axes calibrated in Taylor factor units. 
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Figure 3.11 

Restricted glide single crystal yield loci for f uoJ .(1I2) predicted using lower bound 
and upper bound solutions. Axes calibrated in Taylor factor units. 
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YIELD LOCUS FOR { 0 0 1 }< 1 1 0 > 

ANGLE TO RO: 0.0 OG ANGl~ ·T@~RO: 22,5 OG ANGlE TO RO : 45.0 OG 
(a) . ;fJ,t ( ) . . b 

Figure 3.12 

Pencil glide single crysta l yield loci for { 001} <no> predicted using lower bound 
and upper bound solutions. Axes calibrated in Taylor factor units. 
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• "'"·i 

ANGLE )), RD: 45 .0 DG ANGLE TO RO: 90-0 OG 

(b) 

Figure 3.13 

Pencil gHde single crystal yield loci for { uo](lTo) predicted using lower bound 
and upper bound solutions. Axes calibrated in Taylor factor units. 
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YI ELD LOCUS FOR { 1 1 1 }< 1 1 .0 > 

ANGLE TO RD : 0 .0 DG ANGLE T(l:lD: 15 . 0 DG ANGLE TO RD: 30.0 DO 
( a) ?tJ~ ( b) 

Figu re 3. 14 

Pencil glide si ngle crystal yield loci for { 111)(110) predicted using lower bound 
and upper bound solutions. Axes calibrated in Taylor factor units. 
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YIELD LOCUS FOR { 3 3 2 }< 1 1 0 > 

ANGLE TO RD: 0.0 DG ANGL, 1TO RD: 45 .0 DG . ANGLE TO RD: 90 .0 DG 
(a) (b) 

Figure 3.15 

Pencil glide single crystal yield loci for {332] <iio) predicted using lower bound 
and upper bound solutions. Axes calibrated in Taylor factor units. 

(c) 
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YIELD LOCUS FOR { 1 1 2 }< 1 1 0 > 

ANGLE TO RD : 0.0 DO ANGLE TO RD : 45.0 DG ANGLE TO RD: 90.0 DG 
( a) - ~ 

!{,111 
(b) 

Figure 3. 16 

Pencil glide single crystal yield loci for {112] (110) predicted using lower bound 
and upper bound solutions. Axes calibrated in Taylor factor units. 

(c) 
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Figure 3.17 
Theoretical and experimental profiles of cups pressed from single 

76 crystal by Tucker • is the predicted radical strain. The sheet 
plane is parallel·to (a) (001), (b) (011), (c) (111), (d) (112). 
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Figure 3. ·!.§. 

Schemat ic representation of the strain state3 in the flange and 
i n the cu:p wall of a partially drawn cup. At both places plane 
etr.ess cru1 be assumed as a first approximation. 



Figure 3.19 
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Schematic diagram showing the range of stress states assumed to 
exist radially in the bla..~k at the beginning of the draving operation. 
H-stresa state at the die hole; E--stresa state at the blank edge. 
dw is the incremental plastic work. 
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Predicted single crystal ear ing profiles for (a) { 110} (' 001) and 
(b) l 112} < 110> orientations, both using pencil glide deformation 
mode and upper bound solution. 
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(b) { 223} < 110) orientations, both using pencil glide deformation 
mode and upper bound solutiono 
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Predicted single crystal earing profiles for (a) { OOi 1 < 100) 
and (b) { 112} < 111) orientations, both using restricted glide 
deformation mode and upper bound solution. 
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Figure 4.2 
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(a) Plan.e-stra.in compreesion device showing ( 1) upper indentor 
(2) lower indentor (3) indentor guides. 

(b) Plane-strain indentation and the stresses which act on an 
element of the plastic zoneo 
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PRINTED GRID 

(a) A 

I 

Pl'FE SPACER 
PATCH 

.(b) 

!,i@!'e 4.3 
Diagrama showing details .of the stretching test used in the present 
work. {a) Details of the test components (b) cross section of a test 
in progress. 



Figure 4.4 

(a) 

(~ , • ' 

(c) 

y 

(a) Knoo:p-hardnesa indentor and indentation geometries. (b) The six 
indentations, on a cubic element of material, us ed in yield locus 
measurement. (c) Schematic representation of the localization of 
the points on the yield locU9 related to.the indentations. 
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TENSILE AT 'Ro C5415 (SC% COLD ROLLED Mm A-T'ifl'J.i:;ALED 
COPPER). VOCE'S STRESS-STRAIN RELATION USED. 
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PLANE STRRIN//RO C942H (CUBE TEXTURE COPPER, 400° C) 

VOCE'S STRESS-STRAIN RELATION USED. 

WORK HqRQENING EXPONENT 6.3639 
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CORRELATION COEFFICIENT -8.99701 
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TENSILE AT "RO C9F72H (CUTIE TEXTUT"LE COPPER, 700° C) 
VOCE' S STRESS-S'l'RAIN RELATION USED. 
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PLANE STRRIN//RO C972H (Cu.BE TEXTunE COPPER ~ 700° C) 
VOCE'S STRESS-STRAIN RELATION USED . 
~!ORK HARDENING EXPONENT 6~3230 
CONSTANT IN EXPONENTIAL EQUATION 253.013 
CORRELRTION COEFFICIENT -0.99950 
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TEt~S I LE RT '45 ° CS72H ( CUBE TEX'l'URE COPPER, 700° C) 

VOCE'S STRESS-STRAIN RELATION USED . 
WORK HAROENH.JO EXPONENT 1.1443 
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CORRELATION COEFFICIENT -0.99973 
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PLANE STRA I H RT RD RS50AN ( 50% COLD RO.LLED AND ANNEALED 
RIMMING STEEL). HOLLOMON'S EQUATION USED. 
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TENSILE/ /RO TS70AN (7C% COLD ROLLED ..urn ANNEALED 
Ti-l:lEARING STEEL). HOLLOH01PS EQUATION USED. 
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Figure 5.61 
Measured and predicted (full line) variation of the flow stress <t~ 

with respect to tpat in the rolling direction <r0 ,with the angle Cl 

from the rolling direction for (a) 50f6 cold rolled and annealed 
copper (b) strongly cube-textured copper (c) 50Yo cold rolled and 
annealed rinuning steel (d) 70/o cold rolled and annealed Ti-bearing 
steel. Predictions for the steels used a pencil-glide modelo 
• - Yalues for plastic work at 1% st~...in •• 
m - Values for plastic work at 5% strain. 
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Figure 5.65 
Yield locus for 5<Y/o cold rolled and annealed copper (C5415) 

obtained from mecha.~ical tests (full line). The upper bound and 

lower bound crystallographic loci are shown in broken line. Axes 

calibrated in Taylor factor units. Loci assumed to be centrosymmetric. 

Experimental locus normalized to the plastic work at 1% engineering 

strain for tension in the rolling dlrection. 
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(b) X-axis at 45° to RD. Axes calibrated in Taylor factor units. Upper 
bound and lower bound c:rystallographi.e loci sho~n in broken line. Loci 
assumed centrosymmetric. Experimental loci normalized to the plastic 
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obtained from mechanical tests {full line). (a) X-8.Xis parallel to RD 9 

(b) X-axis at 2205° to RD, {c) X-axis at 45° to F.D. Upper bound and 
lower bound crystallographic loci shown in broken line. Loci assumed 
to be centrosymmetric. Experimental loci normalized to -the plastic work 
at 1% strain for tension in the X-direction. Axes calibrated in Taylor 
factor units. 
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Loci assumed to be centrosymmetric. Axes calibrated in Taylor factor units. 
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Figure 5.70 
(111) pole figures obtained by Authoff and Wincierz64 for (a) annealed 
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epecif1.ed in the figures. 
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annealed rimming steel. (Predictions from (a) to (e) based on pencil glide yield loci). 
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Predicted earing prof:tle for 20]6 cold rolled and annealed Al-kill ed steel. 
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Predicted earing p1.·ofile for 3o:>;6 cold rolled and annealed Al-killed steel • 
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Predicted earing profile for 50';6 c,:,ld rolled and annealc,d Al-killed steel .. 
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Predicted earing profile f c>r 7<Y,,6 cold rolled and annealed Al-killed steel. 
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Predicted earing profile for 90'/c cold rolled annealed Al-killed steel. 
(Prediction from (a) to (e) based on pencil glide yield loci. 
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Predicted earing profile for 201~ cold rolled and annealed Ti-bearing steel. 
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Predicted earing p1~0:file for 30}6 cold rolled and annealed Ti-bearing steel. 
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Predicted (full line) an.cl experimental earing profiles for 7o:/o cold rolled annealed 
Ti-bearing steel. 
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Predicted earing profile for 90>fa cold rolled and annealed Ti-bearing steel. 
(Predictions from (a) to (e) based. on pencil glide yield loci). 
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Predicted (full line) and experimental earing profiles for STS50 (see table 4.3). 
Prediction based on pencil glide locus. 
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Predicted (full line) and experimental earing profiles for STS60 (see table 4.3). 
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Predicted (full ·11ne) and experimental earing profiles for ST100 (see table 4.3). 
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FITTED YIELD LOCUS FOR : C54 15 0 DG ROT. 

Figure 5. a4 
Upper bound yield locus for 50;6 cold rolled and annealed 

copper plotted using equation (3.26) and the co~fficients 

from table 5.11. Axes .calibrated in Taylor factor units 
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FITTED YIELD LOCUS FOR: C972H 0 DG ROT. 

Figure 5.85 
Upper bound yield locus for strongly cube-textured copper 

plotted using equation (3.26) and the coefficients from 
table 5.11. Axes calibrated in Taylor factor units. 
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FITTED YIELD LOCUS FOR: C972H 45 DG ROT. 

Figure 5. 86 

Upper bond yield locus for strongly cube-textured copper 

(rotated 45 degrees from the rolling direc:tion) plotted 

using equation (3.26) and .the ~oefficients from table 5.11. 
Axes calibrated in Taylor factor units. 
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FI TTED YIELD LOCUS FOR : RS50RN 0 DG TO RD 

Figure 5. s7 
Upper_ bound yield locus for 50}6 cold rolled and annealed 

rimming steel plotted using equation (3.26) and the 

coefficients from table 5~11. Axes calibrated in Taylor 

factor units. 
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FITTED YIELD LOCUS FOR : TS70AN 0 OG TO RD 

Figure 5. 88 

Upper boun,d yield locus for 7rF/o cold rolled and a..nealed 

Ti-bearing steel plotted using equation (3.26) and the 

coefficients from table 5~11. Axes calibrated in Taylor 
factor units. 
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Plot of Considere subtangent, Z, as a function of the stress 

ratio between pure tension ( <:J"
2
= 0) and balanced biaxial tension 

for the upper bound soluotions of the o0 rotation yield locus of 

a random cop~er (C5415), the o0 
rotation and the 45° rotation of 

a cube texture copper (C972H)& 
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Figure 5.90 
Plot of the Considere subtangent, z, as a function of the stresB 

ratio between pure tension ( r2= o) and balanced biaxial tension 

for the upper bound solution of the o0 rotation loci of 5CPfa cold 

rolled and annealed rimming steel (RS50AN) and 7(});6 cold rolled and 

annealed Ti-bearing steel (TS70AN). 
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* FLD for 5CY>/o cold rolled and annealed copper (c5415). The E - axis 
* * 1 is parallel to the rolling direction. €. 1 and € 2 are true .strains. 

Experimental points~ same symbol, same specimen.• - he~~spherical 

punch. 
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* FLD for cube texture copper ( C972H). The G 
1 

-axizi is parallel to the 

* * rolling direction.€ 1 and E 2 are true strains. Experimental points: 

same symbol, same specimen. CD - hemispherical punch. 
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Figure 5.93 
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* * FLD for cube texture copper (C972H). The E. 1 and~ 2 are true strains. 
Expex.·imental points; same symbol, same specimen. G - hemispherical 

* punch. The G 1 -axis is at 45° to the r olling direction. 
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Figure 5.94 
*· FLD for 500;6 cold- rolled and annealed rimming stee.l. E 1 is parallel 

to RD. Region in broken line was predicted without thickness strain 

limit. Experimental points: same symbol, same specimen. 

* * • - hemispherical punch. E 
1 

and E 2 are true strains. 
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measured along the rolling directione Experimental points: same 

symbol, same specimen. 

* * • - hemispherical punch. E.
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, E 
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are true strains. 



filgure 5.~6 
Failure of a round-patched specimen of strongly cube-textured 

copper (C972H) which underwent balanced biaxial stretching. 

I 

Failure of an elongated-patched specimen of strongly cube

textured copper (C972H) which underwent biaxial flat stretching. 

There is a noticeable strain gradient in the groove. 



Figure 5.98 
Failure of a round-patched specimen of 50)/o cold rolled and 

annealed copper (C5415) which lfaerwent balanced biaxial 

stretching. 

Same specimen shown in in Figure 5.98 seen from the other 

side of the sheet, opposite to the patch. The circles are 

fractured without strain gradient in the groove. 
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Figure 5. 100 

Comparison bet ween the bulges for strongly cube-textured 

copper (left) and 95% cold rolled copper (right). The 

premature fracture of the cube-textured material (F) occurs 

near the edge and parallel to the rolling direction. 
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Figure 5.101 

Internal view of a bulge of strongly cube-textured copper 

showing the fracture (F) and the semi-circular s lip front (S) 

spreading from the sdge and centered on the r~dii at 

to the rolling direction and transverse direction. 
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